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ABSTRACT

Analysis and Optimization under Crosstalk and Variability in

Deep Sub-Micron VLSI Circuits

Debjit Sinha

With very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit fabrication entering the deep sub-micron era,

devices are scaled down to finer geometries, clocks are run at higher frequencies, and more

functionality is integrated into one chip. All these bring a great promise of “system-on-a-

chip”, but also introduce challenging new issues in the design process.

As a result of the increasing frequency and density, coupling effects or crosstalk between

neighboring wires are increased. These effects can cause functionality and timing failures in

a circuit. The dynamic power consumption in charging or discharging coupling capacitances

is timing dependent, and contributes significantly to a circuit’s power consumption. In

addition, manufacturing process variations (e.g. VT , Le), and environmental variations (e.g.

Vdd, Temperature) contribute to uncertainties that deeply impact the timing characteristics

of a circuit. This variability makes timing verification, and consequently, timing driven circuit

optimization extremely difficult. Although worst case analyses for circuit optimization are

simpler, they are not desirable since they severely over-constrain the optimization problem,

and result in designs that have excessive penalties in terms of area or power consumption.
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In this research, we investigate the essential problems of timing verification, power esti-

mation, and circuit (area or power) optimization under crosstalk and variability. We show

that a circuit optimization problem under constraints on the maximal induced noise on each

wire is equivalent to a fixpoint computation problem in a complete lattice. An optimal al-

gorithm to solving this problem is developed, and is extended to handle variations. Under

explicit timing constraints, we solve this problem in a Lagrangian Relaxation framework. We

present a timing yield driven circuit optimization algorithm that considers variability and

is based on statistical timing methodologies. Approaches to fast and approximation error

aware statistical timing analysis are developed that also consider effects due to coupling as

well as variability. Multiple input switching effects are considered for improved timing accu-

racy. We signify the importance of the timing dependence of dynamic power consumption in

coupling capacitances, and develop an algorithm for accurate and efficient power estimation.

Experimental results validate our approaches, and are promising.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

With very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit fabrication entering the deep sub-micron

(DSM) era, devices and interconnection resources are scaled down to smaller sizes and placed

at an ever increasing proximity. The semiconductor industry has advanced tremendously

over the last ten years, with features sizes being downscaled from 0.35µm (in 1996) to 65nm

today. It is predicted that feature sizes will continue shrinking to less than 45nm in the few

years to come.

With the increase in die dimensions, more functions are integrated into one chip. There

is also a trend of continuous increase in the number of devices within a chip. Modern day

chips target over a billion transistors inside a die. Reduction in transistor switching delays

results in faster signal transition times and higher clock frequencies. All these bring a great

promise of “system-on-a-chip”, but also introduce many new issues in the design process.

Crosstalk and variability are two important issues among them.

1.1. Crosstalk

With the progress of deep sub-micron technologies, shrinking geometries have led to a re-

duction in the self-capacitance of wires. Meanwhile, coupling-capacitances have increased as

wires have a larger aspect ratio and are brought closer together. For 90nm technologies, the

ratio of an interconnect’s parasitic coupling capacitance to its parasitic ground capacitance

is nearly 5.5 (85% of the total parasitic capacitance) [1, 2, 3]. This signifies the increased
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dominance of coupling capacitances with technology scaling. Trends indicate that the role

of coupling-capacitances will be even more dominant in the future as feature-sizes shrink [4].

Crosstalk denotes the effects due to coupling, and can be classified into two types, namely

functional noise and delay variation. Functional noise refers to a spurious signal induced

on a quiet (non-switching) net by another coupled net that is switching. This noise causes

a glitch which may propagate to a dynamic node or a latch, changing the circuit state

and causing a functional failure [5, 6]. Simultaneous switchings on multiple coupled nets

affect switching and propagation delays on the nets, thereby causing delay variations [7] in

the circuit. These circuit delay variations may cause timing failures. Crosstalk effects are

thus critical in modern high performance designs, and their significance is manifested with

the usage of more aggressive and less noise-immune circuit structures like dynamic logic.

Furthermore, dynamic power consumption in coupling capacitances is timing dependent,

and contributes significantly to a circuit’s power consumption.

1.2. Variability

As complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) feature sizes move into the DSM

regime, the effects of process variations become critical with the increase in the variability

of process parameters [8, 9, 10]. Uncertainties are attributed to manufacturing process

variations (e.g. VT , Le); environmental variations (e.g. Vdd, Temperature); and device

fatigue phenomenon. We term these sources of variability as parameters, and refer to the

range in which they can collectively vary as the parameter space. Parametric variations

translate to variations in circuit component delays and impacts the timing characteristics of

a circuit. Nominally non-critical paths may become critical in some regions due to sensitivity

to the sources of variation and can cause circuits to fail in meeting their timing constraints.
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Consequently, it becomes imperative to improve the parametric yield of a circuit, which

denotes the probability that given performance constraints are met under variations. This

motivates development of robust circuit optimization approaches.

Traditional static timing analysis (STA) considers circuit component delays as determin-

istic quantities. These delays are obtained from technology library characterization at various

corners in the parameter space, that is, at various assignment of parametric values. Timing

analysis is then performed for some corner and is thus unable to account for any parametric

variation. Multiple runs of STA performed at various corners in the parameter space is akin

to a statistical sampling of circuit delays under variability. This is time consuming and may

ignore a critical corner. Further, optimization for the worst case over-constrains the problem,

and results in designs that have excessive penalties in terms of area or power consumption.

Probabilistic and statistical approaches are therefore considered more appropriate for circuit

analysis and optimization, under variations.

1.3. Dissertation overview

A growing importance of the mentioned effects motivate their consideration in the de-

velopment of robust circuit timing/power analysis and circuit optimization methodologies

for modern DSM VLSI designs. In this research, we present the results [11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] obtained in solving some essential problems of tim-

ing/power estimation and circuit optimization under crosstalk and variability. The rest of

this dissertation is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, we consider the problem of circuit (area/power) optimization under crosstalk

noise and timing constraints. We show that the circuit optimization problem under con-

straints on the maximal induced noise on each wire is equivalent to a fixpoint computation
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problem in a complete lattice. An optimal algorithm to solving this problem is developed.

Under explicit timing constraints, we solve this problem in a Lagrangian Relaxation frame-

work.

In Chapter 3, we re-consider the above problem under variability by introducing addi-

tional yield constraints. This problem is solved as a fixpoint computation problem, and we

employ Monte Carlo simulations to handle variability. We demonstrate that on the average,

our approach results in a larger parametric yield in comparison to an alternate approach

that attempts to handle variations by using guard-bands.

In Chapter 4, we consider the problem of area constrained circuit timing yield optimiza-

tion under variability. We employ statistical approaches to delay modeling, timing analysis,

and gate-sizing in solving this problem. It is shown that optimization for maximizing the

probability of non-negative circuit slack is more effective than optimization for maximizing

the worst-case slack, in terms of circuit area. We also provide one reason why statistical

timing driven optimization does better than deterministic timing driven optimization.

Under variability, circuit component delays are modeled as random variables (often hav-

ing a Gaussian distribution). Timing analysis of a circuit requires max operations on these

random variables, which are slow and involve approximations. In Chapter 5, we develop ap-

proaches to fast and approximation-error aware computation of the max of a set of Gaussian

random variables.

In Chapter 6, we develop a unified framework for statistical timing analysis that considers

crosstalk and variability. The framework is amenable to delay variations caused due to

simultaneous switching of multiple inputs of a gate as well. Comparisons to variation aware

approaches that ignore crosstalk delay variations; and those that only handle these variations

deterministically show significant timing accuracy gains of the proposed approach.
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In Chapter 7, we signify the timing dependence of a circuit’s dynamic power consump-

tion in coupling capacitances. We develop a timing dependent framework to efficiently and

accurately computing dynamic power consumption. It is shown that the ignorance of this

timing dependence could result in both underestimation or overestimation of power. Con-

sequently, we conclude that using guard-bands during timing independent power estimation

is meaningless.

In Chapter 8, we study the impact of modern process technologies like dummy metal

fills, chemical mechanical polishing, multiple thin dielectrics and trapezoidal conductor cross-

sections on the electrical parameters of interconnects. We aim to quantify systematic vari-

ability in interconnect parasitics. Based on the obtained experimental results, we conclude

that fills and trapezoidal conductor cross-sections can result in substantial variations in

interconnect parasitic capacitances.
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CHAPTER 2

Gate-size Optimization under Noise and Timing Constraints

Approaches to coupling-noise (or functional noise) reduction include routing and wire

perturbations [24, 25]; buffer insertion [26]; and driver sizing. In the post-routing stage,

coupling-noise on some nets may be critical and need to be fixed. In this scenario, gate-sizing

is an attractive approach to noise reduction since it may not require re-routing, unlike the

other mentioned approaches. Flexibility through scalable libraries and existing fill-space aid

incremental gate-sizing, without affecting global routing.

The coupling noise that can possibly be induced on a net is dependent on the size of its

driving-gate and the driving-gate-sizes of all its coupled nets. The noise can be reduced if

the size of the net’s driving-gate is increased, or if driving-gate-sizes of the coupled nets are

decreased. However, when the driving-gate of a net is sized up, it may increase the noise it

induces on other nets as an aggressor. On the other hand, when the driving-gate-size of a net

is reduced, noise induced on itself may increase. Since coupling is symmetric on the coupled

nets, it is artificial to classify them as aggressors or victims. A net could be an aggressor and

a victim at the same time. Although it is plausible to classify a net either as an aggressor or

a victim based on the strength of the noise on itself and other coupled nets, with changing

driving-gate-sizes, the role of a net may change. Consequently, we do not classify nets as

aggressors and (or) victims in our approach.

Gate-sizing for noise reduction has been shown to be effective by researchers. Xiao et

al. [27] propose a transistor sizing algorithm for noise reduction. A gate-sizing algorithm
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for noise optimization is proposed by Hashimoto et al. in [28], but is limited to sizing

driving-gates of aggressor nets only. The post-route gate-sizing algorithm for noise reduction

proposed by Becer et al. [29] does not guarantee an optimal solution. These gate-sizing

approaches to noise reduction handle the timing constraints of the circuit as constraints on

gate-sizes during optimization. This may require timing-budgeting before the size bound

generations and can therefore over-constrain the problem.

In this chapter, we propose iterative algorithms for circuit optimization under constraints

on noise, timing and gate-sizes. We do not explicitly consider coupling induced delay vari-

ations. A weighted sum of gate-sizes is used as the metric for circuit optimization. The

formulated optimization problem is broken into sub-problems of circuit optimization under

noise and timing constraints, respectively. The former is a gate-size optimization problem

under noise constraints without considering timing requirements explicitly, while the latter

is a gate-size optimization problem under given timing constraints only.

The sub-problem of gate-size optimization under noise constraints is solved as a fixpoint

computation [30] problem on a complete lattice. The proposed algorithm is guaranteed

to converge to the optimal solution, provided it exists. If timing constraints of the circuit

are translated to gate-size constraints as in previous approaches, the proposed approach to

solving this sub-problem yields the optimal solution to the gate-size optimization problem

under noise and timing constraints. The sub-problem for circuit optimization under timing

constraints is considered as a geometrical programming problem. An optimal algorithm

for simultaneous gate and wire size optimization under timing constraints is presented by

Chen et al. in [31]. We adopt their idea to solving the latter sub-problem. The solutions

to the two problems are finally combined to solve the original problem in a Lagrangian

Relaxation [32, 33, 34, 35] framework. Experimental results demonstrating the effectiveness
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of the algorithms are reported for the ISCAS’85 benchmarks [36] and larger circuits. We

compare our results to the approach where successive iterations of gate-sizing are performed

for timing and for noise reduction independently. This alternative design approach is driven

by the algorithms used to solving the mentioned sub-problems respectively.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We present our problem formulation in

Section 2.1. The gate-size optimization sub-problem under noise constraints is solved as a

fixpoint computation problem in Section 2.2. We briefly consider the gate-size optimization

sub-problem under timing constraints in Section 2.3. An iterative algorithm based on La-

grangian Relaxation to solving the original problem is proposed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. We

present experimental results and draw conclusions in Section 2.6.

2.1. Problem formulation

2.1.1. Motivation

A circuit optimization problem typically attains to minimize the area or power consumption

of a circuit under given timing and other constraints. To avoid functional failures due

to coupling, optimizations are performed to constrain the maximal induced noise on each

net of the circuit. However, these optimizations should not result in a timing constraint

violation. Successive iterations of optimization for noise reduction and timing therefore

become necessary, and may yield sub-optimal solutions. This motivates the development of

an optimization approach for noise reduction which explicitly considers the timing constraints

of the circuit, and yields better solutions than the approach of independent iterations of

optimization for noise reduction and timing, respectively.
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2.1.2. Circuit modeling

We model a circuit as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Nodes of the DAG represent gates in

the circuit and the edges represent the corresponding nets. A pseudo primary-output node

(PO henceforth) is added to represent a single output node having incoming edges from all

output nodes of the DAG. Similarly, a pseudo primary-input node (PI henceforth) having

outgoing edges to all input nodes of the DAG is added. Nodes of the graph are topologically

sorted with PO having index 0 and PI having the largest index for ease of notation.

Gates and nets are modeled as standard switch level and π-type RC circuits, respectively.

G is used to denote the set of all gates (nodes) in the circuit (graph). The size of a gate i

is denoted by s(i). Gate-sizes in the circuit are collectively represented as a gate-size vector

S, which is formally defined as :

S
∆
= [s(i) : ∀i ∈ G].

r̂i and ĉi represent unit gate-size output resistance, and input capacitance per unit gate-size,

respectively. The output resistance of any gate i is therefore expressed as ri = r̂i/s(i) and

the capacitance of an input pin of the gate is thus expressed as ci = ĉis(i)+ f(i), where f(i)

represents the gate perimeter capacitance. For simplicity, we assume input capacitances of

all input pins of a gate to be the same and ignore intrinsic gate delay. However, the proposed

algorithm can be simply extended to handle them. We use the Elmore delay model for timing

estimations in this chapter.
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(b)

(a)

A B

C

D

Net − C Net − D

Net − A

Net − B

Coupling

Coupling Coupling

Coupling

Figure 2.1. (a) A circuit with four coupled nets (b) The corresponding
coupling-graph

An undirected coupling-graph containing coupling information is superimposed on the

DAG. Nodes in the coupling-graph represent the nets of the circuit. Edges in the coupling-

graph are called coupling-edges, and are introduced between nodes corresponding to sig-

nificantly coupled nets. Figure 2.1(a) shows a circuit with nets having significant coupling

between them. Figure 2.1(b) shows the corresponding coupling-graph where the nodes rep-

resent the nets of the circuit. The coupling-graph model is used for noise estimation and

reduction in our proposed approaches.

2.1.3. Problem definition

Given all gate-sizes in a circuit, the noise induced on each net can be calculated using a

noise-model. Coupling-noise N(i) on the fanout net of a gate i is formally represented as:

N(i)
∆
= fi(s(i), s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik))
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where, s(i) represents the size of gate i, [i1, i2, . . . , ik] represent driving-gates of nets that are

coupled to the fanout net of i, and [s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik)] represent their sizes, respectively.

Given non-negative weights wi for each gate i, the objective of the gate-size optimization

problem under noise and timing constraints is to find the minimal weighted-sum of gate-

sizes under the constraints that the maximal arrival time at the PO with respect to the PI is

bounded by a given value A0, noise N(i) on the fanout net of every gate i is upper bounded

by a given value U(i), and the size of each gate i is lower and upper bounded by given values

l(i) and u(i), respectively. The noise upper bound U(i) represents the maximum noise a

given net can tolerate. Size bounds l(i) and u(i) are given by physical constraints. The

timing constraints require that for all paths p from PI to PO, the sum of the delays across

components in each path p must be at most A0. Formally, we attain to solve the following

problem.

min
∑

i∈G

wis(i) (2.1)

s.t.

∑

i∈p Di ≤ A0 ∀p ∈ P

N(i) ≤ U(i) ∀i ∈ G

l(i) ≤ s(i) ≤ u(i) ∀i ∈ G

where, Di is the Elmore delay associated with component i and P is the set of all paths p from

PI to PO. Since the total number of paths in P can be exponential, the above formulation

is impractical for analysis and optimization. We therefore associate a variable ai to each

component which represents the output arrival time for that component. We now have an
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alternate definition of the above problem.

min
∑

i∈G

wis(i) (2.2)

s.t.

aj ≤ A0 ∀j ∈ input(PO)

aj +Di ≤ ai ∀i ∧ j ∈ input(i)

N(i) ≤ U(i) ∀i ∈ G

l(i) ≤ s(i) ≤ u(i) ∀i ∈ G

where, input(i) gives the set of components that are inputs to component i.

2.2. Gate-size optimization under noise constraints

2.2.1. Problem definition

In this section, we consider a sub-problem of the gate-size optimization problem by tempo-

rally ignoring the explicit constraints on the arrival times. In addition, we generalize the

objective of the problem to determine a gate-size vector S that minimizes any arbitrary

cost-function C(S) that is a monotonically non-decreasing function of S. We note that the

objective function of our original problem
∑

i∈G wis(i) is a monotonically non-decreasing
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function of S for non-negative weights wi. The sub-problem is formally defined as the fol-

lowing.

min C(S) (2.3)

s.t.

N(i) ≤ U(i) ∀i ∈ G

l(i) ≤ s(i) ≤ u(i) ∀i ∈ G

2.2.2. Gate-sizing transformation

Irrespective of the noise model being used, the noise function fi(s(i), s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik))

for any gate i, is considered to be monotonically non-increasing on s(i), and monotonically

non-decreasing on s(ij) for any j ∈ [1, k]. This assumption is conservative and is satisfied

by any reasonable noise-function. Similar assumptions based on experimental results are

used in [27]. The monotonic properties for any noise function are formally expressed as the

following.

s(i) < s1(i) (2.4)

⇒ fi(s(i), s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik)) ≥ fi(s1(i), s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik))

s(ij) < s1(ij) (2.5)

⇒ fi(s(i), s(i1), . . . , s(ij), . . . , s(ik)) ≤ fi(s(i), s(i1), . . . , s1(ij), . . . , s(ik))

These properties are used to formulate a gate-sizing transformation. We define a trans-

formation gi, which gives the minimal size (within size constraints) of a gate i such that there
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are no noise violations on its fanout net. The transformation is a function of the gate-sizes

s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik). Formally, we define gi as:

gi(s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik))
∆
= min x (2.6)

s.t.

fi(x, s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik)) ≤ U(i)

l(i) ≤ x ≤ u(i).

A system of equations is formed when all gate-sizes are optimized with the corresponding gi

transformations as follows.

s(i) = gi(s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik)) ∀i ∈ G (2.7)

We use G ∆
= [gi : i ∈ G] to denote the vector transformation of gi, and write the above

equation in vector notation as:

S = G(S). (2.8)

A solution to (2.8) is a gate-size vector S, which is called a fixpoint of G. The following

theorem proves that a solution to (2.8) is a necessary condition for a solution to the gate-size

optimization sub-problem under noise constraints as defined in (2.3).

Theorem 2.2.1. If there is a solution to (2.3), there is also a solution to both (2.3) and

(2.8).

Proof. Let S ′ be the solution to (2.3), and S ′′ = Gk(S ′) such that G(S ′′) = S ′′, for

some k > 0. Gk(S) represents successive applications of transformation G on the vector S.
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Transformation Gk on vector S ′, comprising of gate-sizes s′(i), ∀i ∈ G, which satisfies the

noise constraints and the size constraints, yields a vector S ′′ comprising of gate-sizes s′′(i)

such that s′′(i) ≤ s′(i), ∀i ∈ G. This follows from the definition of gi in (2.6), which ensures

that a gate is never over-sized if it satisfies the noise and size constraints. The obtained

relation between the gate-size vectors is expressed as S ′′ ≤ S ′. It is known that the cost

function is monotonically non-decreasing with S. We therefore have the following.

C(S ′′) ≤ C(S ′)

Since S ′ is a solution to (2.3), C(S ′) is the minimum value of C(S) for all S which satisfies the

noise and size constraints. However, it is known that even S ′′ satisfies the given constraints

and that C(S ′′) ≤ C(S ′). This implies that

C(S ′′) = C(S ′).

S ′′ is thus a solution to (2.3), and also a solution to (2.8) from definition. �
It is, thus, established that if a solution to the gate-size optimization sub-problem exists,

so does a solution to the same problem which is also a fixpoint of G. The converse is however

not true. An arbitrary fixpoint of G is not necessarily the solution to the sub-problem since

it may not yield the minimum C(S). A fixpoint of G can be the optimal solution to our

sub-problem if and only if it yields the minimal cost-function among all other fixpoints.

Consequently, we attain to obtain a fixpoint of G which is also a solution to the sub-problem

defined in (2.3).
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We next formally define the relation ≤ over two gate-size vectors X
∆
= [x(i) : i ∈ G]

and Y
∆
= [y(i) : i ∈ G]. Since ≤ satisfies the properties of reflexivity, transitivity, and

antisymmetry, it also forms a partial order on the family of all gate-size vectors.

Definition 2.2.1.

X ≤ Y
∆
= x(i) ≤ y(i) ∀i ∈ G

Theorem 2.2.2. G is a monotonic transformation, that is, if S1 ≤ S2, then G(S1) ≤

G(S2).

Proof. From Definition 2.2.1, S1 ≤ S2 implies the following.

s1(i) ≤ s2(i) ∀i ∈ G (2.9)

We use contradiction to prove our claim. If G(S1) ≤ G(S2) is not true, then there must be

at least a gate j, the fanout net of which couples to fanout nets of gates j1, j2, . . . , jk such

that

m > n (2.10)

where, m
∆
= gj(s1(j1), s1(j2), . . . , s1(jk)) and n

∆
= gj(s2(j1), s2(j2), . . . , s2(jk)). From the

monotonic property of fj in (2.5), it is known that

fj(n, s1(j1), s1(j2), . . . , s1(jk)) ≤ fj(n, s2(j1), s2(j2), . . . , s2(jk)). (2.11)
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From the definitions of n and gi, we have the following.

n = gj(s2(j1), s2(j2), . . . , s2(jk))

⇒ fj(n, s2(j1), s2(j2), . . . , s2(jk)) ≤ U(j)

⇒ fj(n, s1(j1), s1(j2), . . . , s1(jk)) ≤ U(j) from (2.11)

However, from the definitions of m and gi, we obtain the following.

m = gj(s1(j1), s1(j2), . . . , s1(jk))

⇒ m = min {x : (fj(x, s1(j1), s1(j2), . . . , s1(jk)) ≤ U(j)}

⇒ m ≤ y, ∀y : fj(y, s1(j1), s1(j2), . . . , s1(jk)) ≤ U(j)

⇒ m ≤ n, which contradicts (2.10) and proves our claim. �
According to lattice theory [37], a partially ordered set forms a complete lattice if it has

a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound on any subset of its elements. A lattice is

constructed of all gate-size vectors that satisfy the size constraints. The bottom element of

the lattice is a gate-size vector, comprising gate-sizes of which are equal to their individual

lower bounds. The top element of the lattice is a virtual gate-size vector, having at least

one upper gate-size bound violation. It is a virtual vector as it is a mapping of all gate-size

vectors in the partially ordered set with at least one upper size-bound violation. This makes

the family of gate-size vectors with the ≤ relation a complete lattice.

Given a subset A of elements in a complete lattice L, we use
∨
A and

∧
A to represent

the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of elements in A, respectively. The
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existence of a fixpoint in our system is guaranteed by the following theorem due to Knaster

and Tarski [37].

Theorem 2.2.3 (Knaster-Tarski). Let L be a complete lattice and G : L→ L an order-

preserving map. Then
∨{x ∈ L : x ≤ G(x)} ∈ fix(G) where fix(G) is the set of fixpoints of

G.

The above theorem is however, not employed to compute a fixpoint since it is not feasible

to compute the set {x ∈ L : x ≤ G(x)}. Furthermore, it is not known whether such a fixpoint

is also the smallest solution to the gate-sizing problem. We use the iterative method (also

called successive approximation) instead to find a fixpoint. In this method, one selects an

initial solution X0 and iteratively computes X1 = G(X0), X2 = G(X1), . . . in the hope of

finding an Xn such that Xn = G(Xn). But the hope may not be fulfilled by starting from

any initial point. Fortunately, the bottom and the top elements are good candidates for

that.

Following a tradition in lattice theory, ⊥ and ⊤ are used to represent the bottom and

top elements of the complete lattice, respectively. ⊥ is defined as the vector of lower-bound

gate-sizes comprising of l(i), ∀i ∈ G. Since ⊥ ≤ G(⊥), based on the monotonic property

of G, there is an ascending chain ⊥ ≤ G(⊥) ≤ G2(⊥) ≤ · · · . If the chain has only finite

elements, which is true on any finite solution space, the process eventually reaches a fixpoint.

The only property that is used of ⊥ is ⊥ ≤ G(⊥). Consequently, any solution X0 such that

X0 ≤ G(X0) can be used as an initial solution to reach a fixpoint. Since we attain to find

the least fixpoint, we start our iterations with the ⊥ element as our initial solution. The

fixpoint obtained is the optimal solution to our sub-problem.
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Theorem 2.2.4. If fix(G) = {Sf1, . . . , Sfl
} denotes the set of fixpoints of G, then there

exists a least fixpoint SfL
∈ fix(G), defined as SfL

∆
= [sfL

(i) = min(sf1(i), . . . sfl
(i)) : i ∈ G],

such that SfL
≤ Sfj

, ∀j ∈ [1, l].

Proof. From the definition of SfL
, there must exist a fixpoint Sfj

with the same size

for an arbitrary gate k, such that sfL
(k) = sfj

(k) and sfj
(i) ≥ sfL

(i), ∀i ∈ G, i 6= k.

Since Sfj
is a fixpoint, the noise constraint on all its gates are satisfied. Thus, given the

monotonic properties of the noise function in (2.5), SfL
must also satisfy the noise constraints.

Additionally since it is the lower bound on all the fixpoints, transformation G on SfL
yields

SfL
. It is thus a fixpoint of G. �
Corollary 2.2.4.1. The fixpoint reached starting from the ⊥ element of the lattice is

the least fixpoint and is the optimal solution to the gate-size optimization problem for noise

reduction, provided the fixpoint 6= ⊤, which implies no solution.

Corollary 2.2.4.2. The solution to the gate-sizing problem minimizes any cost-function

C(S), which is monotonically non-decreasing with S. It can therefore minimize a set of cost-

functions simultaneously. Individual gate-sizes can be consider to be a cost-function each,

since they are monotonically non-decreasing with S. This implies that the solution to the

gate-sizing problem yields a gate-size vector S which consists of the smallest possible sizes

of individual gates, such that coupling-noise on every net is upper bounded and the circuit

satisfies given physical constraints.

Corollary 2.2.4.3. If timing constraints are incorporated in the gate-size bounds after

timing budgeting, the solution reached using the proposed approach is the optimal gate-size
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vector that minimizes the weighted sum of gate-sizes and satisfies both the noise and timing

constraints.

The least fixpoint reached is the lower bound on the gate-size vectors that are fixpoints

of G, and thus for non-negative weights w(i) yields the minimal weighted sum of gate-

sizes. It is thus the solution to the gate-size optimization sub-problem defined in (2.3).

The least fixpoint obtained is the optimal solution and is independent of the given weights

[w(i) : i ∈ G].

2.2.3. Scheme of chaotic iterations

Before a good iterative order for updates is defined, it is important to establish its theoretical

validity. The scheme of chaotic iterations [38] ensures that the process will always converge

to the same fixpoint, irrespective of the order being used. Transformation G is composed

of a set of partial transformations. In each step, one or more partial transformations are

applied to update gate-sizes of some gates, while sizes of all other gates are kept the same.

GA is used to represent such a partial transformation done in one step, where A represents

the points where gate-sizes are updated.

Lemma 2.2.1.

(X ≤ G(X)) ⇒ (X ≤ GA(X) ≤ G(X)) (2.12)

∧ (X ≥ G(X)) ⇒ (X ≥ GA(X) ≥ G(X))

The above lemma states that no matter what evaluation order is used, the generated

sequence is monotonic in the same direction and it will not overshoot the fixpoint generated
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by G. This guarantees reaching the same fixpoint irrespective of the iteration scheme, starting

with the same initial point in the lattice.

2.2.4. Iterative sizing algorithm

We present an algorithm to solving the sub-problem of gate-size optimization under noise

constraints. The algorithm is transparent to the timing constraints being incorporated in

the size bounds or not. In the former case, the optimal solution attained also guarantees

that the timing constraints of the circuit are met, given that the optimal solution does exist.

Timing constraints can be incorporated in the size bounds by timing budgeting as in [27].

In the latter case, gate-size bounds are given by physical constraints only.

Layout extraction is performed on a given circuit and is used to construct its correspond-

ing DAG and coupling-graph. The size of each gate is initialized to its lower size-bound

(s(i) = l(i), ∀i ∈ G). Updates (G transformations) are performed iteratively until all noise

violations are eliminated, or it is found that gate-sizing cannot remove all violations. In

the latter case, no optimal solution to gate-sizing under noise constraints is declared. For

the updates, the noise on the fanout net of node i is calculated based on a noise-model.

Driving-gate-sizes of nets coupled to the fanout net of a gate i under consideration are used

to determine the value of N(i). If the N(i) exceeds U(i), i is sized up optimally such that

N(i) ≤ U(i), else no update is performed. If the update in the former case violates the

size constraints on i, no solution to the sub-problem is declared. Iterations may optionally

be continued to remove other noise-violations. Binary search (for continuous gate-sizing)

or linear search (for discrete gate-sizing) is used to find the optimal gate-size during an

update. Given n gates in a circuit, and that there exist at most k alternative gates that

can be mapped to the same node, the theoretical upper bound on the number of gate-sizing
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• Algorithm: Optimal gate-size optimization under noise constraints
• Input: Layout extraction results
• Output: Optimized gate-size vector, if solution exists
• begin

(1) construct coupling-graph based on layout extraction
(2) s(i) = l(i), ∀i ∈ G
(3) do
(4) for each gate i ∈ G : N(i) > U(i)
(5) s(i) = gi(s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik))
(6) while ((∃i ∈ G : N(i) > U(i)) ∧ (s(i) ≤ u(i), ∀i ∈ G))

• end

Figure 2.2. Optimal algorithm for gate-size optimization under noise constraints

iterations is nk. The pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 2.2. The

order of the iterations may only alter the rate of convergence, but it is certain to reach the

optimal solution in any case, provided it exists. We present two possible iterative schemes

for node updates next.

• List traversal : A list of all nodes is maintained and necessary updates are

performed sequentially. This is repeated until no updates are found necessary during

the entire traversal to yield the optimal solution. However, if a gate exceeds given

size-constraints, iterations are stopped and no solution for the circuit is declared.

Alternately, that node is ignored in future iterations and the algorithm tries to

eliminate noise violations on other nodes. In either case, no solution to complete

noise violation elimination by gate-sizing is declared.

• Queue traversal : In this scheme, a queue is initially filled with nodes whose

fanouts have noise violations. As a node i is popped from the queue, it is sized

up to eliminate the noise violation on its fanout net. All nodes with fanout nets

having a coupling-edge (in the coupling-graph) from the fanout net of node i are

pushed in the queue, if they have noise violations and are not already in the queue.
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Iteration stops either when the queue is empty or when a driver-size exceeds the

given constraint and no solution is concluded. As in List traversal, iterations may

be continued optionally to remove remaining violations.

2.2.5. Results of gate-size optimization under noise constraints

Experimental results of the proposed algorithm are presented for the ISCAS’85 benchmarks

and three larger circuits, namely CKT 1, CKT 2, and CKT 3. The larger circuits and the

parameters for all benchmarks are randomly generated with realistic parameters from a

0.18µm technology library. The 2π model [39] is used as the noise-model for all simulations.

For the test circuits, the driver resistance Rd is from 20 − 2000Ω, loading capacitance Cl is

from 4 − 50fF, and the slew is from 10 − 300ps. Gate-size bounds used do not incorporate

timing constraints.

Table 2.1 presents the results obtained. The queue traversal method is used in the

experiments. Optimization using list traversal yields similar results, but the queue traversal

method is faster on the average. For all benchmarks, we present the number of nodes,

the number of coupling-edges, and the number of nets having noise violation before and

after optimization. We present noise reduction results as a percentage of nets with noise

violations fixed with reference to the initial number of nets with violations. The number

of initial violations in the table represents the the number of nets having violations in the

original circuit. The increase in the weighted sum of gate-sizes for unit weights is found

to be less than 2% as compared to the original circuit. In some cases, and under tighter

noise bounds, an optimal solution to the sub-problem does not necessarily exist. The noise

reduction result in this case reflect the number of violations the algorithm removes when it

quits.
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Table 2.1. Noise reduction results : U(i) = 0.2Vdd

Circuit # of # of # of Initial # of Final % Noise
Nodes C Edges Violations Violations Reduction

C432 198 553 2 1 100
C499 245 621 3 0 100
C880 445 1240 3 0 100
C1355 589 1653 12 0 100
C1908 915 2655 10 0 100
C2670 1428 3851 32 1 97
C3540 1721 5086 16 3 81
C5315 2487 7076 17 0 100
C6288 2450 7239 15 0 100
C7552 3721 10823 33 0 100
CKT 1 15K 42017 67 0 100
CKT 2 18K 53114 83 1 99
CKT 3 20K 59389 140 0 100

Run time for the benchmarks range between 0.1−10.9 secs using the queue traversal, and

between 0.5− 24 secs for list traversal. The algorithm and the framework are written in the

C language. XVCG [40] is integrated with the simulation environment for coupling-graph

visualizations. Results presented are obtained by simulations on a Pentium 2.4GHz Xeon

processor server, having 1GB RAM and running RedHat Linux 8.0.

2.3. Gate-size optimization under timing constraints

Based on the notations defined earlier, the gate-size optimization sub-problem under

timing constraints is defined as the following.

min
∑

i∈G

wis(i) (2.13)

s.t.

aj ≤ A0 ∀j ∈ input(PO)

aj +Di ≤ ai ∀i ∧ j ∈ input(i)

l(i) ≤ s(i) ≤ u(i) ∀i ∈ G
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This problem is often considered to be a geometrical programming problem. An extended

problem is the gate and wire-sizing problem under timing constraints, which is solved opti-

mally in [31]. We use their approach to solving this sub-problem and combine our approach

to gate-size optimization under noise constraints in the next section to solve the circuit

optimization problem under noise and timing constraints defined in (2.2), in a Lagrangian

Relaxation framework.

2.4. Optimization under noise and timing constraints by Lagrangian Relaxation

2.4.1. Lagrangian Relaxation

Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) is a widely acclaimed technique for solving constrained opti-

mization problems. In LR, “troublesome” constraints are “relaxed” and incorporated into

the objective function after multiplying them with non-negative constants called Lagrange

multipliers, one multiplier for each constraint. For each fixed vector λ of the Lagrange

multiplier introduced, we obtain an easier sub-problem called the Lagrangian Relaxation

sub-problem associated with λ (LRS/λ). The problem of finding a λ such that the solu-

tion to the sub-problem is also the solution to the original constrained problem is called

the Lagrangian Dual problem (LDP). Kuhn-Tucker conditions [34] are used to simplify

LRS/λ to a simpler sub-problem denoted by LRS/µ. We use the method of sub-gradient

optimization [32, 34] to solve the LDP.

We relax the constraints on the arrival time of the gates since they are difficult to handle.

Analytical noise models are complex in form and cannot be expressed as posynomials. We

leave the noise and size bound constraints un-relaxed. This facilitates the approach of gate-

sizing under noise constraints as a fixpoint computation, which we described earlier. In

addition, the objective function of LRS/λ can be expressed as a posynomial.
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Following the Lagrangian Relaxation procedure, we introduce a Lagrange multiplier for

each constraint on arrival time. For all j ∈ input(PO), we introduce λj0 for the constraint

aj ≤ A0. For all j ∈ input(i) ∧ i 6= 0, we introduce λji for the constraint aj + Di ≤ ai.

We assume that the arrival time of PI is 0. We denote the vector of Lagrange multipliers

introduced by λ. The vector of arrival times is denoted by A
∆
= [ai : i ∈ G].

The LR sub-problem associated with λ (LRS/λ) is defined as the following.

min Lλ(S,A) (2.14)

s.t.

N(i) ≤ U(i) ∀i ∈ G

l(i) ≤ s(i) ≤ u(i) ∀i ∈ G

where, Lλ(S,A) is given by

∑

i∈G

wis(i) +
∑

j∈input(PO)

λj0(aj −A0) +
∑

i∈G

∑

j∈Input(i)

λji(aj +Di − ai).

Kuhn Tucker [34] conditions imply the following optimality condition on λ. The proof

is presented in [31].

∑

i∈output(k)

λki =
∑

j∈input(k)

λjk ∀k

The above conditions on λ are used to simplify LRS/λ. We define Ωλ = (λ ≥ 0 : λ) to

denote the set of λ that satisfies the above conditions. For any λ ∈ Ωλ, LRS/λ is equivalent

to solving a new sub-problem (proof in [31]) called LRS/µ, which is defined formally as the
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following.

min Lµ(S) (2.15)

s.t.

N(i) ≤ U(i) ∀i ∈ G

l(i) ≤ s(i) ≤ u(i) ∀i ∈ G

where, vector µ
∆
= [µi : i ∈ G], µi

∆
=

∑

j∈input(i) λji, and Lµ(S)
∆
=

∑

i∈G µiDi +
∑

i∈G wis(i).

We solve LRS/λ by solving LRS/µ instead. Vector A is evaluated by topologically consid-

ering each variable ai from the PI and setting it to the smallest possible value that satisfies

the timing constraints.

2.4.2. Solving the LRS/µ

A local refinement function is derived to solve the Lagrangian sub-problem and is applied to

gates iteratively until convergence. We define upstream(i) to be the set of resistor indexes

on the path(s) from gate i to the nearest upstream gate(s) or input driver(s). Let Ri (
∆
=

∑

j∈upstream(i) µjrj) and Ci denote the weighted upstream resistance and the downstream

capacitance of gate i, respectively.

We define hi to be a function of gate-sizes in a circuit that returns the optimal size of gate

i that locally minimizes Lµ(S), given other gate-sizes. This is similar to the local refinement

function derived for timing optimization in [31] and is formally represented as the following.

hi(S)
∆
= (min s(i) : Lµ(S)) (2.16)
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Based on the Elmore delay model, Lµ(S) can be expressed as a function of s(i) assuming

all other gate-sizes are fixed. Mathematically, we have

Lµ = Ai(S) · s(i) +
Bi(S)

s(i)
+ Ei(S) (2.17)

where, Ai(S), Bi(S), and Ei(S) are functions of gate-sizes of the circuit, but independent of

s(i). Ai(S) is given by ĉiRi +wi, and Bi(S) is given by µir̂iCi [31]. From the above equation,

the optimal value of s(i) is obtained that minimizes Lµ. Mathematically, we evaluate hi as

follows.

hi(S) =

√

Bi(S)

Ai(S)
=

√

µir̂iCi

ĉiRi + wi
(2.18)

We observe that Lµ is a convex function in s(i), and achieves the minimum at s(i) =

hi(S). However, the size bounds on gate i constrain the feasible region to s(i) ∈ [l(i), u(i)].

If hi(S) lies outside the feasible region, the optimal value of s(i) that minimizes Lµ under the

size bounds is one of the size bounds depending on the side of the feasible region that hi(S)

lies in. To satisfy the noise constraint in addition to the size bounds, we further constrain the

feasible region to the right of our previously derived transformation gi for noise reduction.

From the monotonic property of noise functions, it is known that any s(i) larger than gi

satisfies the noise constraint on the fanout of i. The optimal value of s(i) that minimizes

Lµ under the noise and size constraints is therefore given by the larger of gi and hi but

constrained within the size bounds.

We next define φi(S) to be the a refinement function for a gate i which returns its optimal

size that minimizes Lµ, attains to satisfy the noise constraint on its fanout net and is within

its size constraints. The noise constraint is satisfied if gi ≤ s(i). Formally, we express φi as
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• Algorithm: Solve LRS/µ
• Output: Optimized gate-size vector S
• begin

(1) s(i) = l(i), ∀i ∈ G
(2) do
(3) for each gate i ∈ G in topological order
(4) evaluate Ci

(5) for each gate i ∈ G in reverse topological order
(6) evaluate Ri

(7) s(i) = φi(S)
(8) until (no further improvement)

• end

Figure 2.3. Algorithm to solve the LRS/µ

the following.

φi(S)
∆
= min

(

u(i), max
(
l(i), gi(S), hi(S)

))

(2.19)

LRS/µ is solved by a greedy algorithm based on iteratively resizing the gates. Local

refinements of φi(S) are performed on every gate iteratively assuming all other gate-sizes are

fixed. Ri and Ci are evaluated for each gate by traversing the circuit in a reverse topological

order and in a topological order, respectively. gi for every gate is evaluated based on the

noise model used. We present the pseudo code of the iterative algorithm in Figure 2.3.

A system of equations is formed when locally refined driving-gate-sizes for all nets are

combined as s(i) = φi(S), ∀i ∈ G. The transformation is denoted in vector form as Φ
∆
= [φi :

i ∈ G] and we represent the system of equations in a vector form as the following.

S = Φ(S) (2.20)

A solution to (2.20) is a gate-size vector S, called a fixpoint of Φ. We prove in the following

theorem that Φ is monotonic, and under constraints, a convergent transformation.
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Theorem 2.4.1. Φ(S) is a monotonic transformation over the partial order ≤, that is,

for two gate-size vectors S1 and S2, given S1 ≤ S2 implies Φ(S1) ≤ Φ(S2).

Proof. We use contradiction to assert the theorem. If Φ(S1) ≤ Φ(S2) is not true, then

there must be at least a gate j, such that

φj(S1) > φj(S2)

⇒ min(u(j),max(l(j), gj(S1), hj(S1))) > min(u(j),max(l(j), gj(S2), hj(S2)))

⇒ max(gj(S1), hj(S1)) > max(gj(S2), hj(S2))

⇒ (gi(S1) > gi(S2)) ∨ (hi(S1) > hi(S2)). (2.21)

However, gi and hi are monotonic as shown earlier and in [31], respectively. This is formally

expressed as follows.

(gi(S1) ≤ gi(S2)) ∧ (hi(S1) ≤ hi(S2)) ∀i ∈ G

The monotonic properties of gi and hi contradict the results obtained above (2.21). This

proves that Φ(S) is a monotonic transformation. �
2.4.3. Solving the LDP

Let the function Q(λ) be the solution to LRS/λ. We define the LDP as the following.

max Q(λ) (2.22)

s.t.

λ ≥ 0
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Q(λ) is not differentiable in general. Methods like steepest descent, which depend on

gradient directions, are not necessarily applicable. The sub-gradient optimization method is

used instead, and can be viewed as a generalization of the steepest descent method in which

the gradient direction is substituted by a sub-gradient based direction [34]. This method

however, cannot guarantee the optimal solution in all cases.

Starting with an arbitrary value of λ, the method iteratively moves from the current

point to a new point following the sub-gradient direction. At step k, we solve the Lagrangian

sub-problem using the Solve LRS/µ algorithm. Subsequently, for each relaxed constraint,

we define the sub-gradient to be the right side minus the left hand side of the constraint,

evaluated at the current solution. The sub-gradient direction is the vector of all the sub-

gradients. We move to a new point by multiplying a step size ρk to the sub-gradient direction

and adding it to λ. Finally, λ is projected back to the nearest point in Ωλ, so that we can

solve LRS/µ instead of LRS/λ in the next iteration. This is repeated until convergence.

If the step size sequence ρk satisfies the two conditions limk→∞ρk = 0 and
∑∞

k=1 ρk = ∞,

then the sub-gradient optimization method will always converge to the optimal solution for

a convex problem. The approach to solving LDP by sub-gradient optimization is a standard

approach and is similar to the approach in [31]. The pseudo code of the Solve LDP algorithm

is given in Figure 2.4.

2.5. Gate-size optimization algorithm

Based on the problem formulation and the Lagrangian Relaxation procedure described in

the previous section, we present the pseudo code of a gate-size optimization algorithm that

minimizes the weighted sum of gate-sizes under given noise, timing and physical gate-size

constraints in Figure 2.5.
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• Algorithm: Solve LDP
• Output: λ that maximizes LRS/λ
• begin

(1) k = 1
(2) λ = arbitrary initial vector in Ωλ

(3) µi =
∑

j∈input(i) λji, ∀i ∈ G

(4) call Solve LRS/µ
(5) evaluate A = [ai : i ∈ G]
(6) for each gate i ∈ G
(7) for all j ∈ input(i)

(8) λji =

{
λji + ρk(aj −A0) if i = PO
λji + ρk(aj +Di − ai) otherwise

(9) project λ to the nearest point in Ωλ

(10) k = k + 1
(11) Repeat steps 3-10 until (

∑

i∈G wis(i) −Q(λ)) ≤ Error bound.
• end

Figure 2.4. Algorithm to solve the LDP

• Algorithm: Gate-size optimization under noise and timing constraints
• Input: Layout extraction results
• Output: Optimized gate-size vector S
• begin

(1) construct DAG for circuit
(2) superimpose coupling-graph from layout extraction
(3) call Solve LDP to get optimized λ
(4) evaluate µ from λ (µi =

∑

j∈input(i) λji, ∀i ∈ G)

(5) call Solve LRS/µ to get optimized S
• end

Figure 2.5. Algorithm for gate-size optimization under noise and timing constraints

Lemma 2.5.1. The solution Sopt obtained by the gate-size optimization algorithm un-

der noise constraints (Figure 2.2) is a lower bound to the optimal solution of the gate-size

optimization problem under noise and timing constraints.

The developed algorithm for gate-size optimization under noise constraints is used to

obtain the updated lower size bound of every gate in the original gate-size optimization
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problem under noise and timing constraints. This is because Sopt gives the minimum size of

each gate for which noise violations do not exist. Here we assume that the initial size bounds

used in both the algorithms are the same.

Lemma 2.5.2. If the optimal solution S∗ to the gate-size optimization sub-problem under

timing constraints (2.13) has a partial order over the relation ≤ with the optimal solution

S∗∗ to our gate-size optimization problem under noise and timing constraints, the converged

solution of our proposed algorithm is guaranteed to be the optimal solution.

We define H(S)
∆
= [hi(S) : i ∈ G] as the vector transformation of the local refinement

function hi(S) defined in (2.16). Since S∗ is the optimal solution to the gate-size optimization

sub-problem under timing constraints, we have S∗ = H(S∗) under size constraints. Given

that S∗ ≤ S∗∗, the monotonic property of H implies that H(S∗) ≤ H(S∗∗). We therefore

obtain S∗ ≤ H(S∗∗) ≤ S∗∗. In addition, it is intuitive that G(S∗∗) ≤ S∗∗. This implies

that the optimal solution S∗∗ is a fixpoint of Φ, that is Φ(S∗∗) = S∗∗, since S∗∗ yields the

minimum sum of gate-sizes. Given the monotonic property of Φ(S), it is therefore proved

that our algorithm yields the optimal solution.

2.6. Experimental results and conclusions

We present results of the proposed algorithm for gate-size optimization under noise and

timing constraints on the ISCAS’85 benchmarks [36] and three larger benchmarks, param-

eters for which are randomly generated with realistic values in a 0.18µ technology. We use

the 2-π noise model [39] for noise estimations. The upper noise bound U(i) on the nets is

set to 0.2Vdd. For comparison, we consider four optimization stages, namely Unoptimized,

Timing, Timing → Noise, and Timing + Noise.
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Table 2.2 presents the number of nodes (# of Nodes), number of coupling-edges in the

coupling-graph for the circuit (# of C Edges) and results obtained for the four stages men-

tioned above. Results for each stage include the weighted-sum of all gate-sizes (Area), the

arrival time at the PO of the circuit (Ta), and number of noise violations in the circuit (NV).

Unoptimized represents a circuit stage satisfying a given timing constraint, but without

area optimization or noise consideration. For ease of comparison, we normalize the Area

and Ta values for this stage and the corresponding values for the other stages are given with

respect to this stage.

Timing represents the circuit stage after it is optimized for minimal weighted sum of

gate-sizes under given timing constraints. The approach is similar to the work in [31]. As

expected, this stage is usually the optimal in terms of area, but has the most number of

noise violations. Since reaching the exact optimal using the LR approach is time consuming,

we accept a small error bound for the loop termination in the Solve LDP algorithm. This

makes the final solution close to the optimal, but not necessarily the exact optimal.

Timing → Noise represents the circuit stage after gates of circuit in Timing are sized up

using the algorithm for gate-size optimization under noise constraints (Figure 2.2). We con-

strain the size bounds such that the timing constraints are not violated during sizing. Results

demonstrate increase in area during this stage, and decrease in number of noise-violations,

with little effect on timing. In a few cases, the circuit is timed faster, but experiments do

not show any timing violation caused by the optimal coupling-noise reduction algorithm.

Timing + Noise represents the circuit stage after the Unoptimized circuit is optimized

with our proposed algorithm for gate-size optimization under noise and timing constraints.

Though the area obtained is found to be more than the Timing stage on the average, it
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Table 2.2. Noise reduction results : U(i) = 0.2Vdd

Circuit Unoptimized Timing Timing → Noise Timing + Noise
Area Ta NV Area Ta NV Area Ta NV Area Ta NV

C432 1.00 1.00 3 0.54 0.99 2 0.60 0.99 1 0.54 0.99 0
C499 1.00 1.00 4 0.43 0.99 3 0.49 0.99 0 0.43 0.99 0
C880 1.00 1.00 2 0.75 0.99 3 0.76 0.99 0 0.73 1.00 0
C1355 1.00 1.00 6 1.11 0.99 12 1.13 0.99 0 1.12 0.99 0
C1908 1.00 1.00 10 0.66 0.95 10 0.67 0.94 0 0.66 0.96 0
C2670 1.00 1.00 14 0.58 1.00 32 0.60 1.00 1 0.60 1.00 1
C3540 1.00 1.00 10 0.78 0.96 16 0.79 0.93 3 0.80 0.92 3
C5315 1.00 1.00 15 0.50 1.00 17 0.50 1.00 0 0.50 1.00 0
C6288 1.00 1.00 16 0.86 0.99 15 0.87 0.99 0 0.87 0.99 0
C7552 1.00 1.00 20 0.49 1.00 33 0.50 1.00 0 0.50 1.00 0
CKT 1 1.00 1.00 53 0.21 1.00 67 0.22 1.00 0 0.22 1.00 0
CKT 2 1.00 1.00 73 0.23 0.98 83 0.23 0.98 1 0.24 1.00 0
CKT 3 1.00 1.00 116 0.28 0.99 140 0.28 0.99 0 0.28 0.99 0

is found to be very effective in reducing noise violations and has lower area penalty in

comparison to Timing → Noise.

Table 2.3 presents similar results for a further constrained noise upper bound (U(i) =

0.1Vdd). We observe that gate-sizing is inadequate in removing all noise violations in this

case. This implies that gate-sizing for noise reduction is a good technique for post-route

noise fixes on some nets, and it is important to consider alternate noise reduction techniques

in earlier stages of design. Experimental results prove the effectiveness of our algorithm

over the approach of optimizing for area and then for noise. In comparison, the proposed

approach is shown to reduce larger number of noise violations, which is significant in cases

of constrained U(i) and is efficient for area optimization. The algorithm takes 0.8 seconds

for the smallest benchmark and 1.4 minutes for the largest benchmark on a Pentium 2.4GHz

Xeon processor server, having 1GB RAM and running RedHat Linux 8.0.
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Table 2.3. Noise reduction results : U(i) = 0.1Vdd

Circuit Unoptimized Timing Timing → Noise Timing + Noise
Area Ta NV Area Ta NV Area Ta NV Area Ta NV

C432 1.00 1.00 24 0.54 0.99 28 0.78 0.97 5 0.70 0.99 3
C499 1.00 1.00 32 0.67 1.00 35 0.84 0.96 12 0.75 1.00 9
C880 1.00 1.00 37 0.75 0.99 52 0.87 0.99 15 0.80 0.99 10
C1355 1.00 1.00 43 1.11 0.99 65 1.22 0.92 21 1.16 0.99 21
C1908 1.00 1.00 88 0.66 0.95 111 0.93 0.94 27 0.64 0.96 25
C2670 1.00 1.00 146 0.58 1.00 172 0.74 1.00 40 0.62 1.00 30
C3540 1.00 1.00 166 0.78 0.96 220 0.88 0.93 61 0.82 0.98 39
C5315 1.00 1.00 264 0.50 1.00 297 0.66 0.99 50 0.54 1.00 38
C6288 1.00 1.00 220 0.86 0.99 282 0.99 0.90 80 0.93 0.94 62
C7552 1.00 1.00 360 0.49 1.00 414 0.65 0.99 72 0.56 1.00 57
CKT 1 1.00 1.00 1136 0.32 1.00 1272 0.42 0.89 108 0.32 1.00 87
CKT 2 1.00 1.00 1544 0.23 0.98 1573 0.34 0.92 100 0.32 0.98 94
CKT 3 1.00 1.00 1783 0.28 0.99 1860 0.40 0.95 158 0.35 0.99 132
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CHAPTER 3

Yield Driven Gate-size Optimization under Noise and Variation

In Chapter 2, we presented algorithms for gate-size optimization under noise and timing

constraints. However, we did not consider the effects due to variability, which affects coupling

between nets and can cause the noise induced on a net to overshoot its given constraint.

Yield in this chapter denotes the probability that all nets of a circuit satisfy coupling-noise

constraints, under the effects of process variations. The desire to guarantee a given yield

for a circuit motivates development of an approach to solving the yield driven gate-size

optimization problem under noise and variation.

In this chapter, we propose an iterative algorithm for gate-size optimization that con-

strains the yield loss under process variations. The algorithm is presented as an extension

to the algorithm for gate-size optimization under noise constraints that we presented in

Chapter 2.2. We develop a new gate-sizing transformation and prove that the solution to

our problem is a fixpoint of this transformation. The effectiveness of the algorithm is vali-

dated by simulations on the ISCAS’85 benchmarks [36] and three larger circuits. Results are

compared with those from the algorithm for gate-size optimization under noise constraints

(Figure 2.2) and to an alternative design approach which uses a guard-band during sizing to

account for uncertainty due to variation.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The yield driven gate-size optimization

problem under noise and variation is formulated in Section 3.1. We develop a transformation

to solving the problem as a fixpoint computation problem in Section 3.2. An iterative
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yield driven gate-sizing algorithm is proposed in Section 3.3. Experimental results and

comparisons to alternative approaches are presented in Section 3.4.

3.1. Problem formulation

3.1.1. Gate-sizes as random variables

Fabricated gate-sizes cannot be accurately predicted due to variations in the manufactur-

ing process. Probabilistic approaches model the uncertainty in the gate parameters like

gate-length, dopant concentration and gate-thickness as random variables. We consider the

driving gate-size of a net i as a Gaussian random variable s(i) ∼ N(µi, σ
2
i ), having a mean

value of µi and variance σ2
i . However, the theory and concepts behind our proposed approach

are not limited to a Gaussian distribution and apply to other distributions as well.

3.1.2. Problem definition

The syntax of single notation quantification is used for all mathematical relations and ex-

pressions in this chapter. This is similar to the one advocated by Gries and Schneider [41].

The general form of a quantification over a binary operator ⋆ is exemplified by

(⋆x : R : P )

where, variable x is called the bound variable or dummy of the quantification, R is a boolean

expression called the range of the quantification such that values assumed by x satisfy R,

and P is an expression which is called the body of the quantification. The above expression

denotes the application of the operator ⋆ to the values of P for all x for which range R is
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true. For example,
∑n

i=1 xi would be represented as (+i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n : xi) and ∀x R → P as

(∀x : R : P ).

Given all gate-sizes in a circuit, the noise induced on each net can be calculated using

a noise-model. It is not necessary that the noise-model be an analytical one. Based on

the coupling-graph model as introduced in Chapter 2.1.2, the noise η(i) on a given net i is

represented as:

η(i)
∆
= fi(s(i), s(i1), . . . , s(ik)) = fi(N(µi, σ

2
i ), N(µi1 , σ

2
i1
) . . . N(µik , σ

2
ik

))

where, i1, . . . , ik represent nets which couple to i, and s(i1), . . . , s(ik) represent their driving-

gate-sizes, respectively. Nominal driving gate-sizes of all nets in the circuit are represented

by a nominal gate-size vector M as the following.

M
∆
= (i : 0 ≤ i < n : µi)

A circuit is considered to satisfy the noise constraint if coupling-noise η(i) on every net

i is upper bounded by a given value Ui. The nominal driving-gate-size µi of a net i is

bounded by l(i) and u(i), which represent minimum and maximum bounds on the gate-size

respectively, and are given by physical and timing constraints.

The objective of the optimal gate-size optimization problem under noise and variation is

to determine the minimal gate-size vector M such that a given lower bound on the yield is

guaranteed. This optimization problem is approached in two stages. Given that the desired

yield for a design (henceforth referred as the global yield) is distributed into probabilities of

no noise violation on each net (henceforth referred to as local yield), the yield driven gate-size

optimization problem attains to find minimal nominal gate-sizes that achieve the local yields
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throughout the circuit. In the extreme case, a global yield of 100% is distributed as desired

local yields of 100% throughout the circuit. This chapter presents a method to determine

minimal nominal gate-sizes that achieve the desired yields, under given physical and timing

constraints incorporated into the bounds on each gate-size.

3.2. Gate-sizing as a fixpoint computation

Irrespective of the noise model being used, the noise function fi(s(i), s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik))

for any net i, is considered to be monotonically non-increasing on s(i) and monotonically

non-decreasing on s(ij) for any j ∈ [1, k]. This assumption is conservative and is satisfied

by any reasonable noise-function. Similar assumptions based on experimental results are

used in [27]. The monotonic properties of any noise function are formally expressed as the

following.

s(i) < s1(i) (3.1)

⇒ fi(s(i), s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik)) ≥ fi(s1(i), s(i1), s(i2), . . . , s(ik))

s(ij) < s1(ij) (3.2)

⇒ fi(s(i), s(i1), . . . , s(ij), . . . , s(ik)) ≤ fi(s(i), s(i1), . . . , s1(ij), . . . , s(ik))

Based on these monotonic properties, we define a new transformation gi as a function

of the driving-gate-sizes of nets that couple to i. It gives the minimal driving-gate-size of i

satisfying physical and timing constraints, such that the probability of i satisfying its noise

constraint is at least Yi, which denotes the desired local yield of net i.
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Formally, gi is defined as the following.

gi(µi1, µi2, . . . , µik)
∆
= (3.3)

(min x : [Pr(fi(N(x, σ2
i ), s(i1), . . . , s(ik)) ≤ Ui)) ≥ Yi]

∧
[l(i) ≤ x ≤ u(i)] : x)

where, Pr(k) denotes the probability of event k.

A system of equations is thus formed when driving-gate-sizes for all nets are optimized

as:

(∀i : 0 ≤ i < n : µi = gi(µi1, µi2, . . . , µik)).

If nominal gate-sizes and the transformations are represented as vectors M = (i : 0 ≤ i <

n : µi), and G = (i : 0 ≤ i < n : gi), the above equation can be written as the following.

M = G(M) (3.4)

A solution to (3.4) is a gate-size vector M , which is called a fixpoint of G. (3.4) is next

shown to be a necessary condition for the solution to the yield driven gate-size optimization

problem.

Theorem 3.2.1. The solution to the yield driven gate-size optimization problem is also

a solution to (3.4), that is, a fixpoint of the G transformation.

Proof. Let M ′ be the solution to the yield driven gate-size optimization problem, and

M ′′ = Gk(M ′) such that G(M ′′) = M ′′, for some k > 0. Gk(M) represents successive

applications of transformation G on the vector M . Transformation Gk on vector M ′ that

satisfies the yield and size constraints, produces vector M ′′ such that driving-gate-size of

every net in M ′′ is less than or equal to the same in M ′. This follows from the definition
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of gi in (3.3), which ensures that a gate is never over-sized if it satisfies the yield and size

constraints. The obtained relation between the gate-size vectors is expressed as M ′′ ≤ M ′.

However, M ′ is the minimal vector of gate-sizes satisfying yield and size constraints. Since

M ′′ also satisfies the yield and size constraints, and M ′′ ≤ M ′, it is evident that M ′′ and

M ′ are identical. Fixpoint M ′′ is therefore shown to be the solution to the yield driven

gate-sizing problem. �
It is, thus, established that a solution to the yield driven gate-size optimization problem

is also a fixpoint of G. However, the converse is not true. An arbitrary fixpoint of G may

not be a minimal solution to the optimization problem. A gate-size vector that satisfies (3.4)

can be a solution to the original problem if and only if it yields the minimal gate-size vector

among all other fixpoints of G.

Theorem 3.2.2. G is a monotonic transformation, that is, if M1 ≤M2, then G(M1) ≤

G(M2).

Proof. From Definition 2.2.1, M1 ≤ M2 implies the following.

(∀i : 0 ≤ i < n : µ1i
≤ µ2i

) (3.5)

We use contradiction to prove our claim. If G(M1) ≤ G(M2) is not true, we must have the

following.

( ∃j : 0 ≤ j < n : [m
∆
= gj(µ1j1

, . . . , µ1jk
)] > [n

∆
= gj(µ2j1

, . . . , µ2jk
)] ) (3.6)

From the monotonic property of fj in (3.2), it is known that

Pr(fj(N(n, σ2
j ), s1(j1), . . .) ≤ Uj) ≥ Pr(fj(N(n, σ2

j ), s2(j1), . . .) ≤ Uj). (3.7)
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From the definitions of n and gi, we have the following.

n = gj(µ2j1
, µ2j2

, . . . , µ2jk
)

⇒ Pr(fj(N(n, σ2
j ), s2(j1), s2(j2), . . . , s2(jk)) ≤ Uj) ≥ Yj

⇒ Pr(fj(N(n, σ2
j ), s1(j1), s1(j2), . . . , s1(jk)) ≤ Uj) ≥ Yj from (3.7)

However, from the definitions of m and gi, we obtain the following.

m = gj(µ1j1
, µ1j2

, . . . , µ1jk
)

⇒ m = min {x : Pr(fj(N(x, σ2
j ), s1(j1), s1(j2) . . .) ≤ Uj) ≥ Yj}

⇒ ( ∀k : Pr(fj(N(k, σ2
j ), s1(j1), s1(j2) . . .) ≤ Uj) ≥ Yj : m ≤ k )

⇒ m ≤ n, which contradicts (3.6) and proves our claim. �
According to lattice theory [37], a partially ordered set forms a complete lattice if it has

a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound on any subset of its elements. A lattice is

constructed of all gate-size vectors that satisfy the size constraints. The bottom element of

the lattice is a gate-size vector, comprising nominal gate-sizes of which are equal to their

individual lower bounds given by physical and timing constraints. The top element of the

lattice is a virtual gate-size vector, having at least one upper gate-size bound violation. It

is a virtual vector as it is a mapping of all gate-size vectors in the partially ordered set with

at least one upper size-bound violation. This makes the family of gate-size vectors with the

≤ relation a complete lattice. The existence of a fixpoint in the lattice is guaranteed by

Knaster and Tarski’s theorem [37].
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Theorem 3.2.3. If fix(G) = {Mf1 ,Mf2 , . . . ,Mfl
} denotes the set of fixpoints of G,

then there exists a least fixpoint [MfL

∆
= (i : 0 ≤ i < n : µifL

)] ∈ fix(G), where µifL
=

min(µif1
, µif2

, . . . µifl
), such that (∀j : 0 ≤ j ≤ l : MfL

≤Mfj
).

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2.4. �
We use an iterative approach to compute the least fixpoint. The scheme of chaotic

iterations [38] ensures that no matter what evaluation order is used, the generated sequence

is monotonic in the same direction and it will not overshoot the fixpoint generated by G.

Corollary 3.2.3.1. If the solution to the yield driven gate-size optimization exists, then

the fixpoint reached starting from the bottom element of the lattice as our initial solution in

the iterative approach is the least fixpoint and also the optimal solution.

The least fixpoint yields the minimal size of gates which achieve the local yield constraints

and thus is the solution to the yield driven gate-sizing problem.

3.3. Yield driven gate-size optimization algorithm

We present an iterative yield driven gate-size optimization algorithm in this section.

Layout extraction is performed on a given circuit and is used to construct the corresponding

coupling-graph. Timing budgeting is performed on the circuit to further constrain the gate-

size bounds which are initially given only by physical constraints. This incorporates the

timing constraints of the circuit into the optimization process. The nominal driving-gate-

size of each net corresponding to a node in the coupling-graph is then initialized to its lower

size-bound. Graph traversal is performed using a queue which is initially filled with nodes

having Pr(η(i) ≤ Ui) < Yi. As a node i is popped from the queue, its driver is sized up so

that the yield constraint is met. All nodes having an edge from node i are pushed in the
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queue, if they violate their yield constraints and are not already in the queue. Iteration stops

either when the queue is empty, or when any nominal driver size exceeds the given constraint.

In the latter case, no solution is concluded. Alternately, traversal may continue to try fixing

other violations. In this way, updates are performed iteratively until the probability of no

noise violations on each node is at least the local desired yield, or it is found that gate-sizing

cannot achieve the local yield constraints.

The probability of a net satisfying a given noise constraint is evaluated from the distribu-

tion of coupling-noise induced on it. Analytical estimation of this distribution is not trivial.

Given that the noise distribution is known, it is also needed to determine minimal nom-

inal driving gate-sizes (gi) of nets for noise-optimization under yield and size constraints.

Both the analysis and optimization steps are difficult to solve analytically. Monte Carlo

simulations are thus performed to estimate and determine noise distributions and optimal

gate-sizes, respectively. For the updates, the noise on a node i is calculated based on the

noise-model used. Nodes that have a direct edge to node i induce coupling-noise on node i

and are used to determine the value of η(i). If the Pr(η(i) ≤ Ui) < Yi, the driving-gate of

i is optimally sized to gi such that Pr(η(i) ≤ Ui) ≥ Yi. The value of gi is evaluated using

binary search and Monte Carlo simulations are used to determine if the current gate-size

satisfies the noise constraints on all its driven nets. No update is performed if the calculated

probability is already more than Yi. If the sizing up violates size constraints, no solution to

achieving the desired yield is declared. Optionally, iterations may be further done to achieve

the desired yield on other nets.

The order of the iterations may only alter the rate of convergence, but the algorithm

is guaranteed to reach the solution in any case, provided it exists. The pseudo-code of the

proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 3.1.
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• Algorithm: Yield driven gate-size optimization
• Input: Layout extraction results
• Output: Optimized gate-size vector, if solution exists
• begin

(1) construct coupling-graph G based on layout extraction
(2) perform timing budgeting on circuit to obtain size bounds
(3) µi = l(i), ∀i ∈ [0, n− 1]
(4) do
(5) for each net (i ∈ [0, n− 1] : Pr(η(i) ≤ Ui) < Yi)
(6) µi = gi(µi1, µi2, . . . , µik)
(7) while ( (∃i ∈ [0, n− 1] : Pr(η(i) ≤ Ui) < Yi) ∧ (∀i ∈ [0, n− 1] :

µi ≤ u(i)) )
• end

Figure 3.1. Algorithm for yield driven gate-size optimization under noise and variation

3.4. Experimental results and conclusions

Experimental results of the proposed algorithm are presented for the ISCAS’85 bench-

marks [36] and three larger circuits. Parameters for the circuits are randomly generated

with realistic values in a 0.18µm technology. The 2π model [39] is used for noise modeling.

Nominal gate-sizes are bounded in each direction by a factor of at most 2. Circuits are sim-

ulated for two variance values σ2
1 and σ2

2 , with 3σ values set to 10% and 15% of the nominal,

respectively. Monte Carlo simulations are performed with 1000 and 10000 samples. The

error between the results for the two samples is found to be less than 2%. The maximum

tolerable noise (Ui) for a net is set to 0.2Vdd.

Obtained results are compared with those obtained by using the algorithm for gate-size

optimization under noise constraints presented in Figure 2.2. Results are also presented

for a modified algorithm for gate-size optimization under noise constraints where gates are

sized more than their optimal values to account for variations. This method employs guard-

bands (GB) to size up the driving-gate of a net i for noise bound lower than its actual noise
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bound U(i). Since the optimization is conservative, it is expected that the circuit will have a

high probability of satisfying the noise constraints on its nets under variability. Results are

presented for GB values of 2% and 3% safety. The algorithms which do not consider process

variations directly are denoted as WoPV algorithms with a given GB value. The proposed

yield driven gate-sizing algorithm is denoted as WPV.

Table 3.1 shows the the number of nets, the number of edges in the coupling-graph

formed, the total number of initial noise violations, and run time for the WoPV and WPV

algorithms (with 1000 Monte Carlo samples). The number of initial violations denote the

number of noise violations in the given circuit before the gates are sized down. Run time

for the three WoPV algorithms are almost identical. The WoPV algorithm without any

guard band successfully removes noise violations for the circuits under no variation. Tables

3.2 and 3.3 present global yield values obtained by the algorithms for variances of σ2
1 and

σ2
2, respectively. Global yield in circuits where optimal gate-sizing cannot remove all noise

violations would be 0% since even a single violation fails the circuit. The algorithms are

thus tested on circuits whose noise violations can be removed by sizing. All algorithms

can however, optimize circuits partially when yield constraints cannot be globally met. It is

observed that the gate-size vector given by the optimal gate-sizing algorithm is very sensitive

to variations. The WoPV algorithms with GB perform better but produce lower yields when

variations are increased. Larger GB values seem helpful, but do not necessarily produce a

solution. This is observed in CKT 3 where the WoPV algorithm fails to produce a solution

for a 3% value of GB. Higher values of GB also translate to larger gate-sizes which is attained

to minimize. The results demonstrate that the WPV algorithm produces higher yields and

area overheads are under 2%. The WPV algorithm is also more efficient in terms of area

overhead as compared to WoPV with 3% GB. Since the optimization is performed only
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Table 3.1. Benchmarks with initial noise violation figures and run time

Circuit # of # of # of Initial Run time (s)
Nets C Edges Violations WoPV WPV

C432 336 566 3 0.01 2.55
C499 408 653 3 0.01 3.23
C880 729 1253 5 0.01 5.49
C1355 1064 1669 6 0.01 6.27
C1908 1498 2677 9 0.01 9.48
C2670 2076 3854 12 0.01 14.3
C3540 2939 5042 11 0.01 18.78
C5315 4386 7059 8 0.02 23.11
C6288 4800 7213 13 0.01 23.40
C7552 6144 10965 16 0.02 35.80
CKT 1 20K 39155 42 0.09 133.81
CKT 2 32K 62768 61 0.16 185.12
CKT 3 40K 63222 44 0.17 255.94

Table 3.2. Comparison of global yields obtained with variance σ2
1

% Global Yield
Circuit WoPV WPV

0% GB 2% GB 3% GB Yi = 0.98
C432 2 89 98 100
C499 2 84 93 99
C880 0 82 96 99
C1355 0 95 100 100
C1908 0 75 97 100
C2670 0 83 97 100
C3540 0 64 94 97
C5315 0 91 99 99
C6288 0 84 100 100
C7552 0 73 97 99
CKT 1 0 41 91 100
CKT 2 0 47 93 96
CKT 3 0 62 0 94

once at the post-route stage, the run time increase of the WPV algorithm over the others is

acceptable. Results reported are for simulations run on a Dell Latitude laptop with an Intel

P-IV 1.6 GHz processor, and 128Mb RAM.
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Table 3.3. Comparison of global yields obtained with variance σ2
2

% Global Yield
Circuit WoPV WPV

0% GB 2% GB 3% GB Yi = 0.98
C432 2 67 95 95
C499 0 51 86 94
C880 0 52 85 88
C1355 0 75 97 94
C1908 0 46 75 92
C2670 0 40 81 82
C3540 0 25 70 84
C5315 0 55 93 92
C6288 0 62 92 92
C7552 0 43 78 86
CKT 1 0 2 59 82
CKT 2 0 2 65 83
CKT 3 0 9 0 78
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CHAPTER 4

Statistical Timing Yield Optimization by Gate-sizing

Statistical static timing analysis (SSTA) has emerged as an approach to avoid multiple

runs of deterministic static timing analysis and capture the statistical behavior of a circuit’s

delay (under variability) in a single pass. In statistical timing, parameters are considered

as random variables. Circuit component delays are modeled as functions of these variables

with a known distribution (often a Gaussian). This allows for an analytical evaluation of

the circuit delay as a random variable with a known probability density function (PDF).

The probability that the circuit delay exceeds a required value can be computed as the area

under the PDF to the right of the required value. For simplicity, we assume that circuit

failure is from late arriving signals only (setup condition). The extension to include failures

due to early arriving signals (hold condition) is similar. Statistical optimization provides an

additional degree of freedom in the solution space where the optimizer tunes the PDFs of

circuit delays instead of worst case values. This makes statistical timing optimization an

attractive design approach.

Researchers have proposed multiple approaches to statistical static timing analysis. De-

vgan et al. propose an efficient technique for block-based static timing analysis considering

uncertainty [42]. Agarwal et al. present a statistical timing analysis approach which focuses

on handling spatial correlations [43]. A technique for timing analysis under uncertainty is

proposed by Bhardwaj et al. in [44], which gives a tight bound on circuit delay distributions.
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Khandelwal et al. propose an efficient statistical timing analysis approach using error bud-

geting [45]. Many recent literature consider circuit component delays as Gaussian random

variables since it facilitates fast analytical evaluation. Chang et al. propose a statistical

timing analysis approach under this assumption which considers spatial correlations [46].

A timing analysis algorithm that accounts for correlations and accommodates dominant in-

terconnect coupling is proposed by Le et al. in [47]. A first order incremental block based

statistical timing analyzer is presented by Visweswariah et al. in [48]. Chao et al. propose

a statistical timing analysis method for latch-based pipeline designs [49].

Multiple approaches to statistical timing analysis driven circuit optimization have emerged

recently. Jacobs et al. [50] propose a gate-sizing approach to minimize a given percentile

point in the arrival time distribution of a circuit. However, correlations between gate delay

distributions are ignored. Hashimoto et al. [51] propose a gate-sizing approach to circuit

optimization, which is driven by statistical timing analysis. Their approach to statistical

timing analysis ignores correlations, and employs numerical methods to evaluate the mean

and the variance of the maximum of multiple Gaussians. Raj et al. [52] propose a statistical

gate-sizing methodology for timing yield improvement using a notion of path disutilities.

A statistical optimization algorithm for gate-sizing under a linear delay model is proposed

by Mani et al. [53]. Correlations between gate delays are ignored and the methodology

for an optimal assignment of required timing yields at the output of each gate to satisfy

the required timing yield of the circuit is not discussed. Choi et al. [54] propose a sizing

algorithm for yield improvement using Lagrangian Relaxation. Computation of the mean

and variance of the latest arrival time at the output of any multi-input gate is based on the

temporal proximity of only the latest two arriving inputs. Under variations, it may not be

always possible to select two inputs of a gate as its critical ones. Agarwal et al. [55] propose
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a sensitivity based gate-sizing algorithm and faster approaches that perform sensitivity cal-

culation based on slack computation [56], to minimize the 99-percentile point of a circuit’s

delay distribution. Intra-die variability is considered, and gate delay variations are assumed

to be 10% of their nominals. A robust gate-sizing methodology based on geometric program-

ming is proposed by Singh et al. [57]. They incorporate an uncertainty ellipsoid to model

variations and attain to optimize circuit area under worst case timing constraints. Guthaus

et al. [58] propose a gate-sizing algorithm to optimize circuit area while satisfying a given

timing yield target. They employ a sensitivity metric based on slack distributions to select

gates for resizing. Our experiments conclude that node and edge criticalities [48] evaluated

in their approach can only be estimated in closed form to be within 20% of those obtained

from Monte Carlo simulations. This is due to the assumption of independence between the

criticalities of any two paths while evaluating a node or an edge criticality. As a result, they

may be inadequate for guiding timing optimization.

In this chapter, we present an approach to area constrained statistical timing yield op-

timization that involves statistical modeling, statistical timing analysis and gate-sizing. We

do not focus on improving a given percentile point of a circuit’s delay distribution, but at-

tain to maximize the probability that given timing constraints are met, under variations.

Statistical gate delay modeling is performed for a commercial 0.13µ technology library from

a foundry. We employ Visweswariah’s approach [48] for statistical static timing analysis

and present a formal proof that validates their variance matching methodology used in the

computation of the maximum of two Gaussians. Gate-sizing is performed using a statistical

global sizing algorithm. We prove that maximizing the timing yield of a circuit is equivalent

to maximizing a simple expression involving the mean and the standard deviation of the
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circuit’s slack distribution. Experiments performed in an industrial framework show abso-

lute timing yield gains of 30% on the average in comparison to a commercial synthesis tool

for an area overhead of at most 10%. We observe that for iso-area solutions, our metric

obtains larger timing yields than optimization for the worst case slack. Finally, we present

insight into statistical properties of gate delays from a commercial technology library which

intuitively provides one reason why statistical timing driven optimization does better than

deterministic timing driven optimization.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 present our ap-

proaches to statistical modeling and statistical static timing analysis, respectively. In Sec-

tion 4.3, we propose our statistical gate-sizing algorithm for timing yield optimization, and

present experimental results in Section 4.4. We provide insight into statistical properties of

gate delays in Section 4.5, and draw conclusions in Section 4.6.

4.1. Statistical modeling

Statistical delay modeling involves expressing circuit component delays as functions of

the parameters of variation, which we model as Gaussian random variables. Based on the

work in [46] and [48], we assume that gate delays are approximated by a linear function

of the parameters. In addition, we assume that these parameters are independent, since a

dependent set of Gaussian parameters can be transformed into an equivalent set of inde-

pendent Gaussian parameters using principal component analysis [46]. Circuit component

delays are therefore expressed as the following.

a0 +

n∑

i=1

ai∆Xi + an+1∆Ra (4.1)
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In the above expression, a0 denotes the mean or nominal value of the delay, ∆Xis (i =

1, 2, . . . , n) represent the variations of n global parameters Xis (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) from their

nominal values, and ais (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) denote the delay sensitivities to their corresponding

sources of variation. ∆Ra represents the variation from the nominal of an independent

random variable Ra that is associated with each component, and an+1 denotes the delay

sensitivity to Ra.

To compute the delay sensitivities for any gate in the circuit, we obtain pre-characterized

gate delay values as functions of their loading capacitance and input slews (based on deter-

ministic timing analysis at nominal corner) at multiple corners in the parameter space. The

parameters are normalized by subtracting their nominal values followed by a division with

their standard deviations. A least-squares fit is finally employed to obtain the desired delay

sensitivities that express the gate delay as a linear function of normal random variables,

as expressed in (4.1). This procedure is repeated for each gate in the circuit. Figure 4.1

shows pre-characterized delay values for some inverter in a circuit at multiple corners in a

two-dimensional parameter space. A least square fit of the obtained points results in a plane,

the slope of which in the two coordinate directions give the sensitivities of the inverter delay

to the parameters, respectively. The inverter delay is thus obtained as a weighted linear sum

of Gaussian random variables.

4.2. Statistical static timing analysis

Statistical static timing analysis requires propagation of delay distributions through the

circuit. This involves add and max operations on the delay random variables. Since we

express circuit component delays as a linear combination of Gaussian random variables, the
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Figure 4.1. Statistical inverter delay modeling example

add operation is performed in a straight forward manner and yields another Gaussian. How-

ever, the max operation on Gaussians is an intricate operation, and results in a non-Gaussian

distribution. This distribution is approximated by a Gaussian using Clark’s approach [59]

which matches the first and second moments of the two distributions.

In this work, we employ Visweswariah’s approach [48] to computing the maximum of

two Gaussian delay random variables A and B, which are expressed as a weighted linear

sum of normal random variables as in (4.1). We denote the (mean, variance) of A and B as

(a0, σ
2
A =

∑n+1
i=1 a

2
i ) and (b0, σ

2
B =

∑n+1
i=1 b

2
i ) respectively, where the ais and bis represent delay

sensitivities as mentioned earlier. We use ρ =
Pn

i=1 aibi

σAσB
to denote the correlation coefficient

between A and B, and define the following.

φ(x)
∆
=

1√
2π
exp(−x

2

2
) (4.2)

Φ(y)
∆
=

∫ y

−∞
φ(x)dx (4.3)

θ
∆
= (σ2

A + σ2
B − 2ρσAσB)1/2 (4.4)

α
∆
=

a0 − b0
θ

(4.5)
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The mean µmax and variance σ2
max of max(A,B) are computed as follows (Clark’s ap-

proach [59]).

µmax = a0Φ(α) + b0Φ(−α) + θφ(α) (4.6)

σ2
max = (σ2

A + a2
0)Φ(α) + (σ2

B + b20)Φ(−α) + (a0 + b0)θφ(α) − µ2
max (4.7)

Approximation of max(A,B) with a Gaussian C having a canonical form (c0+
∑n

i=1 ci∆Xi +

cn+1∆Rc) is performed as follows (Visweswariah’s approach [48]).

c0 = µmax (4.8)

ci = aiΦ(α) + bi[1 − Φ(α)] ∀i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n (4.9)

cn+1 = [σ2
max −

n∑

i=1

c2i ]
1/2 (4.10)

Φ(α) in the above expression denotes the tightness probability of A over B, that is, the

probability that A dominates B. Our first contribution to this approach is that we formally

validate the variance matching approach in (4.10). We prove in Appendix A.1 that (σ2
max −

∑n
i=1 c

2
i ) is always non-negative. This implies that the variance matching approach never

involves the computation of the square root of a negative quantity.

Required time estimation in statistical timing analysis is performed by a backward prop-

agation of delay distributions and involves the subtract and min operations. Given the

canonical forms of the distributions, the subtract operation is performed easily. We next
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present analytical expressions to compute the mean µmin and variance σ2
min of min(A,B).

µmin = a0Φ(−α) + b0Φ(α) − θφ(α) (4.11)

σ2
min = (σ2

A + a2
0)Φ(−α) + (σ2

B + b20)Φ(α) − (a0 + b0)θφ(α) − µ2
min (4.12)

Approximation of min(A,B) with a Gaussian D having a canonical form (d0+
∑n

i=1 di∆Xi+

dn+1∆Rd) is performed as follows.

d0 = µmin (4.13)

di = aiΦ(−α) + biΦ(α) ∀i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n (4.14)

dn+1 = [σ2
min −

n∑

i=1

d2
i ]

1/2 (4.15)

When a gate has more than two fanins (fanouts), the max (min) operation for the arrival

(required) time distribution calculation is done one pair a time, each step of which involves

approximations. We observe that an arbitrary order of these pair-wise operations may ac-

cumulate errors and can significantly affect the accuracy of the final solution. We employ a

greedy approach for smart pair-wise max (min) operations based on the approximation error

computations [19]. The details of this approach is presented in Chapter 5.

Statistical timing analysis is performed in an incremental manner like a standard incre-

mental deterministic static timer. We can incorporate separate PDFs for the rise and fall

delays. Slack estimation during timing analysis involves subtract operations which can be

performed on the canonical forms of the timing distributions. A min operation on the slack

distributions at the primary outputs gives the circuit slack, the PDF of which is evaluated

to obtain the probability that the circuit meets its given timing constraints.
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Figure 4.2. Shaded area of the slack PDF representing timing yield

4.3. Statistical gate-sizing

We formally define the timing yield of a circuit to be the probability that the slack at its

primary output is non-negative. This probability can be computed by integrating the slack

PDF from 0 to ∞, and is shown as the area of the shaded region in Figure 4.2. Given the

circuit slack (after statistical timing analysis) as a Gaussian random variable S with mean

µS and standard deviation σS, the timing yield P of the circuit is formally defined as the

following.

P
∆
=

1√
2πσS

∫ ∞

0

exp[−(x− µS)2

2σ2
S

]dx (4.16)

In this work, we attain to maximize the timing yield of a circuit using gate-sizing, under

given area constraints. We next prove that maximizing the timing yield is equivalent to

maximizing the ratio of the mean to the standard deviation of the circuit slack distribution.
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Theorem 4.3.1.

max
1√

2πσS

∫ ∞

0

exp[−(x− µS)2

2σ2
S

]dx ≡ max
µS

σS

Proof. We define y
∆
= µS−x

σS
. Under variable transformation,

1√
2πσS

∫ ∞

0

exp[−(x− µS)2

2σ2
S

]dx

=
1√
2π

−
∫ −∞

µS/σS

exp[−y
2

2
]dy =

1√
2π

∫ µS/σS

−∞
exp[−y

2

2
]dy,

which is strictly increasing with µS

σS
. This proves our claim. �

Our statistical gate-sizing approach thus attains to maximize the metric µS

σS
, under area

constraints. For sake of comparison, we also consider maximizing the metric µS −3σS , under

identical area constraints; such an objective function attains to maximize the worst case

slack.

We design a statistical global gate-sizing (SGGS) algorithm for timing yield optimization

as an extension to the global gate-sizing algorithm [60]. The global sizing algorithm is a

mix of an approach that involves multi-dimensional descent based optimization, a perturbed

propagation based heuristic that avoids gradient re-computations, and involves a global per-

turbation technique to get out of local minimums. It is a general purpose algorithm oriented

to pure combinatorial optimization. The algorithm addresses non-linear, non-unimodal, con-

strained optimization which enables it to handle complex cost models in a realistic design

environment. Our choice of the global sizing algorithm is motivated by results obtained by

Coudert et al. [61], which show that this algorithm is superior to common greedy or genetic

approaches to circuit optimization in terms of performance and power/delay curves.
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The proposed algorithm considers the circuit as a network N of nodes with a global cost

function Cost that is to be maximized under given area constraints Area max. The global

cost function used in our approach is the metric µS

σS
, where µS and σS denote the mean and

the standard deviation, respectively, of the circuit slack distribution S. Each node in the

network is implemented using some gate from the given technology library. Multiple gates,

each belonging to the same gate class as the node, can be mapped to a given node. We

refer to this process as resizing a node. The variation in the global cost due to resizing a

node is denoted its gradient for a particular resize operation. We define the local cost of

a node as the ratio of the mean to the standard deviation of the slack distribution at its

output. Variations in the local cost of a node due to various resizing operations are termed

as corresponding local gradients.

We describe the algorithmic flow next. A set update maintains a list of nodes whose

gradients are to be computed. This set is initialized with all nodes in N . Another set moves

maintains a list of nodes that can potentially be resized. This set is initially kept empty. For

any node n, the gradient computation for each possible resize involves a run of statistical

timing analysis on the entire circuit. This makes the gradient evaluation computationally

very expensive. In practice, we observe that the impact of a node resize on the local gradients

decrease quickly (approximately geometrically [60]) with increasing fanin and fanout level.

We therefore extract a sub-network Nn for each node n in update, which is made out of

one or two transitive levels of fanin and fanout around n. The inputs and outputs of the

sub-network Nn are annotated with the corresponding arrival and required time distributions

respectively from the original network N . Statistical timing analysis is now performed on Nn

and the local gradient at the output of this sub-network is used as the metric for evaluation.

Unless no possible resize operation on n improves this metric, the new gate involved in a
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possible resize that maximizes this metric is termed as the best-gate for n. The node n and

its best-gate are now added as a possible resize operation to the set moves. However, the

resize is not actually performed at this stage.

Following the above procedure for each node in the set update, a MultiMove routine picks

a sub-set of possible resize operations from the set moves that provide maximum cumulative

gain in the global cost. These resize operations are then performed and the resized nodes are

returned in a new set moved. The MultiMove routine determines the sub-set for the move

based on the descent direction or by a conjugation of directions of the cost gradients [60]. In

our experiments, we employ a greedy heuristic that chooses the best two nodes for resize in

terms of yield improvement in each MultiMove operation. A new set of nodes whose gradients

need to be recomputed are now derived from moved in the function PerturbedNodes. In our

approach, we choose a node for gradient re-computation only if it is sufficiently perturbed,

that is, if one of its close neighbors (within one or two transitive fanin or fanout levels) has

been resized. The entire process is repeated till convergence, wherein future iterations do

not improve the global cost (timing yield of the circuit) further or till the run-time/area

constraints of the design are violated. For comparison, this procedure is repeated starting

with the original design, using µS − 3σS as both the global cost function and the local cost

function. The complexity of this algorithm using best-fit polynomial is shown to be k1.2,

where k denotes the number of internal nodes [61]. The pseudo-code of the SGGS algorithm

is presented in Figure 4.3.
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• Algorithm: SGGS(N , Cost, Area max)
• Output: Optimized circuit with improved timing yield
• begin

(1) update = N ;
(2) moves = ∅;
(3) do {
(4) old cost = Cost(N);
(5) foreach n ∈ update {
(6) extract sub-network Nn around n;
(7) find best-gate g for n wrt Cost(Nn);
(8) if g 6= gate(n) {
(9) n.move = g;

(10) moves = moves ∪ {n};
(11) }
(12) }
(13) moved = MultiMove(N,Cost,moves);
(14) update = PerturbedNodes(moved);
(15) } until (Converge(old cost, Cost(N), moved) ∨ (Area ≥ Area max ))

• end

Figure 4.3. Statistical global gate-sizing algorithm

4.4. Implementation and experimental results

The proposed statistical modeling, statistical timing analysis and gate-sizing routines are

implemented in an industrial framework, as an addition to a commercial synthesis and op-

timization tool. Experiments are performed on combinational ISCAS’85 and MCNC bench-

marks mapped to a 0.13µ commercial technology library from a foundry.

For our experiments, we choose Vdd and temperature as the parameters of variation.

We acknowledge that these parameters may have a non-linear impact on delays. However,

pre-characterized gate delay values were available for a commercial 0.13µ library that we

intended to use in our experiments. It was not immediately possible to re-characterize these

gates for other parametric variations, and we did not use artificial values for the same as
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done in a majority of other mentioned approaches to statistical optimization. In any case,

our approach is not limited to the use of any particular parameters of variation.

We consider Vdd variations in the range of 1.08V to 1.32V . The nominal value V0 is set

to 1.2V and the standard deviation is set as the following.

3σV = 1.32V − 1.20V

Similarly, we consider temperature variations from 0oC to 125oC, with nominal temperature

T0 as 25oC and standard deviation σT set to 8.33oC. For any characterization point X, the

delay equation is set up as the following.

DX = D0 +D1
TX − T0

σT

+D2
VX − V0

σV

D0 represents the typical delay obtained from gate characterization at T0 and V0. This for-

mulation is scalable to any number of parameters. A least squares fit procedure is employed

to obtain the coefficients Dis. The accuracy of this approach is dependent on the number of

characterization points that are available in the library.

Following statistical modeling, arrival times and required times are set at the primary

inputs and primary outputs of the circuit, respectively. Statistical timing analysis is now

performed to obtain the arrival and required time distributions on all nodes of the circuit. A

min operation is performed on the obtained slack PDFs at the primary outputs to determine

the global circuit slack PDF S, with mean µS and variance σ2
S. Timing yield of the circuit

is obtained from (4.16). Table 4.1 shows the obtained statistical timing analysis results.

For each benchmark, we present the evaluated circuit arrival time (AT ) mean (µ), and the

circuit arrival time standard deviation (σ). For comparison, we also report corresponding
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Table 4.1. Statistical timing analysis results

Circuit AT µ (ns) AT σ (ns) Run time (secs)
SSTA MC SSTA MC SSTA MC

C432 2.194 2.197 0.165 0.172 0.1 6.5
C499 1.316 1.311 0.095 0.095 1.2 14.6
C880 1.973 1.968 0.143 0.143 0.4 14.0
C1355 1.829 1.831 0.141 0.139 0.8 20.4
C1908 2.208 2.214 0.161 0.160 0.7 14.3
C2670 1.950 1.957 0.177 0.174 1.5 24.7
C3540 3.242 3.234 0.261 0.260 0.8 37.7
C5315 3.029 3.024 0.246 0.242 7.3 63.0
C6288 9.996 9.968 0.779 0.789 0.7 85.1
C7552 3.313 3.305 0.261 0.254 5.1 71.9
cm85a 0.425 0.423 0.029 0.029 0.0 1.6

sct 0.485 0.484 0.030 0.030 0.1 2.8
alu2 2.584 2.590 0.211 0.213 0.2 12.9

too large 1.048 1.047 0.071 0.073 0.1 13.6
frg2 1.486 1.490 0.097 0.098 1.3 29.3

values obtained from 10000 random samples of Monte Carlo simulations. Benchmark sizes

ranged from about 100 to 2000 gates. From Table 4.1, we observe that the average and

maximum error in the estimation of the mean and standard deviation of the circuit delay

distribution is under 1% and 4.1%, respectively. Our ordering approach for pair-wise max

and min operations reduces the maximal error by up to 5% and is possibly one reason why

our error values are lower in comparison to those mentioned in [46, 62]. SSTA is found to

be faster than Monte Carlo simulations by 42.2X on the average.

For timing yield improvement estimation, we perform deterministic timing optimization

on a given circuit using a commercial synthesis tool, which attains to improve the circuit

slack under area constraints. Statistical timing analysis is then performed to obtain the slack

distribution at the primary output of the circuit, the mean of which we denote as µStatic.

We next perform statistical timing optimization using our proposed gate-sizing approach

to obtain a new circuit slack distribution. To estimate the relative gain in timing yield,

we compute the relative timing yield of the circuit after the deterministic and statistical
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Figure 4.4. Timing yield improvement denoted by area in black − area in stripes

optimization passes as the area under their respective circuit slack PDFs from µStatic to

∞. Figure 4.4 shows this relative timing yield improvement graphically as the area of the

black region minus the area of the striped region. We next repeat this procedure using the

alternate metric µS − 3σS as the cost function during statistical optimization instead of our

original metric µS/σS.

Table 4.2 presents obtained relative timing yield improvements for both the optimization

objective functions. We observe that statistical timing optimization achieves timing yield

improvements of 0.3 on the average, and up to 0.5 with an area overhead of at most 10%.

Corresponding average and maximum timing yield improvements using the metric for worst

case slack are found to be 0.27 and 0.49, respectively. It is seen that the proposed approach

of optimizing the timing yield guides better optimization than that for maximizing the worst

case slack for iso-area solutions. For the design alu2, the alternate metric worsens the yield.

We next present a special case of timing yield improvement observed for the MCNC

benchmark APEX6. The three PDFs in Figure 4.5 denote the slack distributions for the
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Table 4.2. Relative timing yield improvement results

Circuit Statistical optimization metric
Maximize µS − 3σS Maximize µS/σS

C432 0.0105 0.0122
C499 0.3032 0.3158
C880 0.0037 0.0037
C1355 0.4939 0.4963
C1908 0.1319 0.1584
C2670 0.1730 0.2153
C3540 0.4949 0.4977
C5315 0.4923 0.4925
C7552 0.4998 0.4995
cm85a 0.0569 0.2037

sct 0.1821 0.4342
alu2 -0.0570 0.1240

too large 0.4269 0.4580
frg2 0.4516 0.3774

Figure 4.5. Pre and post optimization slack PDFs for the MCNC benchmark APEX6

unoptimized circuit (Init), circuit following deterministic static timing optimization (Static)

and circuit following statistical timing optimization (SSTO). The reduced variance of the

SSTO slack PDF improves the timing yield (from 0.87 to 0.89) even though it has a smaller

mean as compared to Static slack PDF. This example illustrates how statistical optimization

uses the additional information on variation to achieve larger timing yields, even for iso-

area solutions. The proposed algorithm takes less than 480 mins for the largest benchmarks
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on a 400 Mhz Sun Ultra 4 machine with 4 GB RAM. The primary reasons for large run

time include multiple calls to statistical timing analysis that performs smart pair-wise max

operations [19]; and an exhaustive search of the best-gate for any node in the inner loop of

the algorithm.

4.5. Analysis of statistical properties of gate delays

We perform an analysis of statistical properties of gate delays on different gate classes

from our 0.13µ commercial technology library. We select some nodes arbitrarily from a test

circuit; and observe the mean and the standard deviation of the arrival time distribution at

each of their outputs, while mapping different gates on them (the different gates belong to

the gate-class of the node, for example, NAND or NOR). Figure 4.6 presents a plot of the

arrival time standard deviation (Sigma) against the arrival time mean for a class of inverters.

Dots on the plot represent gates which are sorted on the mean of their output arrival times

when mapped to the given node and not in any order of their sizes. Figure 4.7 presents

similar graphs for two classes of AND gates.

We observe that though most gates of a class make the plots monotonic, there exist

exceptions. In some cases during our experiments, we observe that while the deterministic

timing driven optimizer resizes a node to a gate with a smaller mean arrival time ignoring

the fact that it may have larger variability, the statistical timing driven optimizer selects a

gate with a larger mean arrival time, but a significantly lesser variance. Such a choice is

found to increase the overall timing yield of the circuit. This behavior provides one reason

why statistical timing driven optimization gains an edge over deterministic timing driven

optimization.
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Figure 4.6. Arrival means and standard deviations for a class of inverters

Figure 4.7. Arrival means and standard deviations for two classes of AND gates
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4.6. Conclusions

In this chapter, we propose a statistical gate-sizing approach to maximize the timing yield

of a given circuit under area constraints. Our approach involves statistical gate delay mod-

eling, statistical static timing analysis and statistical gate-sizing. Experiments performed in

an industrial framework on combinational ISCAS’85 and MCNC benchmarks show timing

yield gains of 0.3 on the average, over deterministic timing optimization for at most 10%

area penalty. It is further shown that circuits optimized using our metric have larger timing

yields than the same optimized using a worst case metric, for iso-area solutions. Finally, we

present an insight into statistical properties of gate delays for a commercial 0.13µ technology

library which intuitively provides one reason why statistical timing driven optimization does

better than deterministic timing driven optimization.

Though this work considers delays as a weighted linear sum of Gaussian random variables,

the statistical timing yield improvement approach can be extended to handle non-Gaussian

parameters and non-linear delay functions as proposed in [63]. However, obtaining a simple

metric for timing yield optimization would be a challenging problem.
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CHAPTER 5

Advances in Computation of the Maximum of a Set of Random

Variables

A majority of statistical static timing analysis approaches consider the parameters of

variation to be Gaussian random variables. Each circuit component delay is expressed as a

weighted linear sum of these parameters, and therefore, has a Gaussian distribution. Prop-

agation of these Gaussian distributions in block-based statistical timing analysis involves

operations like add and max. It is required that the output of these operations be a Gauss-

ian for further propagation. An add operation on Gaussians yields another Gaussian and

is accurate. However, the max of multiple Gaussians is not a Gaussian, and approximating

its distribution with a Gaussian introduces inaccuracies. Clark’s approach [59] is used to

approximate the max of two Gaussians with another Gaussian by matching the first two

moments of their distributions. For multiple Gaussians, the max operation is performed a

pair at a time. Each of these pair-wise operations introduce errors by approximating the

resulting distribution with a Gaussian. These approximation errors can propagate and affect

accuracy. We observe that the final loss in accuracy in the max of multiple Gaussians is de-

pendent on the order in which pair-wise max operations are performed. Prior work does not

describe the impact of ordering on the inaccuracy of the process. Our primary contributions

in this chapter are summarized as follows.

• We quantify the error in the approximation of the max of two arbitrary Gaussians

with a Gaussian. The closed form expression for the PDF of the true max is derived,
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and used to develop an analytical expression which quantifies the approximation

error.

• We present a transformation to obtain the max of two random variables from the

max of a new pair of derived random variables, parameters of which can be bounded.

In addition, we show that approximation error of the max operation is an invariant

of our transformation.

• We introduce the idea of using a finite look-up table (LUT) to store quantified

approximation errors in the max operation on any Gaussian pair.

• We study the approximation errors as functions of the given Gaussians and pro-

pose good orderings for pair-wise max operations on a given set of Gaussians. The

orderings attain to reduce the loss in accuracy, without significant increase in run

time.

Due to the symmetry of max and min operations, the max operation is considered in this

chapter. The approaches presented are extensible for the case of min operations. Experi-

ments results show significant timing estimation accuracy improvements in comparison to

the traditional approach. In addition, we present an approach to computing the tightness

probability [48] of Gaussian pairs with dynamic runtime-accuracy trade-off options. We

replace traditionally required numerical computations for these estimations by closed form

expressions based on Taylor series expansion that involve table lookup and a few funda-

mental arithmetic operations. Experiments demonstrate almost an order of speedup when

using our approach for computing the max of two Gaussians in comparison to the traditional

approach, without any accuracy penalty.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 provides some preliminaries

to our problem. The error in the approximation of the max of two Gaussians is quantified
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in Section 5.2. We present our error minimization problem in Section 5.3. Smart orderings

for pair-wise max operations that aim to reduce approximation errors while computing the

max of multiple Gaussians are presented in Section 5.4. Experimental results are reported

in Section 5.5, and we draw conclusions in Section 5.6.

5.1. Preliminaries

Based on the work in [46, 47, 48], we consider circuit delays as Gaussian random

variables. A Gaussian random variable X is formally expressed as N(µX , σ
2
X), with mean

µX and variance σ2
X .

The add operation on Gaussian variables is performed easily and yields another Gaussian.

The max operation, on the other hand, is an intricate operation, and for a given set of Gaus-

sians, is performed a pair at a time. We next show Clark’s moment matching approach [59]

to computing the max of two Gaussians X and Y . ρ is used to represent the correlation

coefficient between X and Y . We define the following.

φ(x)
∆
=

1√
2π
exp(−x

2

2
) (5.1)

Φ(y)
∆
=

∫ y

−∞
φ(x)dx (5.2)

a
∆
= (σ2

X + σ2
Y − 2ρσXσY )1/2 (5.3)

α
∆
=

µX − µY

a
(5.4)

The mean µZ and variance σ2
Z of Z

∆
= max(X, Y ) is expressed analytically as follows.

µZ = µXΦ(α) + µY Φ(−α) + aφ(α) (5.5)

σ2
Z = (σ2

X + µ2
X)Φ(α) + (σ2

Y + µ2
Y )Φ(−α) + (µX + µY )aφ(α) − µ2

Z (5.6)
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The tightness probability of X over Y is denoted by Φ(α) [48]. Analytical evaluations of µZ

and σZ involve computing the exponential φ(α) and the definite integral Φ(α), in addition

to some fundamental arithmetic operations. Further, if we assume that X and Y are timing

random variables at the fanin edges of a node, the corresponding node and edge criticality

estimations [48] require the value of Φ(α). It is therefore evident that efficient approaches to

computing the exponential φ(α) and definite integral Φ(α) can speedup the max computation

and thereby improve performance of a statistical timer. Faster statistical timing analysis

helps improving the run time for traditionally slow statistical timing optimization, even

when the criticality concepts are not employed.

Z is traditionally approximated to a Gaussian variable ZG ∼ N(µZ , σ
2
Z) for delay propa-

gation. The first and second order moments of Z are matched to obtain ZG, while the higher

order moments of Z are ignored. This is the first and foremost source of inaccuracy in the

approach. The non-linearity of the max operation causes Z to have an asymmetric density

function. However ZG has a symmetric density function. We quantify the error introduced

during the above approximation in the following section.

5.2. Approximation errors in the max operation

5.2.1. Error definition

A formal comparison of two given distributions requires a metric that quantifies the dis-

similarity (or similarity) between them. Given two random variables X, Y , and their prob-

ability density functions (PDFs) ϕX , ϕY respectively, we quantify the dis-similarity or the

error ΞXY between the variables as the total area under the non-overlapped region of their
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Figure 5.1. Error Ξ between two random variables with given PDFs repre-
sented by the area of the shaded region

PDFs. This is formally expressed as follows.

ΞXY
∆
=

∫ ∞

−∞
|ϕX(t) − ϕY (t)|dt (5.7)

Figure 5.1 shows PDFs of two random variables, the dis-similarity between which we

attain to quantify. The area of the shaded region represents the error between them. Since

the area under each PDF is 1, the following is immediate.

0 ≤ ΞXY ≤ 2

5.2.2. Error in approximating the max of two Gaussians

We consider the max of two Gaussians Z
∆
= max(X, Y ), where X ∼ N(µX , σ

2
X), Y ∼

N(µY , σ
2
Y ), and ρ denotes their correlation coefficient. Z is approximated to a Gaussian

ZG ∼ N(µZ , σ
2
Z), after computing µZ and σZ from (5.5)−(5.6). Based on (5.7), we formally
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quantify the error introduced in this approximation as:

Ξ(Z)(ZG)
∆
=

∫ ∞

−∞
|ϕZ(t) − ϕZG

(t)|dt. (5.8)

ϕZG
denotes the PDF of the Gaussian ZG. Mathematically,

ϕZG
(t)

∆
=

1√
2πσZ

e
− (t−µZ )2

2σZ
2 =

1

σZ
φ(
t− µZ

σZ
). (5.9)

The joint probability density function (JPDF) ϕ(x, y) for the Gaussians X and Y is

defined as:

ϕ(x, y)
∆
=
e

{
−1

2(1−ρ2

[
(

x−µX
σX

)
2−2ρ(

x−µX
σX

)(
y−µY

σY
)+(

y−µY
σY

)
2
]}

2πσXσY (1 − ρ2)1/2
. (5.10)

The CDF Ψ(t) of Z is defined as the probability that Z is at most t. Since Z =

max(X, Y ), Ψ(t) is given by the probability that both X and Y are not more than t. This

is evaluated by integrating the JPDF in the region where both X ≤ t and Y ≤ t. Thus,

ΨZ(t)
∆
= Pr(Z ≤ t) =

∫ t

−∞

∫ t

−∞
ϕ(x, y) dx dy

=

∫ t

−∞

∫ t

−∞

e
−1

2(1−ρ2)

[
(

x−µX
σX

)
2
−2ρ(

x−µX
σX

)(
y−µY

σY
)+(

y−µY
σY

)
2
]

2πσXσY (1 − ρ2)1/2
dx dy

=

∫ t

−∞

∫ t

−∞

e
−1

2(1−ρ2

[
(

x−µX
σX

)−ρ(
y−µY

σY
)
]2

e
−1
2

[
(

y−µY
σY

)
2
]

2πσXσY (1 − ρ2)1/2
dx dy

=

∫ t

−∞ φ(y−µY

σY
)
∫ t

−∞ φ(
[
x−µX

σX
]−ρ[

y−µY
σY

]

[1−ρ2]1/2 ) dx dy

σXσY (1 − ρ2)1/2

=
1

σY

∫ t

−∞
φ(
y − µY

σY

)Φ
[( t−µX

σX
) − ρ(y−µY

σY
)

(1 − ρ2)1/2

]
dy. (5.11)
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We next derive a closed form expression for the PDF ϕZ(t), which is defined as the derivative

of Ψ(t) with respect to t.

ϕZ(t)
∆
=

d

dt
[ΨZ(t)] =

d

dt

[
∫ t

−∞

∫ t

−∞
ϕ(x, y) dx dy

]
(5.12)

=

∫ t

−∞
ϕ(x, t) dx+

∫ t

−∞
ϕ(t, y) dy

=
1

σY

φ(
t− µY

σY

)Φ
[( t−µX

σX
) − ρ( t−µY

σY
)

(1 − ρ2)1/2

]
+

1

σX

φ(
t− µX

σX

)Φ
[( t−µY

σY
) − ρ( t−µX

σX
)

(1 − ρ2)1/2

]

Ξ(Z)(ZG) can now be evaluated from (5.9) and (5.12) using numerical integration.

5.2.3. Errors in canonical form

We consider two properties of a generic max operation.

(1) Scaling property

max(λX, λY ) = λ ·max(X, Y ) ∀λ ≥ 0

(2) Shift-invariance property

max(X + θ, Y + θ) = max(X, Y ) + θ

We consider Gaussians X ∼ N(µX , σ
2
X) and Y ∼ N(µY , σ

2
Y ), with correlation coefficient

ρ. Without any loss of generality, we assume σX ≥ σY . Application of the above properties

on max(X, Y ) (shifting by µX and subsequent scaling by σX) results in the following.

max(X, Y ) = µX + σX ·max(X ′, Y ′) (5.13)
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where,

X ′ ∼ N(µX′ , σ2
X′) =

X − µX

σX
∼ N(0, 1)

Y ′ ∼ N(µY ′ , σ2
Y ′) =

Y − µX

σX

∼ N(
µY − µX

σX

,
σ2

Y

σ2
X

)

ρ′ denotes the correlation coefficient between X ′ and Y ′. Since σY ′ = σY /σX and σX ≥

σY , we have the following.

0 ≤ σY ′ ≤ 1 (5.14)

Lemma 5.2.1. ρ′ = ρ

Proof. The covariance (cov) of two Gaussians is independent of their means µ and is

directly proportional to their standard deviations σ. Since σX′ = σX

σX
and σY ′ = σY

σX
, we have

cov(X ′, Y ′) = cov(X,Y )
σX

2 . From definition, ρ = cov(X,Y )
σXσY

.

ρ′ =
cov(X ′, Y ′)

σX′σY ′

=

cov(X,Y )
σX

2

1 · σY

σX

= ρ �
Based on the definitions in (5.1)-(5.4), we define the following.

a′
∆
= (σ2

X′ + σ2
Y ′ − 2ρ′σX′σY ′)

1/2
(5.15)

α′ ∆
=

µX′ − µY ′

a′
(5.16)

Lemma 5.2.2. α′ = α

Proof. From (5.3) and (5.15), we have a′ = a
σX

. Thus,

α′ =
µX′−µY ′

a′
=

−µY ′

a′
=

−µY −µX
σX
a

σX

= α. �
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We denote the error in approximating Z ′ ∆
= max(X ′, Y ′) with a Gaussian Z ′

G ∼ N(µZ′ , σ2
Z′)

to be Ξ(Z′)(Z′

G), and prove that it is exactly equal to the error Ξ(Z)(ZG) in approximating

Z = max(X, Y ) with Gaussian ZG ∼ N(µZ , σ
2
Z). The proof is presented in Appendix A.2.

Mathematically, we prove the following.

Theorem 5.2.1.

Ξ(Z′)(Z′

G) = Ξ(Z)(ZG) (5.17)

The approximation error in the max of any two Gaussians can thus be estimated from the

approximation error in the max of the derived Gaussians, one of which is the unit normal

Gaussian. The error is therefore a function of µY ′, σY ′ and ρ′(= ρ). Since α′(= α) is a

function of µY ′ , the error can be expressed as a function of α, σ′
Y and ρ. It is known that

φ(α) ≈ 0 for |α| ≥ 4, Φ(α) ≈ 0 for α ≤ 4, and Φ(α) ≈ 1 for α ≥ 4. Consequently, for |α| ≥ 4,

max(X, Y ) almost identically resembles the dominating Gaussian [48]. The approximation

error in this case is negligible. Thus, the region of interest for the parameters that affect the

approximation error is bounded by the following.

−4 ≤ α ≤ 4

0 ≤ σY ′ ≤ 1 from (5.14)

−1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 from definition

Experiments are performed to study the dependence of the approximation error Ξ(Z′)(Z′

G)

on the above parameters. It is observed that Ξ(Z′)(Z′

G) decreases when either of the Gaussians
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dominate the other, i.e., |α| ≥ 3 and increases for Gaussians that contribute almost equally

to the max i.e., α in the neighborhood of 0. Ξ(Z′)(Z′

G) is found to increase with decreasing σY ′

and is convex with respect to the correlation coefficient. Figures 5.2−5.4 show the surface

plots of Ξ(Z′)(Z′

G) as functions of α, σY ′ and ρ. The presented plots reveal that while the

max of two Gaussians can be very well approximated with a Gaussian in some cases, the

approximation in other cases yields large errors.

5.2.4. Look-up table for error storage

The computation of the mean and variance of the max of two Gaussians involve the evaluation

of a definite integral Φ(α) and an exponential φ(α). Numerical computations for their

accurate estimation is CPU expensive. We consider the infinite Taylor series expansion [64]
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about a point k of Φ(α).

Φ(α) = Φ(k) + Φ(1)(k)(α− k) + . . .+
Φ(n)(k)

n!
(α− k)n . . . (5.18)

Φ(n)(k) and φ(n)(k) represent the nth derivatives of Φ(k) and φ(k), respectively. We

observe that the nth derivative of Φ(α) (and φ(α)), for any n > 0, is a product of φ(α) and

a polynomial in α as:

Φ(1)(α) = φ(α)

Φ(2)(α) = φ(1)(α) = φ(α)(−α)

Φ(3)(α) = φ(2)(α) = φ(α)(α2 − 1)

Φ(4)(α) = φ(3)(α) = φ(α)(−α)(α2 − 3)

Φ(5)(α) = φ(4)(α) = φ(α)(α4 − 6α2 + 3)

...

Φ(n+1)(α) = φ(n)(α) = φ(α)Pn(α),

where, Pn(α) is a polynomial of order n in α, ∀n ≥ 0. It is observed that Pn(α) =

(−1)n(2)−
n
2Hn( α√

2
), where Hn denotes the Hermite polynomial [65, 66]. A closed form

expression for Φn+1(α) is now expressed as: (Proof in Appendix A.3)

Φ(n+1)(α) = φ(n)(α) = φ(α)(−1)n n!

⌊n
2
⌋

∑

i=0

(−1)i αn−2i

2i i! (n− 2i)!
. (5.19)
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We use the above Taylor series expansion to compute Φ(α) and φ(α) in the region |α| < 4.

We propose to pre-compute Φ(k) and φ(k) for multiple values of k ∈ [ 0, 4)1, and store the

values in two look-up tables (LUTs). Thereafter, Φ(α) (φ(α)) is computed by a table lookup

on the closest k in the vicinity of α to obtain Φ(k) (φ(k)), followed by a finite Taylor series

expansion about k. For a uniformly sampled LUT with step-size p, it is observed that a very

high degree of accuracy can be obtained by expanding few (typically 3 to 4) terms of the

Taylor series expansion. We can obtain any desired accuracy in the computation of Φ(α)

and φ(α) by either decreasing p while keeping n constant or by increasing n for a given p.

A discussion on the Taylor series expansion truncation-error bounds and an application is

presented in Appendix A.4.

We extend this idea to using LUTs for storing quantified approximation errors next.

Given that the approximation error for any two Gaussians is a function of three bounded

parameters for all practical purposes, we accurately evaluate approximation errors at discrete

points in the bounded space of these parameters. These evaluated errors are stored in a three

dimensional finite LUT. Since time is not a constraint in construction of the table, the LUT

can be created with as much accuracy as desired. The error estimation for a given point

is evaluated from (5.8)−(5.12). Approximation error estimation for a max operation is now

performed very efficiently by a simple transformation to evaluate σ′
Y = σY

σX
and a subsequent

table lookup.

5.3. Error minimization problem

We consider the max operation on n Gaussian random variables X0, . . . , Xn−1, such that

XM
∆
= max

(
X0, X1, . . . , Xn−1

)
.

1It is known that Φ(−k) = 1 − Φ(k) and φ(−k) = φ(k)
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Figure 5.5. CDF comparisons of two orderings

Pair-wise max operations are performed on the given Gaussians to yield a Gaussian XG ∼

N(µXG
, σ2

XG
), which is used to approximate XM . The loss in accuracy of the final result is

dependent on the ordering of the pair-wise max operations. This is because the introduced

inaccuracy for each pair-wise max operation is a function of the Gaussian parameters of the

pair themselves and can accumulate or get reduced. Figure 5.5 compares resulting Gaussian

CDFs from two orderings with the CDF of XM obtained using Monte Carlo simulations.

The max operation on n Gaussians is analogous to the construction of a binary tree with

n leaves such that each internal node computes the max of its two children. We refer to

this tree as a Max Binary Tree (MBT) in the rest of this chapter. Given n Gaussians, the

max (XM) of which we want to estimate and approximate with XG, the Error minimization

problem is to create an MBT that yields some XG at its root such that ΞXM XG
is minimized.

According to Knuth [67], the total number of different labeled oriented binary trees with

n leaves is (
2n− 1

n− 1
)(2n− 2)!/2n−1. In an MBT, only the leaves are labeled. Therefore, the
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total number of different MBTs is

( 2n− 1

n− 1

)
(2n− 2)!

2n−1(n− 1)!
> (2n− 1)n−1.

An exhaustive enumeration is thus, prohibitive in solving this problem. Consequently, we

consider good MBT construction approaches for error reduction.

5.4. Intelligent Max Binary Tree construction approaches

In this section, we present novel approaches for constructing good MBTs based on the

study in the previous sections. We assume that a max operation takes Θ(1) time in com-

plexity analysis.

5.4.1. Simple Max Binary Tree

This approach constructs the MBT as a skewed binary tree. A max is performed on two of the

n given Gaussians to yield a new approximated Gaussian. Another max operation follows,

which evaluates the max of the max obtained in the previous stage and one of the remaining

(n− 1) given Gaussians. This process is repeated (n− 1) times to obtain a Gaussian, which

is used to approximate the max of the n given Gaussians. The complexity of this approach

is Θ(n).

5.4.2. Partition Max Binary Tree

The Partition MBT approach attains to reduce the depth of approximation errors accumu-

lated in the (n− 1) stages of the previous approach by constructing a balanced binary tree.

The given set of Gaussians is randomly partitioned into two subsets. The subsets are then
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further bi-partitioned, and the process is done recursively, until the subset contains no more

than two Gaussians. A max operation is then performed on the Gaussians in each subset.

The results are now propagated backward to evaluate the max of these values bottom up.

The MBT formed using this approach is balanced, and reduces the depth of accumulation of

approximation errors from (n−1) to (log n). The complexity of this approach is maintained

at Θ(n).

5.4.3. Greedy Max Binary Tree

This MBT construction method involves a greedy approach to reduce approximation errors.

Based on the study in the previous sections, the Greedy MBT approach iteratively computes

the max of two Gaussians from the given set, such that the approximation error for that

pair is the least in comparison to all other pairs. The computed max is then returned to

the original set and the process continues for (n − 1) similar iterations. The method is

analogous to a graph reduction problem. We consider a fully connected graph with n nodes,

each representing a given Gaussian. Edges of the graph contain weights that denote the

approximation error in the max operation of the pair of nodes it joins. Adjacent nodes of

the edge with the least weight are combined using a max operation. The corresponding

nodes are combined into one and edge weights are incrementally recomputed. This process

is repeated (n−1) times, after which the graph is left with a single node, which contains the

approximated max of the given Gaussians. A LUT is used to evaluate the edge weights in

the graph. An alternate metric for any edge weight could be the skewness of the max of its

adjacent nodes. Ξ for the adjacent nodes of a given edge can also be evaluated analytically

from the higher order moments of the max in a way similar to that in [68]. The Greedy
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MBT approach reduces given identical Gaussians (those having same means, variances and

ρ = 1) to a single one. The complexity of this approach is Θ(n3).

5.4.4. Cluster Max Binary Tree

The Cluster MBT approach is constructed as a combination of the Partition MBT and the

Greedy MBT approaches. The max operation is performed in a greedy way on a Gaussian

pair that yields the minimal error in approximation among all other pairs. However, the

computed max is not sent back to the set of the given Gaussians as in the previous approach.

A new pair is selected from the set of given Gaussians for the max operation iteratively till

at most one Gaussian is left. The process restarts with the computed max distributions as

the given set of Gaussians henceforth. The approach ensures that the constructed MBT

is balanced and tries to reduce accumulation of approximation errors by constraining the

maximum depth of the tree to (log n). This approach reduces identical Gaussians to fewer

ones, but is guaranteed to reducing them to one only when the number of identical Gaussians

is 2k for some positive integral value of k. The complexity of this approach is Θ(n2).

5.5. Experimental results

We present experimental results of the proposed MBT construction approaches in this

section. We construct a LUT to store approximation errors as presented in Section 5.2.4.

Experimental results presented are for a LUT having 2 × 106 entries (100 × 100 × 200 for

σY ′ , ρ and α, respectively). The simulations to generate the LUT take 4 hours on a Pentium

2.4GHz machine, with 1GB RAM. The Greedy and the Cluster MBT approaches use the

LUT to pick Gaussian pairs. The standard deviation of each Gaussian is constrained within

20% of its mean value.
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We consider the max operation on randomly generated sets of 3 to 100 Gaussians and

compare the error of the max obtained in different approaches with the distribution obtained

from 105 Monte Carlo simulations, which we assume golden. 1000 runs are performed for

each set to obtain an average. The obtained experimental results reveal that the proposed

Partition MBT, Greedy MBT, and the Cluster MBT approaches reduce the loss in accuracy

of Ξ by up to 24% with respect to the results obtained from the Simple MBT approach.

In statistical timing, we are concerned about the estimation accuracy of specific prob-

ability points in the CDF. We define a probability point VPr=p for a random variable X

as:

VPr=p
∆
= x : (Pr(X ≤ x) = p), p ∈ [0, 1].

We compare accuracy gains obtained from the proposed approaches with respect to the

Simple MBT approach. The absolute value of the difference in VPr=p points obtained from

the CDF of the constructed MBT and the Monte Carlo (MC) CDF is normalized by V MC
Pr=p

and multiplied by 100 to denote the error percent. The error percent of the Simple MBT

approach is used as a reference for comparisons. For each of our proposed approaches, we

denote the value by which the error percent of the Simple MBT method exceeds the error

percent of the proposed approach as the %Gain. Given a probability point p, the %Gain

obtained in approach A (could be Partition, Cluster or Greedy) is formally defined as:

%Gain
∆
= (

|V Simple
Pr=p − V MC

Pr=p|
V MC

Pr=p

× 100) − (
|V A

Pr=p − V MC
Pr=p|

V MC
Pr=p

× 100). (5.20)

Figure 5.6 illustrates this definition graphically. The %Gain reflects the absolute value of

the gain in accuracy and does not reflect the ratio of the gain in accuracy of an approach over
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Figure 5.6. % Gain for Greedy MBT with respect to VPr=0.98

the other. Tables 5.1−5.3 present %Gains of the proposed approaches for the probability

points 0.5 (mean), 0.95 and 0.998, respectively. We present the number of Gaussians (N)

in the given set, the average %Gain obtained (Gain) and the maximum %Gain (MaxG)

obtained in the simulations. Table 5.4 presents the %Gain obtained in the accuracy of

estimating the variance of the max.

The proposed approaches are found to improve %Gain. Since the average error percent

in estimation of the VPr=p points in the Simple MBT approach is experimentally found

to be less than 2%, the %Gain values obtained are relatively significant. For example a

%Gain of 0.5% implies a 0.5
2
× 100 = 25% improvement in relative accuracy. The proposed

approaches are heuristics and do not guarantee optimality. The Partition MBT approach

performs better than the Simple MBT approach on the average and indicates that the depth

of cumulative error accumulation causes a difference. The proposed approaches that use

the LUT show absolute maximal improvements by up to 5.2% in improving the accuracy of

estimation of the critical probability points in the CDF and by up to 50% in estimation of

the variance of the max. On the average, we find the Greedy approach performs the best.

Run time are comparable for sets having up to 30 Gaussians. For the max of 50 Gaussians,
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Table 5.1. % Accuracy gain results in VPr=0.5 (mean)

N Partition Cluster Greedy
Gain MaxG Gain MaxG Gain MaxG

3 0.00 0.5 0.01 0.5 0.01 0.5
5 0.00 0.5 0.02 1.0 0.02 1.0
7 0.01 0.8 0.03 1.0 0.03 1.0
9 0.03 1.1 0.06 1.1 0.06 1.1
12 0.05 0.8 0.07 1.1 0.07 1.4
15 0.08 0.9 0.11 1.2 0.09 1.4
20 0.14 0.9 0.18 1.3 0.16 1.5
30 0.28 1.1 0.35 1.7 0.31 1.6
50 0.55 1.3 0.70 2.9 0.58 2.9
100 1.04 1.9 1.29 2.7 1.12 2.5

Table 5.2. % Accuracy gain results in VPr=0.95

N Partition Cluster Greedy
Gain MaxG Gain MaxG Gain MaxG

3 0.02 2.0 0.05 2.0 0.05 2.0
5 0.01 3.1 0.08 3.2 0.09 3.2
7 0.04 2.2 0.07 2.3 0.15 2.7
9 0.03 2.8 0.09 2.3 0.20 2.3
12 0.02 2.7 0.08 2.5 0.23 3.0
15 0.04 2.3 0.14 2.3 0.24 3.1
20 0.05 2.1 0.15 2.8 0.26 2.8
30 0.09 2.8 0.35 3.1 0.31 3.1
50 0.28 3.2 0.33 2.9 0.40 3.2
100 0.57 3.1 0.62 3.4 0.68 3.2

run time for the Simple, Partition, Cluster and Greedy MBT approaches are found to be

0.00007 seconds, 0.0002 seconds, 0.003 seconds and 0.29 seconds, respectively. Though the

Cluster and Greedy MBT approaches are computationally more expensive than the Simple

MBT approach, given that we intend to use this method for computing the max of a finite

number of delay distributions in statistical timing, the run time overheads are acceptable.

All experiments are performed on a Pentium 2.4GHz, 1GB RAM machine, running RedHat

Linux 9.0.
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Table 5.3. % Accuracy gain results in VPr=0.998

N Partition Cluster Greedy
Gain MaxG Gain MaxG Gain MaxG

3 0.01 2.7 0.07 2.7 0.07 2.7
5 0.01 3.8 0.17 3.8 0.18 3.8
7 0.00 3.4 0.10 3.9 0.23 3.8
9 0.06 4.5 0.28 3.6 0.31 4.0
12 0.06 3.7 0.16 4.6 0.31 3.6
15 0.08 3.6 0.14 3.6 0.38 4.3
20 0.10 3.0 0.25 3.6 0.41 4.7
30 0.12 3.3 0.27 4.1 0.50 5.2
50 0.04 3.4 0.23 4.0 0.37 4.3
100 0.08 3.5 0.17 4.1 0.34 3.8

Table 5.4. % Accuracy gain results in variance estimation

N Partition Cluster Greedy
Gain MaxG Gain MaxG Gain MaxG

3 0.09 42.4 0.54 41.4 0.54 41.4
7 0.08 28.8 0.86 31.6 1.87 31.6
9 0.43 35.7 2.32 27.7 2.54 30.6
12 0.53 36.0 1.35 50.0 2.42 33.1
15 0.68 33.5 1.22 27.6 3.05 34.5
20 0.78 22.6 1.88 33.4 3.06 32.5
30 0.67 24.9 2.04 36.6 3.63 39.8
50 0.24 29.4 2.31 33.9 2.92 32.3
100 0.00 23.3 0.92 28.5 1.50 26.6

5.6. Conclusions

In this chapter, we quantify the approximation error in Clark’s approach [59] to comput-

ing the max of Gaussians. We propose approaches to different orderings for pair-wise max

operations on a set of Gaussians based on error computations. Prior research [62] has shown

that the average errors in estimating the mean and standard deviation of a circuit’s arrival

time distribution in comparison to Monte Carlo simulations are ≈ 1.8% and 13.7%, respec-

tively. Similar numbers are shown in [46]. The proposed approaches significantly improve

the accuracy in variance estimation on the average, errors in which could be large otherwise.
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They also improve the estimation accuracy of specific probability points, which could have

significant errors (about 4.56% on the average for VPr=0.99 [46]).

We believe that the proposed approaches would increase the accuracy in the estimation

of node and edge criticalities [48], and would thereby guide statistical timing optimization

better. In addition, expressions for the CDF and PDF of the true max of two Gaussians

would help in accurate yield estimation, when considering both timing and power [62].
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CHAPTER 6

A Unified Framework for Statistical Timing Analysis with

Coupling and Multiple Input Switching

An increasing significance of variability with decreasing feature sizes necessitates the

consideration of the parametric variations in timing analysis for accurate timing estimation.

Statistical timing analysis has thus emerged in an attempt to capture the statistical behav-

ior of circuit delays under parametric variations. In addition, increasing aspect-ratios and

decreasing widths of modern day interconnects have resulted in an increased dominance of

coupling capacitances with technology scaling. Simultaneous switching on coupled nets in

a circuit affects the delay on each net, and cause delay variations in the circuit. The delay

variations are often significant (up to 40% stage delay error [69]) and should not be ignored.

In addition, the mutual dependence of coupling effects and timing make timing analysis a

chicken-and-egg problem. A coupling between two wires that lie in the fanin and fanout

cone, respectively of a logic gate causes timing dependencies that necessitates iterations

during timing analysis. A situation of coupling is initially assumed (often the worst case

situation) and the computed timing information is used to modify the coupling situation.

This procedure is repeated until convergence.

The gate delay for multiple input CMOS gates often depends on the number of inputs

switching at the same time. For example, turning on two transistors in parallel is faster than

using only one as the path resistance is lower. The assumption of only single input switchings

for timing analysis and consequently ignoring the effect of multiple input switchings (MIS)
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can result in significant errors (up to 20% stage delay error [70]). Although the probability of

several multiple-input switchings adding up along a path in a circuit is small, delay variations

due to the temporal proximity of switching inputs should be considered in accurate timing

analysis.

The increasing significance of the above factors on timing accuracy motivates considering

them in a unified timing analysis framework. Approaches to statistical timing analysis

have gained wide acceptance recently [42, 43, 44, 45, 71, 48, 49]. Statistical timers

treat delays as correlated random variables and propagate their distributions through the

circuit. These approaches, however, do not discuss coupling induced delay variations or

effects due to MIS. On the other hand, the majority of prevalent timing analysis approaches

that consider coupling treat delays as deterministic values and do not discuss the impact of

variability [72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 69, 78, 30]. A statistical timing analysis algorithm that

accounts for correlations and accommodates dominant interconnect coupling is proposed by

Le et al. in [47]. While considering coupling in their proposed approach, they estimate

switching window overlaps deterministically, based on worst case values. Our experiments

conclude that such an approach is pessimistic and over estimates the switching windows at

the outputs. A gate delay model that accounts for the effects of temporal proximity and

input transitions is proposed in [79]. Another statistical gate delay model that considers

MIS is proposed in [70]. Dartu et al. present results on the significance of the mentioned

effects on timing accuracy and recommend increased focus on consideration of these effects

in timing analysis for modern circuits [80].

In this chapter, we establish a theoretical framework for statistical timing analysis with

coupling. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
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• We describe the generic problem of timing analysis under uncertainty from the

parameters of variation and delay variations due to coupling. We compare and

contrast the uncertainty introduced by each of these effects (due to variability and

ignorance of functional information, respectively) and propose considering them in

a unified framework.

• We introduce the concept of statistical switching windows, which is a novel extension

to the idea of switching windows in deterministic static timing analysis.

• We propose an iterative approach for statistical timing analysis with coupling as a

fixpoint computation on a lattice and establish its convergence.

• We present a probabilistic view of the overlap between two statistical switching

windows. Using a generic coupling model, we discuss the computation of a coupling

induced delay pushout as a random variable.

• We consider the implications of the assumption of Gaussian distributions for the

parameters of variation in statistical timing analysis with coupling. The concept

of a Gaussian switching window is described and we present the computation of a

delay pushout under the given assumption.

• We compare and contrast the effect of MIS with coupling. Using a simple MIS

model as an example, we illustrate that our framework is amenable to incorporating

that effect in a unified way.

We develop a statistical timer that considers coupling based on our proposed approach,

and present results obtained for the ISCAS’85 benchmarks [36]. We additionally develop

the following two timers for comparison.
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• A single pass statistical timer based on [48], which does not consider the mutual

dependence of coupling and timing.

• An iterative statistical timer that considers coupling deterministically, based on [47].

Monte Carlo simulations reveal a distinct gain in accuracy (up to 24%) of our approach in

comparison to the others.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 describes statistical timing

analysis with coupling as a fixpoint computation problem on a lattice. Section 6.2 presents

the generalized computation of coupling induced delay pushouts as random variables. We

discuss the implications of the assumption of Gaussian distributions for the parameters of

variation, and simplify the computation of the delay pushout under the given assumption in

Section 6.3. We show that the effects of MIS are amenable to our framework in Section 6.4,

and present experimental results and comparisons to other approaches in Section 6.5. Con-

clusions are drawn in Section 6.6.

6.1. Statistical timing as fixpoints

We consider a combinational circuit and select a set of interconnect wires where timing

information needs to be computed. This set includes the primary inputs, the primary out-

puts, and the inputs and outputs of all gates in the circuit. In statistical timing, we use

random variables with known distributions to denote timing information. Depending on the

purpose of timing analysis, the timing information could be a delay, a skew, a switching

window or a combination of them. Symbolically, we use a variable xi to denote the timing

information on a wire i. Furthermore, we use X to represent the vector (x1, x2, . . . , xn), that

is, the timing information of the whole circuit.
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Depending on the actual delay model, the timing information on a wire i depends only on

a subset of other wires i1, i2, . . . , ik. These wires may include all inputs of the gate fanning

out to i, and the wires coupled to i. This implies that xi can be computed as:

xi = ti(xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xik)

where, the function ti is decided by the physical configuration of the circuit and the delay

model used. Such a function for computing the timing information on a wire is called a local

timing transformation. Putting all local transformations together, we get a global timing

transformation T for the entire circuit, which can be written as the following.

X = T (X) (6.1)

A solution of timing analysis must be an X satisfying (6.1). Such a solution is also

called a fixpoint of T . This formulation is amenable to timing analysis considering variabil-

ity, coupling, and MIS. Coupling causes mutual dependence of the timing information on

coupled wires, and may create cyclic dependencies during timing analysis. For a complex

transformation T , an iterative method is perhaps the only possible way to find its fixpoint.

First an initial solution X0 is guessed, then new solutions are iteratively computed from

previous solutions X1 = T (X0), X2 = T (X1) = T 2(X0), . . . until we find a fixpoint, that is,

Xm = Tm(X0) such that T (Xm) = Xm.

6.1.1. Statistical timing with coupling

Considering functional information in timing analysis involves enumerating all input vectors

which is exponential in computational complexity. As a result, static timing analysis does
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not use functional information of a circuit. Such a treatment makes timing information

on each wire to be a set of possible signal switchings, instead of a single signal switching.

The set is represented by a switching window and a set of slew rates such that any signal

switching falling in the window and having a slew in the range is in the set. The switching

window xi on a wire i denotes an interval [xl
i, x

u
i ], such that any actual signal switching x∗i

lies in the interval. Thus,

{x∗i : xl
i ≤ x∗i ≤ xu

i }

denotes the set of all possible signal switchings. The switching window representation is a

worst case representation as it only gives bounds (best and worst case) on the elements of

the set. It does not provide any information on the distribution of signal switchings within

the window.

Statistical timing analysis considers the uncertainty in circuit component delays due to

parametric variations. Assumptions on the distribution of the parameters of variation and

on the delay model as a function of these parameters provide a known distribution of signal

switchings on every wire in the circuit.

Statistical timing with coupling involves uncertainties from both variability and igno-

rance of functional information. Although both uncertainties prohibit the solution to timing

analysis on a wire from being a single signal switching, we do not treat them in the same

way. This is because we have information about the delay distribution due to uncertainty

from variability, but not so for uncertainty due to ignorance of functional information. Con-

sequently, we cannot obtain the solution to statistical timing analysis with coupling as a

known distribution of signal switchings on each wire of the circuit.
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The solution to statistical timing analysis on any wire i is a distribution obtained from a

statistical sampling of the timing information on i at various corners in the parameter space.

For any corner in the parameter space, that is, a given assignment of parametric values, the

timing information on i is in the form of a switching window. Consequently, the solution to

statistical timing analysis with coupling is a distribution of switching windows on each wire

of the circuit. This view of the solution is obtained by first considering the uncertainty from

ignorance of functional information, and then the uncertainty from variability.

Each window in the above view of the solution is denoted by a best and a worst case value.

Consequently, the distribution of the windows contains the distributions of these best and

worst case values. The two distributions thus obtained, are represented as the distributions

of two correlated random variables. The window formed using these random variables as the

best and worst case values contains all possible signal switching distributions in the solution.

This transformation of the original view of the solution gives an alternate view of the solution

to statistical timing analysis with coupling as a window of signal switching distributions.

The latter view of the solution is also obtained by considering the uncertainty from

variability first. Temporarily assuming that functional information and input configuration

of each gate is known, statistical timing analysis on a wire i computes a distribution of

a single signal switching. However, functional information and input configuration is not

considered in reality. The timing information on i is therefore a set of signal switching

distributions, which is represented by a window of signal switching distributions.

6.1.2. Statistical switching windows

Each view of the solution to statistical timing analysis contains the exact same information.

We consider the solution as a window of signal switching distributions, since it allows us to
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leverage the theoretical foundations of timing analysis with coupling as a fixpoint computa-

tion developed in [30]. We cannot use traditional switching windows in our formulation as

they represent a set of deterministic quantities, while our set consists of signal switchings as

random variables with known distributions.

We introduce a statistical switching window as a representation for a set of random

variables. For any random variable x∗i in the set, we consider providing a lower and an upper

bound using two correlated random variables xl
i and xu

i , respectively. We call these two

random variables the lower and upper bounding Random Variable (or bounding RV) of the

statistical switching window xi. The bounding RVs are correlated since they are functions

of common parameters of variation. Mathematically, the statistical switching window xi is

defined as the following.

xi = [xl
i, x

u
i ]

∆
= {x∗i : Pr(xl

i ≤ x∗i ≤ xu
i ) = 1} (6.2)

where, Pr(k) denotes the probability of an event k. A statistical switching window is il-

lustrated graphically in Figure 6.1(a). In this figure, the distributions of various random

variables are shown to be bounded within the distributions of xl and xu. In the rest of this

chapter, we consider the solution to statistical timing analysis with coupling on a wire i as

a statistical switching window xi of signal switching distributions.

6.1.3. Structure of fixpoints

An inclusion relation (⊆) between two statistical switching windows xi and xj is formally

defined as:

xi ⊆ xj
∆
= Pr(xl

i ≥ xl
j) = 1 ∧ Pr(xu

i ≤ xu
j ) = 1. (6.3)
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Figure 6.1. (a) A statistical switching window for a set of distributions (b)
Inclusion relation between two switching windows

Figure 6.1(b) illustrates the definition graphically. In the figure, the statistical switching

window xi is shown to be contained within the statistical switching window xj , that is,

the distribution of xl
i is upper bounded by that of xl

j , while the distribution of xu
i is lower

bounded by that of xu
j .

We consider the family of all sets of signal switching distributions on a wire. The inclusion

relation (⊆) forms a partial order on the family as it satisfies the properties of reflexivity,

transitivity, and antisymmetry [30].

A set of signal switching distributions on a wire is actually a subset of the whole set that

consists of all possible signal switching distributions. The inclusion relationship between

statistical switching windows is the inclusion relationship between these subsets and thus

forms a partial order. According to lattice theory [37], a partially ordered set forms a

complete lattice if any subset has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound of its

members. The family of all subsets of a given set with an inclusion relation forms a complete

lattice. The proof is provided in [30]. Timing information of a circuit is a vector of timing

information on all wires. The partial order on each wire can be extended point-wise to get

a partial order on vectors. We say that two timing information vectors X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
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and Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn) satisfy X ⊆ Y if and only if xi ⊆ yi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It can be

shown that the vectors with such a partial order also form a complete lattice. We consider the

complete lattice structure since the existence of a fixpoint to (6.1) under certain conditions

in the lattice is guaranteed.

We now consider the transformation T , which transforms a vector of sets of signal switch-

ing distributions to another vector of sets of signal switching distributions. We say that T is a

monotonic transformation when, for any two vectors X and Y , if X ⊆ Y , then T (X) ⊆ T (Y ).

The monotonicity of T is proved from the monotonicity of its member (or local) timing trans-

formations t1, t2, . . . , tn. We do not restrict our approach to any particular timing model.

Theoretically, any timing model must satisfy the monotonic property for each local timing

transformation. If a transformation ti is not monotonic, it implies less possible switching

distributions are produced under the condition of the same or more possible switching dis-

tributions on the fanin and coupling wires. Such a model is not theoretically sound as it

contradicts with the causality of physical effects. Under such a timing model, iterations

for timing analysis with coupling may not converge. For such models, iterations are often

started with an initial worst case assumption of maximum possible coupling induced delay

variations. A finite number of iterations are performed to reduce pessimism in the solution,

but not till convergence. However, for a theoretically correct timing model, the existence of

a fixpoint of the monotonic transformation T is guaranteed by Knaster-Tarski Theorem [37].

6.1.4. Searching for a fixpoint

We use an iterative approach to compute the fixpoint of our transformation. The assumed

initial solution in the iterative approach is critical to reaching the desired fixpoint. A random

initial solution may keep the iterations going on forever. Based on the monotonicity of the
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timing transformation T , the top and bottom elements of our lattice are good candidates

for the initial solution. In traditional lattice theory, ⊥ and ⊤ denote the bottom and the

top element of a lattice, respectively. In our lattice, we have ⊥ = (∅, ∅, . . . , ∅) and ⊤ =

(P1, P2, . . . , Pn), where ∅ denotes an empty set while Pi is the set of all possible signal

switching distributions on wire i, and can be computed by assuming the effect of coupling

everywhere. Since ⊥ ⊆ T (⊥), based on the monotonicity of T , we have

⊥ ⊆ T (⊥) ⊆ T 2(⊥) ⊆ T 3(⊥) . . .

which gives us an ascending chain of timing information vectors. Similarly, a descending

chain is obtained if we start with ⊤. We next consider the convergence of these chains to a

fixpoint.

6.1.5. Convergence to a fixpoint

A discrete delay model has a finite number of statistical switching windows on each wire

ideally. For example, we consider a simple coupling model that gives the worst-case additional

coupling induced delay on a wire as either of two random variables depending on whether

the switching window on that wire overlaps with that of a coupled wire or not. In this case,

the maximum possible number of delay random variables for any wire is 2k, where k is the

total number of couplings in the circuit. Under similar discrete models, each wire has ideally

a finite number of statistical switching windows. Any chain of timing information for a wire

in the solution space has thus a finite number of elements. This implies that the iterative

process will always reach a fixpoint in finite steps. The monotonic property of T when we

start from ⊥ or ⊤ is sufficient to prove convergence. In fact, any solution X0 such that
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X0 ⊆ T (X0) or X0 ⊇ T (X0) can be used as an initial solution to reach a fixpoint. The

number of iterations to reach a fixpoint is upper bounded by the sum of the lengths of the

longest chains of all timing information variables in the lattice.

Under a continuous delay model, it is possible for the chains generated in the iterative

process to have infinite elements. This implies that the generation of an exact fixpoint

in finite steps is not guaranteed. However, if the iteration does theoretically converge to a

fixpoint, an approximation to the fixpoint can be found. For such an approximated converged

fixpoint to be a real fixpoint, stronger properties than the monotonicity are needed for the

transformation T .

In general, a statistical gate delay model defines a response waveform distribution as

a function of switching waveform distributions on a gate’s fanins and wires coupled to its

fanout net. In statistical static timing analysis, this model needs to be expanded to compute

a set of response distributions as a function of sets of waveform distributions on the fanins

and coupling wires. A general way to expand a function from a set to its power set is by

natural lifting.

Definition 6.1.1. Given f : S → S, a natural lifting F : 2S → 2S is

F (A) =
⋃

a∈A

f(a), ∀A ∈ 2S.

Given a subset S of elements in a complete lattice L, we use
∨
S to represent the least

upper bound of elements in S. A function T : L → L is said to be or-continuous if for any

chain C, T (
∨
C) =

∨
T (C). A timing transformation defined by a natural lifting is shown

to be or-continuous [30]. Given that T is or-continuous, it is known that
∨

n≥0 T
n(⊥) is a

fixpoint. This establishes that our iterative approach always converges to a fixpoint, given
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that we start our iteration from the bottom element of the lattice. A fixpoint may however,

not be reached if we start our iterations from the top element [30]. This provides a strong

reason why timing analysis iterations should start from the bottom element.

6.1.6. Optimal fixpoint

It is known that if fixpoints of a monotonic transformation are found by the iterative method

starting from the bottom element, it must be the least fixpoint. It is also known that

the fixpoints of a monotonic transformation form a complete lattice. The least fixpoint is

therefore the intersection of all the fixpoints. In terms of statistical switching windows, a

fixpoint with the smallest window will result from an initial assumption that the probability

of any two windows overlapping with each other is zero. Therefore, in order to find the

optimal fixpoint, that is the vector of tightest switching windows on the real solution (the

one with minimal pessimism), we should start with an initial solution where the probability

of an overlap between the statistical switching windows on any two coupled wires is zero.

Subsequent application of T until convergence guarantees the optimal solution.

6.2. Coupling induced delay pushouts as random variables

6.2.1. Overlap between statistical switching windows

The overlap between two statistical switching windows is not a deterministic quantity. For

two statistical switching windows xi and xj , we denote the overlap between the windows by

a random variable Oij, which is defined as the following.

Oij
∆
= min(xu

i , x
u
j ) − max(xl

i, x
l
j) (6.4)
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We consider a probabilistic view of the overlap Oij. If we denote the CDF of Oij by

Ψij(t), the probability of an overlap between xi and xj is given by

Pr(Oij > 0) = 1 − Ψij(0). (6.5)

6.2.2. Coupling induced delay pushout computation

Simultaneous switchings on a pair of coupled nets cause delay variations on the nets. The

amount of additional delay (positive or negative) induced is called the coupling induced

delay pushout and is a function of the overlap between the switching windows on the coupled

nets. Since the overlap between two statistical switching windows is a random variable, the

coupling induced delay pushout is consequently a random variable even if the delay pushouts

for a deterministic overlap are constants. Considering the timing information on any wire as

a set of signal switching distributions, coupling possibly induces additional signal switching

distributions in the set. The new set must have an inclusion relationship with the original

since any conservative coupling model will not remove any original switching distribution

from the set. The delay pushout thus widens the switching window on a wire, that is, if

xi and x′i denote the switching windows on a wire i when effects due to coupling are not

considered and are considered respectively, we have the following relation.

xi ⊆ x′i (6.6)

Without any loss of generality, we consider the computation of the worst case delay on

a wire i when coupling effects are considered. The worst case delay on i is given by the sum

of the delay on the wire when coupling effects are not considered and the coupling induced

delay pushout due to each wire it couples with.
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As an example, we illustrate the computation of a coupling induced delay pushout D as

a random variable based on a simple coupling model, which is given by the following.

D
∆
=







DO overlap

DN no overlap
(6.7)

where, DO and DN are the values assigned to D, depending on whether the statistical

switching windows between the coupled wires overlap or not, respectively. We denote the

overlap as a random variable O.

Based on prior work in [71, 48], we express all random variables as a weighted sum of

independent and orthonormal random variables ξi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, such that E[ξiξj] = 0 if

i 6= j, and = 1 otherwise. The delay pushouts DO and DN are random variables, and are

expressed as the following.

DO = dO
0 +

n∑

i=1

dO
i ξi (6.8)

DN = dN
0 +

n∑

i=1

dN
i ξi

⇒ D = d0 +
n∑

i=1

diξi
∆
=







dO
0 +

∑n
i=1 d

O
i ξi overlap

dN
0 +

∑n
i=1 d

N
i ξi no overlap

We define a new set of random variables dis, i = 0, 1, . . . , n as the following.

di

∆
=







dO
i overlap

dN
i no overlap

(6.9)
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We therefore have the following.

d0 +
n∑

i=1

diξi = d0 +
n∑

i=1

diξi (6.10)

We multiply (6.10) by a new independent and orthogonal random variable ξn+1 and take

the expected value (E[.]) on both sides. We consider the orthogonality property of ξi, and

that the overlap is a function of ξi, i = 1, . . . , n but independent of ξn+1. Using conditional

expectation, we obtain the following results.

d0 =
1

E[ξn+1]

(
E[d0ξn+1] +

∑n
i=1E[diξiξn+1]

)

=
1

E[ξn+1]

(
E[d0] +

∑n
i=1E[diξi]

)
E[ξn+1]

= E[d0] +
∑n

i=1E[diξi]

= dO
0 Pr(overlap) + dN

0 Pr(no overlap) +
∑n

i=1E[diξi]

= dO
0 Pr(O > 0) + dN

0 Pr(O ≤ 0) +
∑n

i=1E[diξi], where

E[diξi] = dO
i E[ξi| O > 0]Pr(O > 0) + dN

i E[ξi| O ≤ 0]Pr(O ≤ 0).
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We multiply (6.10) again by ξk for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and match the expectations on both

sides to obtain the following.

dk

=
1

E[ξ2
k]

(
E[d0ξk] +

∑n
i=1E[diξiξk] − d0E[ξk]

)
, where (6.11)

E[diξiξk]

= dO
i E[ξiξk| O > 0]Pr(O > 0) + dN

i E[ξiξk| O ≤ 0]Pr(O ≤ 0) (6.12)

E[d0ξk]

= dO
0 E[ξk| O > 0]Pr(O > 0) + dN

0 E[ξk| O ≤ 0]Pr(O ≤ 0). (6.13)

The above illustration of the computation of the delay pushout is extensible to an arbi-

trary coupling model and does not imply that the proposed approach is limited to a given

coupling model. The model can be trivially extended to having M delay pushouts for given

ranges of an overlap value which can be expressed as:

D
∆
=







DN no overlap

DO
i overlap ∈ (Oi, Oi+1], ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1

DO
M overlap > OM .

Under such a model, the above equations are modified to obtain the desired coefficients dis.

The conditional expectations are now evaluated for each of the possible overlap intervals.

Even for a continuous coupling model (for example, the delay pushout as a exponential

function of overlap), a similar approach is used to compute the desired coefficients. The

conditional expectation computations in this case involves the PDF of the overlap instead
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of probability that the overlap lies in some interval. We do not discuss details of such

models as our work is model independent and guarantees convergence under the monotonicity

properties of the timing transformation.

6.3. Practical considerations under a Gaussian assumption

6.3.1. Gaussian statistical switching windows

The parameters of variation in statistical timing are often assumed to be random variables

having a Gaussian distribution. Gate delays are expressed as a linear weighted sum of

these parameters and thereby have a Gaussian distribution too. We consider the following

definition.

Φ(t)
∆
=

1√
2π

∫ t

−∞
exp(−x

2

2
) dx (6.14)

Φ(t) denotes the CDF of a unit normal Gaussian. It is known that the CDF of an arbitrary

Gaussian X ∼ N(µ, σ2) with mean µ and variance σ2 is equivalent to Φ( t−µ
σ

), where Φ(t) is

defined as in (6.14).

The assumption of a Gaussian distribution for the bounding RVs when used in describing

statistical switching windows prohibits the generic use of the ⊆ relation between the windows.

Lemma 6.3.1. No Gaussian can be a bounding RV for a set of Gaussians.

Proof. We use contradiction to prove our claim and assume that a Gaussian X ∼

N(µx, σ
2
x) is an upper bounding RV for another Gaussian Y ∼ N(µy, σ

2
y). From (6.3),
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we have the following.

Pr(X ≥ Y ) = 1

⇒ Pr(X − Y ≥ 0) = 1

⇒ Pr(Z ≥ 0) = 1, where Z ∼ N(µz, σ
2
z)

∆
= X − Y

⇒ 1 − Φz(0) = 1, where Φz(t) = Φ(
t− µz

σz
)

⇒ Φz(0) = 0,

which is a contradiction, since Φ(t) ∈ (0, 1) for real t. �
As a heuristic, we now consider a weaker condition on the bounding RVs xl

i and xu
i for

any statistical switching window xi as the following.

Pr(xl
i ≤ c) ≥ Pr(x∗i ≤ c) ≥ Pr(xu

i ≤ c), ∀c ∈ ℜ (6.15)

It can be trivially proved (using contradiction) that the above condition is a necessary

condition to (6.2). Agarwal et al. denote such bounding RVs as statistical upper and lower

bounds in [43, 81]. We observe that the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of xl
i

and xu
i provide a statistical interval for the CDF of the uncertain actual timing variable x∗i .

Similarly, we present a weaker condition on the bounding RVs of two statistical switching

windows xi and xj to have an inclusion relationship (xi ⊆ xj) as the following.

Pr(xl
i ≤ c) ≤ Pr(xl

j ≤ c) ∧ Pr(xu
i ≤ c) ≥ Pr(xu

j ≤ c), ∀c ∈ ℜ (6.16)

It can be trivially proved (using contradiction) that the above condition is a necessary

condition to (6.3). We next show that the assumption of a Gaussian distribution for the
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bounding RVs even under the above weaker conditions prohibits the generic use of the ⊆

relation between the windows. We discuss the cause of this problem and propose a remedy

in the remainder of this section.

Definition 6.3.1. We say that a random variable X strictly dominates another random

variable Y if and only if the CDF of X is upper bounded by the CDF of Y , that is

Pr(X ≤ c) ≤ Pr(Y ≤ c), ∀c ∈ ℜ.

Lemma 6.3.2. The CDFs of two arbitrary Gaussians with non-equal variances always

intersect at exactly one point.

Proof. We consider two arbitrary Gaussians having means µ1, µ2 and variances σ2
1, σ

2
2 ,

respectively. The point(s) of intersection of the CDFs is(are) found by equating the CDFs

and solving for c. We thus solve for c in

Φ(
c− µ1

σ1

) = Φ(
c− µ2

σ2

). (6.17)

It is known that Φ(y) is strictly increasing with y, that is Φ(x) > Φ(y) if and only if x > y.

The above equation is therefore equivalent to solving the following.

c− µ1

σ1
=

c− µ2

σ2
(6.18)

(6.18) is a linear equation in c and has a single root at c∗ = σ2µ1−σ1µ2

σ2−σ1
, given σ1 6= σ2. Since

both the CDFs are monotonically increasing, c∗ denotes the single point of intersection of

the CDFs. �
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Corollary 6.3.0.1. For two arbitrary Gaussians with equal variance, the CDF of the

Gaussian with a larger mean strictly dominates the CDF of the other.

Proof. A real solution to (6.18) does not exist if σ1 = σ2. Consequently, Φ( c−µ1

σ1
) ≥

Φ( c−µ2

σ2
), ∀c ∈ (−∞,∞) if µ1 ≤ µ2, and vice-versa. �

Lemma 6.3.3. An arbitrary Gaussian can never strictly dominate another Gaussian,

given that their variances are non-identical.

Proof. For two arbitrary Gaussians having means µ1, µ2 and variances σ2
1, σ

2
2 respec-

tively, we assume without any loss of generality that σ2 > σ1. Based on Lemma 6.3.2 and

given the monotonicity of the CDFs, the following results are immediate.

Φ(
c− µ1

σ1
) ≥ Φ(

c− µ2

σ2
) ∀c ∈ [

σ2µ1 − σ1µ2

σ2 − σ1
,∞) (6.19)

Φ(
c− µ1

σ1
) ≤ Φ(

c− µ2

σ2
) ∀c ∈ (−∞,

σ2µ1 − σ1µ2

σ2 − σ1
] (6.20)

Thus, neither of the Gaussians strictly dominate the other. �
Corollary 6.3.0.2. If the ratio of the means of two arbitrary Gaussians is equal to the

ratio of their variances, the CDF of the Gaussian with the smaller mean (or variance) strictly

dominates the other in the interval c ∈ [0,∞).

Proof. Given µ1

µ2
= σ1

σ2
implies that σ2µ1 = σ1µ2. The proof is immediate when this

result is substituted in (6.19). �
Corollary 6.3.0.3. For two statistical switching windows xi and yi, xi ⊆ yi implies that

xl
i strictly dominates yl

i and yu
i strictly dominates xu

i .
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Proof. The proof is immediate from (6.3) and Definition 6.3.1. �
Definition 6.3.2. A statistical switching window xi is said to be a Gaussian switching

window if and only if both xl
i and xu

i have a Gaussian distribution.

Corollary 6.3.0.4. An arbitrary Gaussian switching window xi cannot have an inclusion

relation to another Gaussian switching window xj, unless the variances of xl
i, x

l
j, x

u
i and xu

j

are identical.

Proof. The result is immediate from Lemma 6.3.3 and Corollary 6.3.0.3. �
Consequently, Gaussian switching windows for statistical timing analysis with coupling

may not guarantee convergence. The Gaussian distribution spans the entire range of real

numbers and the point of intersection of the CDFs of two Gaussian may lie far away from

their mean values (or the region of interest). In addition, realistic parametric variations have

a distribution constrained in a finite region. We therefore consider a truncated Gaussian

distribution for the bounding RVs in our approach. The CDF of a truncated Gaussian with

mean µ and variance σ2 as a function of c is assumed to be 0 for all c ≤ µ − kσ and is

assumed to be 1 for all c ≥ µ + kσ, for a given k (typically k ∈ [3, 7]). Truncated Gaussian

distributions have earlier been assumed for parametric distributions in [82, 70].

Lemma 6.3.4. An arbitrary truncated Gaussian with mean µ1 and variance σ2
1 can

strictly dominate another truncated Gaussian with mean µ2 and variance σ2
2 under the fol-

lowing condition.

(
max(µ1 + kσ1, µ2 + kσ2) ≤ σ2µ1 − σ1µ2

σ2 − σ1

) ∨

(
min(µ1 − kσ1, µ2 − kσ2) ≥ σ2µ1 − σ1µ2

σ2 − σ1

)
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The above condition implies that a truncated Gaussian can dominate another if the

point of intersection of their CDFs lies outside the range [µ − kσ, µ + kσ] for both the

truncated Gaussians. Although we consider delay random variables to be Gaussians, we

assume truncated Gaussian distributions for the bounding RVs xl
i and xu

i of a statistical

switching window xi to maintain the monotonic property of T for convergence. We denote

such a statistical switching window as a truncated Gaussian switching window. A truncated

Gaussian switching window xi can have an inclusion relation with another truncated Gauss-

ian switching window xj if both pairs of truncated Gaussians xl
i, x

l
j and xu

i , x
u
j satisfy the

condition mentioned in Lemma 6.3.4 individually. The timing transformation T must ensure

this condition for monotonicity and convergence of our approach. It is easy to ensure the

condition by adjusting the means (or variances) of the statistical switching window bounds

pessimistically after each application of T during iterative timing analysis. This is done by

rewriting the condition in Lemma 6.3.4 as inequality conditions on µ2 (or σ2). We do not

limit our approach to a given delay model. Given a gate and the statistical switching win-

dows on all its fanins and wires coupled to its fanout net, we assume that the delay model

provides the switching window at the fanout of the gate. We merely adjust the bounding

RVs pessimistically so that the above conditions are satisfied, that is, the upper bounding

RV strictly dominates the lower in the interval [µ− kσ, µ + kσ].

6.3.2. Coupling induced delay pushout as a Gaussian

We now consider the implications of the assumption of a unit normal distribution for the

independent random variables ξ1, . . . , ξn, and Gaussian switching windows in evaluating the

delay pushout D from its definition in (6.8). Using the add (sub) and max (min) operations
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from [71, 48], the overlap Oab between two Gaussian switching windows xa and xb is approx-

imated to a Gaussian with mean µ and variance σ2. From the definition of the probability

of an overlap between statistical switching windows in (6.5), we have the following 1.

Pr(Oab > 0) = 1 − Φ(
0 − µ

σ
) = Φ(

µ

σ
) (6.21)

Consequently, the probability of no overlap between the Gaussian switching windows is given

by the following.

Pr(Oab ≤ 0) = Φ(−µ
σ

) (6.22)

Evaluating the coefficients d1, . . . , dn of the delay pushout D in (6.11) is non trivial. The

conditional expectations and consequently the coefficients dks are functions of ξ1, . . . ξn, and

not constants. D is therefore not a linear weighted sum of the ξis in reality.

For simplicity, we attain to approximate D as a linear weighted sum of the ξis. One

approach to achieving this is by approximating each random variable dk to its mean value. We

denote the corresponding approximated coefficient as d∗k. This approach is employed by Wu

et al. in dynamic range estimations of multiplexing operations in non-linear systems using

Polynomial Chaos Expansion [83]. Monte Carlo simulations are used to generate samples

of the random variables and are classified as to whether they produce the condition in the

conditional expectation or not. The probabilities of the two outcomes are thus computed,

and within each value, the mean of the expectation is computed in the usual Monte Carlo

fashion. However, Monte Carlo simulations are expensive and not suitable for statistical

timing analysis.

1It is known that Φ(−x) = 1 − Φ(x).
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From the theory of conditional expectation [84], we know the following for any random

variables X and Y .

E[E[X| Y ]] = E[X]

Consequently, the mean or the expectation of the conditional expectations in (6.11), (6.12),

and (6.13) are expressed as the following.

E
[
E[ξk| O > 0]

]
= E

[
E[ξk| O ≤ 0]

]
= E[ξk] (6.23)

E
[
E[ξiξk| O > 0]

]
= E

[
E[ξiξk| O ≤ 0]

]
= E[ξiξk] (6.24)

For i 6= j, it is known that E[ξi] = E[ξiξj] = 0 and E[ξ2
i ] = 1. The simplified coefficient

d∗0 in the representation of the effective delay pushout D from (6.11) is now expressed as the

following.

d∗0 = E[d0]

= dO
0 Pr(O > 0) + dN

0 Pr(O ≤ 0) + E[
∑n

i=1E[diξi]]

= dO
0 Pr(O > 0) + dN

0 Pr(O ≤ 0) +
∑n

i=1E[E[diξi]] (6.25)

From (6.11), (6.23) and given that E[ξi] = 0, we have

E[E[diξi]] = 0, and thus

d∗0 = dO
0 Pr(O > 0) + dN

0 Pr(O ≤ 0)

= dO
0 Φ(

µ

σ
) + dN

0 Φ(−µ
σ

). (6.26)
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Similarly, from (6.11)−(6.13), (6.23), (6.24), and given that each ξk is a unit normal

Gaussian, each of the coefficients d∗1, . . . , d
∗
n in the representation of the effective delay

pushout D are consequently simplified to the following.

d∗k = E[dk] = dO
k Φ(

µ

σ
) + dN

k Φ(−µ
σ

) k = 1, . . . , n (6.27)

An alternate approach to reducing D to a weighted linear sum of random variables is

by introducing new random variables that approximate the product of the ξis and true dks

(as a function of the ξis). Fang et al. employ this approach for approximating the product

of two affine terms into another affine term in static analysis for fixed-point finite-precision

effects in DSP designs [85].

6.4. Statistical timing with multiple input switching

Delay models considering effects due to MIS compute gate delays as functions of the over-

lap between the switching windows on the fanin signals of a gate. We consider a simple MIS

gate delay model similar to (6.7), where overlap denotes the overlap between the statistical

switching windows on the fanins of a gate and is a random variable. Given this delay model,

we can compute the effects due to MIS in statistical switching windows. Though analogous

to the coupling, MIS does not necessitate iterative timing analysis, and statistical timing

with MIS is possible in a single pass of a topologically ordered circuit if coupling induced

delay variations are not considered.

We therefore conclude that our framework for statistical timing with coupling is amenable

to incorporating the effects of MIS. Our reason for this conclusion is based on the assumption

that the MIS effect does not change causality and consequently the timing transformation T

remains monotonic under its effects. This implies convergence to a fixpoint in our approach.
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However, for complex delay models, establishing the delay pushout due to MIS would be

non-trivial. We do not consider the computation of these pushouts in this work.

6.5. Experimental results

In this section, we present statistical timing analysis results for the ISCAS’85 bench-

marks [36], realistic parameters for which are generated from a 0.13µ technology library.

Two global sources of variation having a truncated Gaussian distribution (at µ ± 4σ) are

considered in addition to a local independent component. Cumulative parametric variations

are constrained within 10% of their mean values. We use a simple delay model [82] and a

delay pushout model (6.8) for our experiments. Arrival time at all primary inputs are set to

zero. For comparisons, we develop the following timing analysis approaches.

(1) SSTA : denotes an implementation of a statistical timer based on [48], which does

not consider coupling induced delay variation, that is, the delay pushout due to

coupling on each wire is assume to be DN (6.7).

(2) STAC : denotes an implementation of a statistical timer based on the above approach

that considers coupling induced delay pushouts assuming a deterministic overlap.

In this approach, two statistical switching windows xi ([xl
i, x

u
i ]) and xj ([xl

j , x
u
j ]) are

treated as deterministic switching windows given by [µxl
i
− 3σxl

i
, µxu

i
+ 3σxu

i
] and

[µxl
j
− 3σxl

j
, µxu

j
+ 3σxu

j
], respectively, to estimate the deterministic overlap between

them. This overlap determines the delay pushout. This approach is similar to [47].

(3) STAC* : denotes an implementation of a statistical timer based on our proposed

approach. It considers a probabilistic approach to the overlap between two statistical

switching windows, and the delay pushout due to coupling is computed as proposed

in Section 6.2.
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Figure 6.2. Bounding RV distributions for the statistical switching windows
obtained at the output of benchmark C432

(4) Monte Carlo (MC) : simulations are performed for accuracy comparisons. A static

timer is implemented that considers coupling induced delay pushouts and is run for

20000 samples in the parameter space to capture the statistical switching windows

on all wires of a given circuit.

We compute the statistical switching window x at the primary output of a given circuit

using each of the mentioned approaches. Figure 6.2 shows the the CDFs of the bounding RVs

for the switching windows obtained at the output of the ISCAS’85 benchmark C432. It is

seen that SSTA underestimates the switching window as compared to MC. STAC is found to

give a conservative estimate, while our proposed approach STAC* accurately estimates the

statistical switching window. To give a numerical report, the (µxl−3σxl) and the (µxu +3σxu)

points obtained from the mentioned approaches are compared. We use the points obtained

using MC simulations as our reference for accuracy estimations, and formally define the error

in any approach A as follows.

% ΞA
l

∆
=

(µxl
A
− 3σxl

A
) − (µxl

MC
− 3σxl

MC
)

(µxl
MC

− 3σxl
MC

)
× 100 (6.28)

% ΞA
u

∆
=

(µxu
A

+ 3σxu
A
) − (µxu

MC
+ 3σxu

MC
)

(µxu
MC

+ 3σxu
MC

)
× 100 (6.29)

% ΞA
Av

∆
=

|%ΞA
l | + |%ΞA

u |
2

(6.30)
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Table 6.1. % Errors in switching window estimation

Circuit % Ξl % Ξu % ΞAv

SSTA STAC STAC* SSTA STAC STAC* SSTA STAC STAC*
C432 3.30 0.00 0.00 -9.2 0.4 -0.01 6.2 0.2 0.01
C499 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.3 4.7 0.13 0.7 2.4 0.07
C880 0.01 -3.90 -0.01 -13.0 13.0 0.01 6.3 8.3 0.01
C1355 0.01 0.01 0.01 -21.0 2.5 0.01 10.0 1.2 0.01
C1908 6.00 -5.10 -0.01 -23.0 1.6 0.70 14.0 3.4 0.35
C2670 0.00 0.00 0.00 -24.0 7.9 0.01 12.0 4.0 0.01
C3540 9.60 -2.30 -0.01 -17.0 8.9 0.10 13.0 5.6 0.06
C6288 0.01 0.01 0.01 -22.0 0.0 0.00 11.0 0.0 0.01
C7552 0.00 0.00 0.00 -7.0 0.6 0.02 3.5 0.3 0.01

Table 6.2. Run time comparison for the timers

Circuit Nodes Edges # I/N Run time (s)
STAC STAC* SSTA STAC STAC* Monte Carlo

C432 198 379 9.1 9.1 0.00 0.01 0.01 21.4
C499 245 481 6.6 5.7 0.00 0.01 0.01 36.8
C880 445 815 10.8 8.8 0.00 0.03 0.03 184.1
C1355 589 1137 14.8 14.4 0.00 0.10 0.15 585.7
C1908 915 1556 14.7 13.9 0.00 0.20 0.26 1018.0
C2670 1428 2449 10.3 9.2 0.01 0.25 0.34 1269.0
C3540 1721 3011 14.9 12.3 0.02 0.46 0.58 2053.0
C6288 2450 4864 50.3 50.9 0.02 2.35 2.90 11960.4
C7552 3721 6459 12.4 11.4 0.03 0.87 1.11 4447.0

Timing analysis accuracy results based on the above metrics are presented in Table 6.1.

It is observed that STAC* improves timing estimation accuracy by as much as 24% in

comparison to SSTA and up to 13% in comparison to STAC. On the average, errors in

switching window estimation are reduced by 8.5% in comparison to SSTA and by 2.8% in

comparison to STAC.

We present run time for all approaches in Table 6.2. STAC* is found to be slower by

1.2X in comparison to STAC on the average. STAC and STAC* are iterative approaches and

compute timing information on some wires multiple times till convergence. We report the

average number of Iterations per Node (#I/N) obtained in these approaches. Since SSTA

does not consider coupling induced delay pushouts, it is non iterative and is a single pass
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timer. Consequently, its #I/N value is always 1. The average number of iterations per node

is found to be 16 and 15 for STAC and STAC*, respectively. All experiments are performed

on a Pentium 2.4GHz machine, with 1GB RAM, running RedHat Linux 9.0.

6.6. Conclusions

In this chapter, we establish a theoretical framework for statistical timing analysis with

coupling. The framework is not constrained to Gaussian distributions for the parameters,

but an arbitrary distribution could have a complicated max operation and estimation of the

conditional expectations would be complicated.

We do not discuss approaches to reducing iterations (or speeding up approaches) for

our timer. Clustering the circuit into strongly connected components and then topologically

performing timing analysis with coupling is suggested in [30]. Breaking up feedback edges in

the directed graph representation of the circuit to form clusters is suggested. The feedback

edges due to coupling are broken based on a metric of timing proximity. In statistical timing

with coupling, we propose to use the probability of an overlap between two windows as the

metric for timing proximity, that is, edges having a low probability of overlap are broken.

Though we do not discuss details on the approaches to speed up iterations, our formulation

of statistical timing analysis with coupling is amenable to each of the mentioned speedup

approaches. Since our statistical timing analysis framework is block based, we are amenable

to using the concept of node and edge criticalities introduced in [48]. This makes our

approach attractive in guiding timing optimization [15].
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CHAPTER 7

Timing Dependent Dynamic Power Estimation considering

Coupling

Accurate power estimation is a critical problem in modern integrated circuit (IC) de-

sign. It is expected that power dissipation would be a limiting factor for future technologies.

Currently, more than 60% of a circuit’s power consumption is attributed to charging (or dis-

charging) interconnect capacitances [86, 87, 88, 89, 90]. This is due to relatively decreasing

gate load capacitances in comparison to increasing parasitic interconnect capacitances. Fur-

thermore, the increased dominance of coupling capacitances with technology scaling makes

it evident that the component of power dissipation in parasitic coupling capacitances is

significant.

Power consumption estimation for coupling capacitances is more complicated than for

ground capacitances. In the latter case, parasitic ground capacitances on the fanout net of

a gate are added in parallel to the gate’s load capacitance. The ground capacitances are

charged and discharged depending on the net’s signal transitions in exactly the same way

as the load capacitance. They simply introduce additional power consumption components

similar to that for the load capacitance. The power dissipation per clock cycle is thus de-

pendent only on the net’s switching activity [91]. However, the power consumption for a

parasitic coupling capacitance (termed coupling power) between two interconnects is depen-

dent on the voltage difference across that capacitance. This in turn, is dependent on the
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relative switching activities on these interconnects. The voltage across a coupling capaci-

tance can vary in the range of [-Vdd, Vdd], while the range of voltage variation for a parasitic

ground capacitance is [0, Vdd]. The worst case voltage variation across a coupling capacitor

is therefore 2Vdd in contrast to Vdd for a parasitic ground capacitor. When two coupled wires

a and b with coupling capacitance Cc , simultaneously switch in the same direction, there is

no charging or discharging of Cc, and no coupling power is consumed (P1 = 0, Figure 7.1).

When only one of the wires switch, Cc charges or discharges with a voltage variation of Vdd,

and its coupling power consumption is given by P2 = 0.5CcV
2
dd. In the case when the wires

simultaneously switch in the opposite direction, Cc may charge or discharge with a voltage

variation of 2Vdd, consuming P3 = 0.5Cc(2Vdd)
2 = 2CcV

2
dd units of power.

In addition to the dependence of coupling power on the relative switching activities of

the coupled interconnects, the power consumed is dependent on the nets’ relative switching

times [91]. The coupling power P4 (in Figure 7.1) is dependent on some function ψ(d) of the

difference d in their switching times. As d increases, the case of simultaneous switchings on

the interconnects change to two independent cases of a single interconnect switching while

the other is quiet. In this case, the coupling power can vary from 0 to CcV
2
dd depending on

the relative delay between their switchings. Relative delays, timing information, and switch-

ing activities are therefore, critical to accurate coupling power estimation. Furthermore,

the dependence on relative switching activities translate to dependence on the functional

information of the circuit. For example, the outputs of an AND gate and an OR gate have

different switching probabilities, even for identical input switching probabilities. This implies

that coupling power is dependent on a circuit’s functionality (logic implementation).

It is commonly accepted that circuit simulation based approaches to power estima-

tion [92] are strongly input pattern dependent and too slow for large circuits. Probabilistic
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b

P3 = 2Cc[Vdd]
2P2 = 0.5Cc[Vdd]

2 P4 = ψ(d)Cc[Vdd]
2P1 = 0

d

Figure 7.1. Effect of timing on coupling power

approaches to estimate power were first proposed in [93]. A zero-delay model was considered

which ignored the impact of glitches. Probabilistic simulation approaches [94, 95, 96] that

did not assume a zero-delay model were later proposed to handle the impact of glitches.

To consider temporal correlations, such approaches require the user to specify typical signal

behavior at the circuit inputs, often using a sequence of values indicating the probability

of switchings at specific time points. The propagation of these signals is similar to event

driven logic simulation. An event driven energy-consumption estimation model is proposed

in [97]. Power estimation approaches that employ BDDs [98] are too slow for modern com-

plex circuits. Statistical methods for power estimation [99] simulate the circuit repeatedly

using some simulator (e.g. HSPICE, Powermill) while monitoring the power consumption.

Prior work in power estimation does not couple the problem of power estimation to detailed

timing analysis. The effects of relative switching delays are ignored. In most of the power

estimation tools, either the coupling power is ignored or is accounted for as a component

from coupling capacitances that are assumed to be grounded. In addition, it is accepted that

considering all spatial correlations are computationally very expensive.

In this chapter, we propose a timing dependent dynamic power1 estimation framework for

combinational circuits that considers the impact of coupling and glitches. Our contributions

are summarized as follows.

1In this chapter, we denote the switching power consumption as the dynamic power, and do not explicitly
consider short-circuit power. Note that this is not a limitation; traditional approaches to short-circuit power
estimation can still be employed.
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• We signify the timing dependence of coupling power and show that dynamic power

estimation should not be de-coupled from detailed timing analysis. We present

a timing dependent framework for dynamic power estimation that considers the

impact of coupling and glitches.

• A representation to approximate the switching probability distribution on any wire

(denoted as switching-window distribution) is developed. In addition, we present an

approach to efficiently propagating these switching-window distributions through a

given circuit without incurring exponential run-time.

• We propose an efficient single-pass approach to propagating switching-window dis-

tributions while considering the impact of coupling induced delay variations.

• We present an approach to coupling and total power estimation based on the ob-

tained switching-window distributions, and additionally describe how the proposed

framework is amenable to incorporating the impact of glitches on power.

We develop the proposed framework and compare results obtained when (i) coupling

power is ignored; (ii) coupling capacitances are assumed to be grounded during power es-

timation; and (iii) the timing dependence of coupling power is considered (our approach).

Experimental results for the ISCAS’85 benchmarks demonstrate accuracy improvements of

up to 59% in coupling power estimation (up to 25% in total power estimation). Since igno-

rance of the timing dependence of coupling power is found to result in both underestimation

or overestimation of power, using a guard-band during power estimation while ignoring timing

is meaningless. We therefore conclude that it is critical to consider the timing dependence

of coupling power in total power estimation.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We present a motivational example in

Section 7.1 to illustrate the significance of the timing dependence of power consumption
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in coupling capacitances. The proposed approach to timing dependent power-consumption

estimation is described in Section 7.2. Experimental results are reported in Section 7.3, and

we draw conclusions in Section 7.4.

7.1. A motivational example

We perform HSPICE simulations for two coupled nets with typical local interconnect

dimensions [3], and having driving and loading gates implemented in 90nm technology.

The energy consumption per switching in the circuit is evaluated for the cases of single

net switching (SNS), simultaneous similar switching (SSS), simultaneous opposite switching

(SOS), similar switching with large relative delay (SSWD), and opposite switching with large

relative delay (OSWD). Results obtained are presented in Table 7.1. For each of the above

cases, we present the energy consumption when (i) the coupling capacitance is ignored (No

Cc); (ii) the coupling capacitance is considered as ground capacitances on the nets (Grounded

Cc); and (iii) the coupling capacitance is considered between the coupled nets (Exact Cc).

It is observed that ignoring coupling leads to large underestimation of power in most cases

(up to 53% in case of simultaneous opposite switching). In addition, considering coupling

as capacitance to ground also leads to large errors; ranging from underestimating power

by 26% (for the case of simultaneous opposite switching) to overestimating power by 56%

(in case of simultaneous similar switching). Furthermore, we observe that relative delays

between switchings cause significant differences in power consumption. It is thus evident

that coupling power should be estimated accurately considering both timing and relative

switching activities.
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Table 7.1. Simulated energy consumption (nJ) per switching

Switching case No Cc Grounded Cc Exact Cc

SNS 1.442 2.249 2.249
SSS 2.884 4.498 2.884
SOS 2.888 4.498 6.090

SSWD 2.884 4.498 4.498
OSWD 2.888 4.498 4.498

7.2. Timing dependent power estimation

In this section, we describe our approach to dynamic power estimation. It is established

that coupling power is dependent on the relative switching times of coupled interconnects.

However, accounting for all possible switchings in large circuits is impractical and necessi-

tates assumptions of some switching probability distribution on each interconnect. We first

describe our approach to efficiently approximating the distribution of a switching on any wire,

which we denote as a switching-window distribution. We next present an approach to win-

dow propagation while considering coupling induced delay variations. Finally, we describe

our power estimation technique based on the obtained switching-window distributions.

7.2.1. Switching-window distribution representation

Considering complete functional information during timing analysis of a given circuit in-

volves enumeration of all possible input vectors. This approach is exponential in complexity,

and therefore, computationally prohibitive. On the other hand, ignorance of functional in-

formation introduces uncertainty that makes timing information on each wire of the circuit

a set of possible signal switchings. Each set is represented as a switching-window and a

set of slew rates such that any signal switching falling in the window and having a slew in

the range is in the set. Symbolically, we denote the switching-windows for the rise and fall

transitions on any wire x as xr and xf , respectively.
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Each switching-window x (xr or xf ) on a wire is often defined as an interval x
∆
= [lx, hx],

such that the time t of any possible signal switching on the wire lies in this interval. An

assumption of a uniform probability density for a switching in this interval is unrealistic. We

formally denote this probability density function (PDF) of a switching on a given window x

as φx(t). The following is immediate.

φx(t) = 0, ∀t < lx ∨ ∀t > hx (7.1)

Efficient representation and propagation of an arbitrary window distribution φx(t) is

challenging and can be computationally very expensive. We propose to represent a given

switching-window x using a set ofM sub-switching-windows xi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M), each having

a constant probability density φxi
in their respective intervals [lxi

, hxi
]. Such an approach

captures the PDF of x more accurately than the assumption of a uniform density in the

interval [lx, hx] of x.

We now present our approach to representing a switching-window x with a given PDF

φx(t) as a set of M uniform density sub-switching-windows. For simplicity, we initially

segment the interval [lx, hx] into M equal length segments. The interval of a sub-switching-

window xi
∆
= [lxi

, hxi
] is therefore given by the following.

lxi
= lx +

(i− 1)(hx − lx)

M
(7.2)

hxi
= lx +

i(hx − lx)

M
(7.3)

To evaluate the constant probability density φxi
for any sub-switching-window xi, we

match the probability of switchings in xi’s interval to that of x in the same interval. Formally,
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φxi
is computed as the following.

φxi
=

1

(hxi
− lxi

)

∫ hxi

lxi

φx(t)dt (7.4)

Lemma 7.2.1.

M∑

i=1

(hxi
− lxi

)φxi
=

∫ hx

lx

φx(t)dt

It is immediate that our approach preserves the probability of switching in a window x.

This procedure is employed separately to represent the rise and fall switching-windows on a

given wire, each into M sub-switching-windows. As a result, the probability that the signal

on a wire switches from low-to-high (rise transition) and from high-to-low (fall transition)

in a single clock cycle is given by the following.

Prx[rise] =

M∑

i=1

(hxr
i
− lxr

i
)φxr

i
(7.5)

Prx[fall] =

M∑

i=1

(hxf
i
− lxf

i
)φxf

i
(7.6)

7.2.2. Switching-window distribution propagation

We next describe our approach to propagating the set of sub-switching-windows through

logic blocks in a circuit. We discuss the window propagation for a two-input AND gate for

illustration. The extension to other common logic gates, including those with greater than

two inputs is similar.

We consider a logic AND gate with inputs a and b, and output c as shown in Figure 7.2.

The switching-window on input a for the rise (fall) transition is denoted byM uniform density

sub-switching-windows ar
i (af

i ), (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M). The interval of any sub-switching-window
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da

db

a

b
c

Figure 7.2. A two-input AND gate

ar
i is denoted by [lar

i
, har

i
], and the density within this interval is denoted by a constant φar

i
.

The probabilities of the possible transitions in input a, namely low (steady at logic 0), rise,

fall, and high (steady at logic 1) for a clock cycle are denoted by Pra[l], Pra[r], Pra[f ],

and Pra[h], respectively. We denote the delay of the timing arc from input a to output c

for a rise transition as dar . A similar representation is used for the input b. Given these

information, our goal is to approximate the rise and fall switching-windows at c each with

M sub-switching-windows, for further propagation. Note that for M = 1, our approach

falls back to the traditional single switching-window approach with Pra[r] as the traditional

switching activity on a.

If we ignore logical correlation between the inputs a and b, the probability that c has a

fall transition is given by:

Prc[f ] = Pra[h]Prb[f ] + Pra[f ]Prb[f ] + Pra[f ]Prb[h].

The PDF φcf (t) of the fall transition switching-window cf at any time t is thus given by

the following.

φcf (t) =

Pra[h]φbf (t− df
b ) + φaf (t− df

a)

∫ t

−∞
φbf (x− df

b )dx+

φbf (t− df
b )

∫ t

−∞
φaf (x− df

a)dx+ Prb[h]φaf (t− df
a) (7.7)
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Given that the input switching-windows are represented as a set of sub-switching-windows,

φcf (t) is expressed as:

φcf (t) = Pra[h]
M∑

i=1

φbf
i
(t− df

b )

+

M∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

φaf
i
(t− df

a)

∫ t

−∞
φbf

i
(x− df

b )dx

+

M∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

φbf
i
(t− df

b )

∫ t

−∞
φaf

i
(x− df

a)dx

+ Prb[h]
M∑

i=1

φaf
i
(t− df

a) (7.8)

where, (expressions for φar
i
(t), φaf

i
(t), φbr

i
(t) are similar)

φbf
i
(t)

∆
=







0 ∀t < lbf
i

φbf
i

∀t ∈ [lbf
i
, hbf

i
]

0 ∀t > hbf
i

(7.9)

Each inner integral in (7.8) denotes the area of that sub-switching-window lying on the

left of t, that is, the probability of the sub-switching-window having a transition before time

t. The earliest possible switching time for a fall transition at c is given by the minimum of

(lfa +df
a) and (lfb +df

b ). Similarly, the latest possible switching time for a fall transition at c is

given by the maximum of (hf
a +df

a) and (hf
b +df

b ). We partition the interval formed with these

earliest and latest switching times into M equal segments. The probability of a fall transition

within any segment is given by the area under φcf (t) in that segment. The uniform density

of this segment φcf
i

is computed by dividing the obtained probability by the segment width

(similar to (7.4)). In practice, this computation is done faster by evaluating the probability of
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Figure 7.3. Fall switching-window propagation example

switching in any segment as the difference of the cumulative distribution function Φcf (t) of a

fall transition on c, evaluated at the segment’s upper and lower bounds, respectively. Φcf (t)

can be evaluated analytically without numerical integration. This procedure is employed to

compute φcf
i

for i = 1, 2, . . . ,M .

Figure 7.3 illustrates the proposed approach with an example. Here, M = 2, and switch-

ing probabilities and times are as shown in the figure. φcf
i

is obtained as a sum of the three

PDFs, the third corresponding to the sum of the two middle terms in (7.8), while the other

two correspond to the first and last term in (7.8). The PDF obtained using our proposed

approximation approach is shown using a dashed line in the figure. It is observed that

the probability of a switching in a sub-interval is preserved. Increasing the number of the

sub-intervals (M) improves the accuracy of our approach.
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The procedure to compute the sub-switching-windows for a rise transition is similar. The

proposed approach is extensible to other logic blocks, and is not limited to two-input gates.

In the simplest case, a multi-input gate can be expressed as a logic function of multiple

two-input gates, and the proposed approach is directly applicable to each of them. The sub-

switching-window computation for a NAND gate is equivalent to the computation for an

AND gate, except that, in this case, the computed rise and fall windows should be swapped.

Non-inverting buffers and wires time-shift the sub-switching-windows by their delay values,

and do not affect their probability densities.

7.2.3. Considering coupling induced delay variations

Simultaneous switchings on coupled wires induce delay variations (often termed as delay

pushouts) in each of them. The relative switching times and direction (rise or fall) of the

switchings impact these delay variations. For timing estimation, a coupling induced delay

pushout model is considered that evaluates the possible delay variation as a function of the

overlap between the switching-windows on the coupled wires. A coupling between two wires

lying in the fanin and fanout cone of a logic gate, respectively, causes timing dependencies

that necessitate iterations during timing analysis. Starting with some assumption of the de-

lay pushout, multiple iterations of timing analysis are performed. Zhou [30] formally proved

that iterations starting with an assumption of zero delay pushouts on all wires would converge

and yield timing analysis results with minimal pessimism. Simplistic delay pushout models

only consider the worse case overlap length between the switching-windows on coupled nets.

Such models result in a monotonically increasing sequence [30, 100] of timing information

on all wires, and thus, guarantee convergence. However, ignorance of correlations between
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subsequent iterations when using accurate delay pushout models that consider the proba-

bilities of switchings may not guarantee convergence. On the other hand, considering all

possible correlations is computationally too expensive. Consequently, a majority of timing

analysis tools that consider coupling start iterations with an initial assumption of worst case

delay pushout for all coupled nets. A finite number of iterations are performed to reduce

pessimism using accurate pushout models, but not till convergence is achieved.

In this work, we adopt the former approach for simplicity. Timing analysis of a given

circuit is initially performed with two switching-windows on each wire that denote the rise

and fall switching-window, respectively. Using an overlap based delay pushout model [77],

the converged switching-windows for all wires in the circuit are obtained. We term these

switching-windows as the simple switching-windows.

Next, we propagate our sub-switching-windows through the circuit as explained earlier.

To evaluate the delay variation for any sub-switching-window on a coupled wire, we consider

a delay pushout model that yields the variation as a function of that sub-switching-window’s

PDF and the intervals of the simple switching-windows on its coupled neighbors. Each of the

sub-switching-windows may now broaden, and may have regions of overlap with other sub-

switching-windows. The impact of coupling does not affect the total probability of switching

in any wire’s window; it may only affect the PDF in some intervals. We therefore scale

the uniform density in any sub-switching-window such that the original probability in its

interval is retained. We do not impose a restriction that all sub-switching-windows on a wire

for a given transition should have mutually exclusive intervals. Since the simple switching-

windows are pre-determined and do not change, this approach does not require multiple

iterations. Our approach to propagating the switching-window distributions is therefore a

single pass procedure and is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4. Estimation of coupling induced delay pushouts

Alternately, we could start with assumptions of worse case delay pushout values, and

perform iterations with the sub-switching-window distributions. We choose the former ap-

proach as it is faster, and does not involve a heuristic for picking a suitable time to stop

further iterations, when the pushout model does not guarantee convergence.

7.2.4. Power estimation with timing dependent coupling

Once switching-window distributions and transition probabilities have been evaluated on

the fanout nets of all gates in a circuit, the dynamic power consumption is computed by a

summation of the switching power corresponding to each gate in the circuit. For each gate,

the average dynamic power Pd consumed per clock cycle is given by

Pd = Pg + Pc

= 0.5V 2
ddCg(Pr[r] + Pr[f ]) +

k∑

i=1

P i
c (7.10)
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where, Pg denotes the power consumption corresponding to the gate’s and its fanout net’s

total ground capacitance Cg, and Pr[r] (Pr[f ]) denotes the probability of a rise (fall) tran-

sition at the gate’s output. Pc denotes the power consumption due to coupling on its fanout

net, and is given by the sum of coupling power P i
c consumed due to each coupled neigh-

bor i = 1, 2, . . . , k of the gate’s fanout net. For a single coupled neighbor i with coupling

capacitance Cc,

Pc = Pquiet + Popp + Psim (7.11)

Pquiet = 0.5V 2
ddCc(Pr[r] + Pr[f ])(Pri[l] + Pri[h]) (7.12)

where, Pquiet, Popp and Psim denote the coupling power when the coupled neighbor is not

switching, switching in the opposite direction and switching in the same direction, respec-

tively. (Pri[l] + Pri[h]) denotes the probability that net i does not switch. Popp and Psim

are timing dependent, that is, they depend on the relative switching times on the two nets.

Analytically, we express

Popp = 0.5V 2
ddCc

∫ ∞

−∞
ψopp(x)popp(x)dx (7.13)

where, popp(x) denotes the probability density that the nets switch in the opposite direction

with a time skew of x, and ψopp(x) denotes some function that gives an effective power factor

as a function of the time skew x. In general, ψopp(x) depends on the slews of the switching

signals and is symmetric in nature. We illustrate a typical linear and an exponential ψopp(x)

model in Figure 7.5. It is intuitive that when x ≈ 0, the coupled nets switch simultaneously

in the opposite direction and Cc charges (or discharges) with ≈ 2Vdd across itself. Attributing

half of the power consumed to each driving-gate of the coupled nets is equivalent to having
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Figure 7.5. A typical linear and exponential model for ψopp(x)

ψopp(x) ≈ 2. Similarly, when the nets switch with a large skew (≥ s, in Figure 7.5), power

consumption attributed to each driving gate is exactly same as the case of a switching with

the coupled net quiet, and hence ψopp(x) ≈ 1. In the figure, s is dependent on the slews

of the signals on the coupled wires. For two coupled wires a and b, popp(x) is analytically

evaluated as the following.

popp(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
φar(t)φbf (t+ x)dt+

∫ ∞

−∞
φbr(t)φaf (t+ x)dt (7.14)

Given switching-window distributions for the rise and fall transitions on a and b each as

a set of M sub-switching-windows, the computation translates to the following.

popp(x) =

M∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

∫ ∞

−∞
φar

i
(t)φbf

j
(t + x)dt+

M∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

∫ ∞

−∞
φbr

i
(t)φaf

j
(t + x)dt (7.15)

We illustrate the shape of a PDF obtained from one inner integral of (7.15) in Figure 7.6.

Given an analytical expression for ψopp(x), the product of popp(x) and ψopp(x) are expressed

analytically. Popp can now be computed from analytical expressions obtained from the inte-

gration of the above product in appropriate intervals. Numerical integration is not required.

A similar approach is employed for the computation of Psim. Figure 7.7 presents a typical

linear and an exponential model for ψsim(x).
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Figure 7.7. A typical linear and exponential model for ψsim(x)

7.2.5. Power estimation with timing dependent glitches

In this section, we describe how the proposed framework is amenable to incorporating power

dissipation in glitches, often termed as toggle power. We illustrate our approach with an

example of a two-input AND gate as shown in Figure 7.2. In this case, a glitch may be

formed at output c only when both input signals switch with some time skew, in the opposite

direction. The power consumption due to a glitch is some function ϕ(x) of the difference x

in their switching times, given their slews. Note that ϕ(x) is not symmetric. If x denotes

the time by which the rising signal switches before the falling signal, we have the following.

ϕ(x) ≥ ϕ(−x) (7.16)

From (7.15), we can compute the probability density of the function popp(x) that de-

notes that the inputs switch in the opposite direction with time skew x. The toggle power
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consumption per cycle is estimated as the following.

Ptoggle = 0.5V 2
ddCg

∫ ∞

−∞
ϕ(x)popp(x)dx (7.17)

The computation of popp(x) should also consider the difference in the timing arcs delays

da and db for the corresponding cases. The proposed approach can be extended to estimate

toggle power consumption in other logic gates similarly. Here we assume that glitches do

not propagate through multiple logic levels, although theoretically our framework does not

restrict that either. However, it may cause an exponential complexity of glitch power esti-

mation if we do not keep an upper bound on the maximum number of logic levels that a

glitch could propagate through.

7.3. Experimental results

In this section, we present obtained power consumption results for the ISCAS’85 bench-

marks [36]. Realistic parameters for the benchmarks are generated from a 90nm technology

library. We use a simple delay model [55] and a linear ψ(x) model in our experiments. Pr[l],

Pr[r], Pr[f ], and Pr[h] on all primary inputs are set to 0.25 each.

We denote the total power obtained from our approach (considering timing dependent

coupling power) with M sub-switching-windows, for any benchmark b, as P b
M . Simulation

based (or Monte Carlo) approaches to accurate power estimation require a very large number

of input vectors (exponential in the number of inputs), and are thus, prohibitive. HSPICE

simulations for small test cases show less than 1% error in P b
1000. Although the accuracy of

power estimation improves for larger M , the run time increase is not commensurate with

the accuracy gain. As an example, for the benchmark C5315, the run-time to obtain PC5315
1000

is ≈ 28 hours. We therefore choose P b
1000 to be the true power value and use it as reference
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for error estimation. The absolute error in the result P b
M obtained using our approach (with

M sub-switching-windows), for a benchmark b, is defined as:

Absolute error(b,M)
∆
=

|P b
M − P b

1000|
P b

1000

× 100.0. (7.18)

We plot absolute error values as a function of M for the benchmark C5315 in Figure 7.8. In

the same graph, we also show the run time ratio of our approach to the one where all coupling

capacitors are assumed to be grounded. Similar plots are observed for other benchmarks.

From these plots, we choose M = 6 as the default for all benchmarks. In this case, our

estimation error is ≤ 1.6%, and average run time increase is by a factor of ≤ 5X. For

comparison, we build the following power estimation engines.

(1) NC (No Coupling) denotes an implementation of a power estimation engine that

completely ignores the presence of coupling capacitances.

(2) FC (Fixed Coupling) denotes an implementation of a power estimation engine that

assumes all coupling capacitances are grounded. Consequently, it ignores the timing

dependence of coupling power.

(3) TDC (Timing Dependent Coupling) denotes our approach to power estimation con-

sidering timing dependent coupling power with M = 6.

For any approach A (could be NC, FC or TDC), we define the error in coupling power

estimation (%ΞA
C) and total power estimation (%ΞA

T ) of a circuit as the following.

%ΞA
C

∆
=

PA
coupling − P TDC

coupling

P TDC
coupling

× 100.0 (7.19)

%ΞA
T

∆
=

PA
total − P TDC

total

P TDC
total

× 100.0 (7.20)
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Figure 7.8. % Error and run time ratios with varying M

Table 7.2. % Errors in coupling and total power estimation

%ΞC %ΞT

Circuit Nodes NC FC NC FC tTDC/tFC

C432 198 -100 59 -42 25 3.5
C499 245 -100 51 -37 19 5.0
C880 445 -100 37 -40 15 4.6
C1355 589 -100 -19 -56 -11 3.6
C1908 915 -100 -21 -58 -12 4.1
C2670 1428 -100 35 -46 16 4.6
C3540 1721 -100 -6 -53 -3 3.8
C5315 2487 -100 28 -43 12 4.2
C6288 2450 -100 5 -49 3 3.0
C7552 3721 -100 -17 -57 -10 4.4

|Average| 100 28 48 13 4.1

We present error values and run-time overheads (tTDC/tFC) for the benchmarks in Ta-

ble 7.2. Since NC ignores coupling power, it is immediate that %ΞNC
C = −100%. Further-

more, NC underestimates total power on the average by 48%. We observe that considering

coupling capacitances as grounded capacitances result in both overestimation and underes-

timation of coupling power by 59% (for benchmark C432) and 21% (for benchmark C1908),

respectively. These numbers translate to overestimation by 25% and underestimation by

12%, respectively, of the total power consumption. Taking the arithmetic mean of absolute
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error values, we observe that coupling and total power values predicted by FC are off the

true values by 28% and 13%, respectively. For M = 6, power estimation using our approach

(TDC) for each benchmark takes between 0.03 to 1.95 secs. Experiments are performed on

a Pentium 2.4GHz machine, with 1Gb RAM, running RedHat Linux 9.0.

7.4. Conclusions

In this chapter, we present a timing dependent power estimation framework which is

amenable to considering the effects of glitches and crosstalk-noise power [101] as well.

We ignore the effects of incomplete voltage swings since it has been shown that their ef-

fects are negligible for designs with typical activity factors [101]. The proposed approaches

to switching-window distribution representation do not impose any restriction of how the

switching-window interval must be segmented; alternative approaches can readily be accom-

modated. In addition, time slots [102] may be used in estimation of the simple switching-

windows for pessimism reduction during timing analysis.

Since the impact of the timing dependence of coupling power may lead to both under-

estimation or overestimation of power, using a guard-band during power estimation while

ignoring timing, is meaningless. This is true even if multiplication factors are employed

when considering coupling capacitances as grounded capacitances. The best factor for the

same would be 1 under the reasonable assumption that signals on coupled wires switch in

similar and opposite directions with equal probability, on the average. Given that our ex-

periments reveal both underestimation and overestimation of power using such an approach

(FC), it is evident that we cannot obtain bounds on the power consumption by using other

multiplication factors as well, while ignoring timing. We therefore conclude that it is critical

to consider the timing dependence of coupling power in total power estimation.
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CHAPTER 8

Impact of Modern Process Technologies on the Electrical

Parameters of Interconnects

With CMOS feature sizes scaling down to the deep sub-micron regime, there has been

a tremendous growth in the number of transistors and the complexity of modern ICs. The

integration of numerous active elements within an IC necessitates that it features nine or more

layers of high density metal interconnect. The electrical parameters of these interconnects

(primarily the resistance and capacitance) critically determine the timing characteristics of

the circuit. Modern processing techniques are employed at the back end-of-line (BEOL)

manufacturing process to improve manufacturability of these interconnects.

Starting from the 180nm generation, the semiconductor industry has transitioned from

using aluminum interconnect metal to copper interconnect metal. This has been motivated

by the lower resistivity and higher reliability of copper in comparison to aluminum. In

contrast to an aluminum interconnect metal process, the oxide between the metal layers is

patterned instead of the metal for a copper interconnect process, as copper is more difficult

to etch than aluminum.

Chemical-mechanical polishing or planarization (CMP) is performed to achieve unifor-

mity of conductor and dielectric thickness in the manufacturing process. For copper inter-

connect, the underlying metal is polished during CMP. This is also known as the damascene

CMP process. Although CMP provides good local planarization, it is unable to guarantee
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global uniformity due to multiple factors including planarization length, underlying non uni-

form pattern density and feature perimeter sum [103] [104]. A density range design rule is

therefore employed to equilibrate density and limit metal thickness variability due to CMP.

This is achieved by insertion of dummy fill metal structures in the empty regions of each metal

layer [105]. Although dummy fill insertion improves the uniformity of metal feature density

and enhances the planarization that can be obtained by CMP, it contributes to increased

coupling capacitances, and thereby increased total capacitances of the interconnects.

Modern BEOL manufacturing processes additionally employ multiple layers of low-k

dielectrics between metal layers, instead of the traditional uniform Silicon Dioxide dielectric.

Most low-k porous dielectrics are hydrophobic and fragile in character, and it is critical

that the surface hard mask, located on the top of the Inter Level Dielectric (ILD) stack,

shield them during CMP. These multiple, thin dielectrics affect the parasitic capacitances

between the metal lines. Furthermore, due to the presence of these thin surface hard masks of

different dielectric permittivity, the overall dielectric stack has more ILDs, thereby stressing

capacitance extractors.

The etching process during manufacturing can also cause significant variations in inter-

connect patterns, not only along the x-y plane but also on the side-walls. Thereby, the

interconnect cross-sections are increasingly trapezoidal in nature [106]. With the reduction

in spacing between interconnects and the interconnects themselves becoming narrower and

longer, the effects of etching and trapezoidal shapes on the electrical parameters can no

longer be neglected.

With an increasing significance of variability-driven considerations in the design of inter-

connects [107] for modern circuits, it is important to determine the effect of the above factors

on the electrical parameters of interconnects. In this chapter, we employ accurate industrial
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parasitic extractors and simulators to quantify variations on the interconnect resistance and

capacitance in a set of industrial benchmarks. Technology and process parameters are ob-

tained from two foundries, and experiments are performed on a set of industrial designs.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.1 presents a brief descrip-

tion of multiple modern process technologies on interconnects. We present the impact of

each of these technologies and factors using experimental results in Section 8.2, and derive

conclusions in Section 8.3.

8.1. Modern process technologies

8.1.1. Dummy fill insertion

Dummy fills are floating (or grounded) metal objects inserted in each metal layer of the

design to satisfy given design density rules for the BEOL manufacturing process and to

enhance the planarization obtained by CMP [108]. However, they cause additional coupling

capacitances as shown in Figure 8.1. In this figure, the interconnects are shown as white

rectilinear boxes, while the shaded objects represent the fills. These additional capacitances

depend on factors like fill patterns, minimum inter-fill spacing and minimum conductor-to-fill

spacing values.

8.1.2. Chemical mechanical polishing

Systematic variations in the metal thickness following a damascene CMP process due to

factors like planarization length, layout density and perimeter sum cause dishing and erosion

of interconnects (Figure 8.2). There is a high amount of dishing for wide lines, and erosion

increases with increasing metal pattern density. Erosion generally dominates dishing for fine

pitched lines, specially at high density [109]. Dishing and erosion may cause a defocus issue in
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Figure 8.1. Increased interconnect capacitances due to fills

Figure 8.2. Dishing and erosion caused by CMP

the lithography process following CMP and therefore is a concern from the manufacturability

perspective. They can also cause interconnect resistance and capacitance variations due to

changes in interconnect cross-section.
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Figure 8.3. Vertical profile for a given process

8.1.3. Multiple thin dielectrics

Modern manufacturing process employ multiple ILDs between vertically adjacent metal lay-

ers. The use of low-k dielectrics help in reducing the parasitic capacitances for the intercon-

nects. However, these soft dielectrics are shielded using surface hard masks (typically large-k

dielectrics) to aid planarization obtained by CMP.

For example, Figure 8.3 shows a vertical profile between two metal layers featuring six

ILDs. Parasitic extractors often assume a single homogeneous ILD since extraction with

multiple ILDs is time consuming. However, this introduces inaccuracies in the extracted

interconnect capacitances. In our experiments, we replace the dielectric stack between every

two adjacent metal regions, as shown in Figure 8.3, with a corresponding homogeneous

dielectric with permittivity equal to the weighted average of permittivities of individual ILD

layers between the metal regions. The weighting factor is taken as the thickness of the ILD

layer. In other words, if ǫ1, ǫ2, . . . , ǫk are the permittivities of ILDs with d1, d2, . . . , dk being

their thickness, the permittivity of homogeneous dielectric is taken as ǫ =
Pk

i=1 ǫi.diPk
i=1 di

.

8.1.4. Trapezoidal conductor cross-sections

Interconnect cross-sections for modern day ICs are better approximated as trapezoids than

rectilinear geometries due to under-etching and electrolytic growth. Such variations in the
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Figure 8.4. Trapezoidal interconnect cross-section specification

interconnect cross-section directly impacts its parasitic capacitance and the resistance. How-

ever, capacitance extraction tools use rectilinear geometries for efficiency purposes. To retain

the efficiencies, trapezoidal conductors are often specified by their nominal geometry, which

is rectilinear, and a side-tangent, which captures the slope. Figure 8.4 shows the specifica-

tion for a trapezoidal conductor cross-section. Often trapezoidal conductor cross-sections

are approximated to a staircase of rectilinear geometries, but at the expense of increased

memory usage and run time.

8.2. Impact of modern process technologies

In this section, we present our experimental flow and the impact of each of the mentioned

process technologies on a set of designs implemented in 90nm technology. Some of the designs

are testcases obtained from Opencores [110]. In addition, we use a few real industrial

testcases (custom1, custom2) in our flow.

We use a commercial, fast extraction tool to extract parasitics from connected databases

that represent integrated circuit layout designs. For each design, the extracted parasitics, the

synthesized library information and the design gate-level netlist is submitted to a commercial
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Table 8.1. Design characteristics

Design # total nets # critical nets Area (µm × µm)
add16 63 19 22 × 22
risc16 1226 61 135 × 135
cordic 2526 121 199 × 199
usb 8082 101 248 × 248
fpu 9163 1034 260 × 260

custom1 28332 177 504 × 504
des 48737 161 734 × 734

custom2 35382 349 743 × 750

timing analysis tool. Timing analysis of the design with given timing constraints produces a

set of (50 for our experiments) most critical paths. We denote the nets lying on these critical

paths as the critical nets for that design. Extremely accurate parasitic extractors using field

solvers are employed to extract the electrical parameters for these critical nets, since these

tools are relatively slow and it is impractical to employ them for parasitic extraction for the

entire design.

For each design, we run the above flow for a base case, which does not contain dummy

fills and considers process specified nominal metal and ILD thickness. The nominal thickness

for the metal layers do not represent the pre-CMP thickness, but a mean value assuming

CMP achieves uniform global planarization. The true thickness for a layer at any point

could therefore be either more or less than the nominal value. Vertically adjacent metal

layers are assumed to be separated with a single ILD, with a uniform dielectric constant.

Finally, the base case considers rectilinear conductors (nominal geometries in Figure 8.4).

For each design, we denote the timing critical nets obtained from its base case as the critical

nets for that design. Table 8.1 presents the set of designs used in our experiments. For each

design, we report the total number of nets, number of critical nets and its size.
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Table 8.2. Impact of dense fills (all nets)

Design Total cap variation (%)
µ σ max min

add16 48.1 18.9 110.4 15.4
risc16 45.2 30.0 232.4 -7.3
cordic 54.9 32.8 222.7 -4.8
usb 32.7 23.6 182.0 -19.7
fpu 32.2 25.6 266.8 -21.9

custom1 31.1 22.5 191.8 -23.0
des 42.0 30.1 266.8 -21.5

custom2 15.0 12.4 144.0 -24.0

Table 8.3. Impact of sparse fills (all nets)

Design Total cap variation (%)
µ σ max min

add16 21.4 9.6 48.5 4.0
risc16 14.4 14.0 136.6 -12.0
cordic 18.9 17.0 117.2 -12.1
usb 7.8 9.7 109.4 -20.5
fpu 9.1 12.3 111.4 -29.1

custom1 5.6 7.1 75.9 -22.9
des 12.3 13.2 122.9 -32.5

custom2 3.6 5.2 72.3 -25.3

8.2.1. Impact of fills

We present the impact of dummy fill insertion on parasitic capacitances in this section. For

each design, we generate dummy fills using a commercial Placement and Routing tool and

set the minimal fill-to-metal spacing for a given metal layer to the same as the inter metal

spacing for that layer. We denote this design with fills as the design with dense fills. In

addition, we generate dummy fills in the base design with minimal fill-to-metal spacing for

a given metal layer as twice the minimal inter metal spacing for that layer and term this

design as the design with sparse fills. The experimental flow is run for the designs with dense

as well as sparse fills. Since fill insertion does not directly impact the parasitic resistance of

an interconnect, we present results obtained for resistance variations due to CMP based on

underlying fill patters in the next section.
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The extracted lumped capacitance of a net is termed as its Wire cap and includes its self

and coupling capacitances. The sum of all capacitances on each of the pin the net connects

to (that is, the driver and loading gate capacitances) is termed as the net’s Pin cap. The

sum of the net’s Wire cap and Pin cap is termed as the Total cap of that net.

Mathematically, the wire and total capacitance variation due to dummy fills is computed

as the following.

%C varWire
fills

∆
=

CWire
fills − CWire

base

CWire
base

× 100.0 (8.1)

%C varTotal
fills

∆
=

CTotal
fills − CTotal

base

CTotal
base

× 100.0 (8.2)

Note that process technologies do not affect interconnect Pin caps.

Tables 8.2 and 8.3 present the Total cap variations for all nets due to dense and sparse

fills, respectively obtained using the fast parasitic extractor. For each design, we present

the mean variation (µ), the standard deviation of the variation (σ) and the max and min

variation. From these tables, we infer that dense and sparse fills cause an increase in the total

capacitance of an interconnect by 37% and 11% respectively, on the average over all designs.

We also observe that fills can cause as high as a 2.6X increase on the total capacitance of an

interconnect (design des due to dense fills).

Tables 8.4 and 8.5 present accurate Wire cap and Total cap variations obtained from the

field solver for the timing critical nets of each design. Results from accurate capacitance

extraction show that although maximal wire capacitance variations can exceed 200%, the

total capacitance variation is constrained because of the unaffected pin capacitances to less

than 150%. We evaluate from these tables that on the average, the mean Wire cap and the
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Table 8.4. Impact of dense fills (critical nets)

Design Wire cap variation (%) Total cap variation (%)
µ σ max min µ σ max min

add16 104.0 35.8 195.0 39.3 49.9 24.7 114.6 11.3
risc16 80.5 28.1 160.0 5.1 52.6 29.0 133.4 0.1
cordic 84.9 31.7 208.7 9.2 48.3 28.0 142.6 0.8
usb 46.1 19.9 108.4 9.1 34.9 20.7 102.0 1.5
fpu 72.0 29.9 217.8 2.2 32.2 18.1 141.8 0.3

custom1 50.8 29.5 219.4 -1.3 31.3 26.5 146.5 -0.3
des 76.2 31.3 154.5 5.1 53.1 32.3 126.9 1.0

custom2 33.1 15.2 97.4 2.1 15.4 13.6 67.5 0.0

Table 8.5. Impact of sparse fills (critical nets)

Design Wire cap variation (%) Total cap variation (%)
µ σ max min µ σ max min

add16 31.0 11.5 52.9 8.6 14.9 7.9 36.0 2.4
risc16 20.4 9.7 48.0 3.4 13.3 8.7 44.2 0.1
cordic 21.6 13.0 77.0 2.1 12.3 9.5 51.0 0.0
usb 7.7 5.8 25.4 0.3 5.9 4.8 19.6 0.1
fpu 16.0 10.0 88.0 -2.1 7.1 5.6 62.3 -0.7

custom1 7.7 8.0 65.4 -3.0 4.7 5.8 43.7 -0.7
des 18.6 11.2 58.4 -3.0 12.8 9.3 45.0 -0.9

custom2 7.5 6.0 35.5 -5.7 3.6 4.2 27.7 -0.8
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Figure 8.5. Accurate impact of dense fills on total capacitance for timing crit-
ical nets (design des)

Total cap variations for the designs with dense fills are 68% and 40%, respectively. These

numbers for the design with sparse fills are evaluated to be 16% and 9%, respectively.
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Figure 8.6. Impact of dense fills on total capacitance for all nets (design des)

Figure 8.5 shows the distribution of the % Total cap variation for the timing critical nets

of the design des due to dense fills. The X-axis shows eleven uniformly spaced % Total cap

variation buckets over the entire range of variation for the design. We plot the number of nets

lying in a particular bucket (range of % Total cap variation) in the Y axis. We observe that

the distribution is positively skewed with a mean variation of 31%. Similar plots showing

the distribution of the % Total cap variation for all nets in the design des due to dense fills

is presented in Figure 8.6.

8.2.2. Impact of CMP

We use a prototype industrial CMP simulator to obtain metal thickness variations for all

layers in a design having dummy fills. The topographies obtained from the CMP simulator

are fed to the field solver to obtain the impact of CMP on the resistance and capacitance

of the timing critical nets. In the CMP simulation, we do not consider the effects of multi-

layer accumulative topography variation on the metal thickness variations. The variations

of dielectric thickness and relative height of metal lines due to the multi-layer accumulative

topography variations are not considered either. Note that the base case here has dummy
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Table 8.6. Impact of CMP with dense fills (critical nets)

Design Wire cap variation (%) Total cap variation (%)
µ σ max min µ σ max min

add16 0.2 0.9 2.0 -1.3 0.1 0.6 1.4 -0.8
risc16 0.1 0.8 2.4 -1.7 0.0 0.5 1.2 -1.6
cordic -0.1 1.4 3.3 -3.5 -0.1 0.9 1.8 -2.4
usb 0.3 1.0 4.6 -2.5 0.2 0.6 2.2 -1.2
fpu 0.0 1.4 5.7 -4.3 0.0 0.8 2.9 -2.7

custom1 0.1 1.2 5.5 -3.2 0.1 0.6 1.9 -3.2
des 0.1 1.2 4.1 -5.4 0.1 0.7 2.2 -2.2

custom2 0.0 1.2 3.9 -5.9 0.0 0.5 1.3 -4.5

Table 8.7. Impact of CMP with sparse fills (critical nets)

Design Wire cap variation (%) Total cap variation (%)
µ σ max min µ σ max min

add16 0.4 1.3 2.8 -1.8 0.1 0.9 1.7 -1.8
risc16 0.1 1.2 3.5 -2.9 0.1 0.8 3.5 -1.5
cordic -0.1 1.5 3.1 -4.7 0.0 0.9 2.3 -2.8
usb 0.0 1.0 2.8 -4.9 -0.1 0.7 1.5 -2.7
fpu 0.0 1.7 6.1 -6.0 0.0 0.8 3.0 -4.0

custom1 0.0 1.4 4.5 -5.9 0.0 0.6 1.7 -1.7
des 0.2 1.3 4.5 -4.2 0.2 0.9 3.5 -2.6

custom2 0.0 1.2 3.7 -4.5 0.0 0.5 2.1 -3.0

fills and assumes uniform metal thickness. We use this base case for comparison to a design

having the same fill pattern but considering thickness variations due to CMP.

Tables 8.6 and 8.7 present the Wire cap and Total cap variations due to CMP for designs

having dense and sparse fills, respectively. We observe that the variations in the wire and

total capacitances due to CMP are negligible on the average, having a standard deviation

of about 0.7%. We observe that the thickness variations caused due to CMP are small

(5% − 10%). Similar thickness variations found for all metal layers explain the negligible

impact of CMP observed. We present the distribution of the % Total cap variation on the

critical nets with underlying dense fills for the design des in Figures 8.7 and 8.8.

It is seen that the distributions are approximately symmetric around a 0% mean. The

absolute maximal Total cap variation is found to be 4.5% (design custom2). However, note
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Figure 8.7. Accurate impact of CMP (dense fills) on total capacitance for
timing critical nets (design des)
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Figure 8.8. Accurate impact of CMP (sparse fills) on total capacitance for
timing critical nets (design des)

that the effects of dielectric thickness variations and relative height variations of metal lines

on capacitance are not considered in our study.

The resistance between two given pins of a net is termed as its Port resistance. The

resistance of the gate timing-arc that drives a given net is termed as the Drive resistance.

The sum of the port and drive resistance is termed as the net’s Total resistance. Tables 8.8

and 8.9 present the variation in the port and total resistance for the critical nets in each

design due to CMP with underlying dense and sparse fills, respectively. We observe that the
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Table 8.8. Impact of CMP with dense fills (critical nets)

Design Wire res variation (%) Total res variation (%)
µ σ max min µ σ max min

add16 9.1 3.0 12.4 -0.6 1.0 3.0 10.7 -0.6
risc16 8.4 0.9 10.8 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
cordic 6.3 1.0 8.7 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
usb 4.5 0.9 5.9 0.9 0.5 1.4 5.9 0.0
fpu 3.6 0.7 10.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0

custom1 2.7 0.9 7.4 0.26 0.2 0.5 4.3 0.0
des 1.6 2.0 4.5 -20.7 0.0 0.6 2.1 -8.1

custom2 3.2 3.0 14.7 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.0

Table 8.9. Impact of CMP with sparse fills (critical nets)

Design Wire res variation (%) Total res variation (%)
µ σ max min µ σ max min

add16 17.1 5.0 23.8 3.9 1.9 5.0 19.1 0.0
risc16 4.1 1.0 7.3 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
cordic 2.1 1.5 6.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
usb -0.7 0.7 1.3 -2.2 0.0 0.2 1.3 -0.3
fpu -0.2 0.7 9.5 -1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

custom1 -1.6 1.0 7.1 -2.8 0.0 0.3 3.0 -2.5
des -0.2 0.8 2.7 -1.8 0.0 0.1 0.0 -1.8

custom2 0.1 4.8 38.3 -7.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 -0.6

total resistance variations due to CMP are not significant on the average. This is because

the drive resistance is usually much larger than the port resistance. However, the absolute

maximal variations observed in the total resistance are large (2.5% − 19.1%) for several

designs (designs add16, custom1 and usb). The variation in total resistances for the design

des is presented in Figures 8.9 and 8.10.

A detailed study of these designs shows that the drive resistance is in the same order as

the port resistance on the net with the maximal total resistance variation. This variation

may be large enough to cause a re-ordering of critical paths.
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Figure 8.9. Accurate impact of CMP (dense fills) on total resistance for timing
critical nets (design des)
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Figure 8.10. Accurate impact of CMP (space fills) on total resistance for tim-
ing critical nets (design des)

8.2.3. Impact of multiple thin dielectrics

We next consider variations in interconnect capacitances for a design having multiple ILDs

(specifications obtained from the respective foundries) with respect to a base case which

considers average single ILDs. The dielectric constant of the single ILD in a region is deter-

mined by a thickness weighted average of the dielectric constants of the specified multiple

ILDs in that region. Single ILDs are computed for each region comprising of a routing layer
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Table 8.10. Impact of multiple thin dielectrics (all nets)

Design Total cap variation (%)
µ σ max min

add16 0.0 0.9 1.6 -2.4
risc16 0.6 0.7 7.5 -3.5
cordic 0.6 0.9 7.4 -6.9
usb 0.4 0.7 6.1 -6.1
fpu 0.4 0.6 10.8 -4.2

custom1 0.4 0.7 4.8 -11.7
des 0.4 0.6 8.6 -6.4

custom2 0.0 0.9 7.5 -11.2

Table 8.11. Impact of multiple thin dielectrics (critical nets)

Design Wire cap variation (%) Total cap variation (%)
µ σ max min µ σ max min

add16 -1.8 1.3 1.2 -4.2 -0.7 0.6 0.6 -1.7
risc16 -2.3 1.2 1.8 -4.8 -1.4 0.9 0.5 -3.2
cordic -2.6 1.8 5.4 -8.0 -1.3 1.2 2.7 -6.8
usb -2.8 1.6 0.2 -10.1 -2.0 1.3 0.2 -5.8
fpu -2.0 1.1 2.0 -6.6 -0.8 0.6 0.5 -5.5

custom1 -2.6 1.3 0.6 -7.0 -1.4 1.1 0.5 -6.0
des -2.2 1.9 5.7 -9.2 -1.5 1.5 1.5 -8.6

custom2 -1.8 2.2 5.8 -8.5 -0.9 1.3 3.9 -8.2

(metal/poly) and the via layer above it. For the vertical dielectric profile shown in Figure 8.3,

a single ILD would be computed for the region starting from the bottom level of metal layer

‘M3’ to the bottom level of the metal layer ‘M4’. If there are n layers in a region, each of

which has a dielectric constant of ǫi and an extent of wi, i = 1..n, then the effective uniform

dielectric constant ǫeff in that regions is the weighted volume average of all the individual

dielectric constants. Since the area is the same, ǫeff is computed as follows.

ǫeff =

∑n
i=1 ǫi × wi
∑n

i=1wi
(8.3)

We observe negligible impact of the assumption of a single ILD for faster extraction over

all nets in Table 8.10 (obtained from the fast parasitic extractor) on the average. Table 8.11

presents very accurate wire and total capacitance variations on the critical nets of each
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Figure 8.11. Impact of thin dielectrics on total capacitance for all nets (design des)
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Figure 8.12. Accurate impact of thin dielectrics on total capacitance for timing
critical nets (design des)

design (obtained from the field solver). From Table 8.11, we infer that the assumption of

averaged ILDs between metal layers overestimates the total net capacitances by 1.4% on the

average. Figures 8.11 and 8.12 present the distribution of the Total cap variations on all nets

and critical nets, respectively for design des. The distributions are found to be negatively

skewed.
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Table 8.12. Impact of trapezoidal conductors (all nets)

Design Total cap variation (%)
µ σ max min

add16 2.3 1.9 6.8 -1.6
risc16 5.9 3.0 16.6 -5.3
cordic 4.7 3.0 19.2 -4.7
usb 7.1 3.8 21.6 -6.2
fpu 5.3 3.2 19.1 -6.2

custom1 7.1 4.1 23.8 -3.0
des 6.2 3.2 22.0 -5.4

custom2 2.5 2.5 18.4 -5.6

Table 8.13. Impact of trapezoidal conductors (critical nets)

Design Wire cap variation (%) Total cap variation (%)
µ σ max min µ σ max min

add16 16.1 3.9 23.6 9.6 7.4 4.1 20.2 2.2
risc16 18.6 3.6 30.9 10.1 11.1 5.4 20.8 0.6
cordic 18.1 4.2 31.4 9.1 9.8 5.1 26.2 0.3
usb 22.6 4.2 33.2 9.6 16.3 7.4 29.8 0.9
fpu 18.9 3.8 34.6 6.5 7.6 3.0 23.9 0.2

custom1 21.4 4.1 31.7 11.2 11.2 6.7 26.6 0.7
des 18.3 4.1 29.9 6.5 11.8 5.8 28.0 0.3

custom2 17.9 3.4 26.6 6.8 7.6 5.7 25.4 0.1

8.2.4. Impact of trapezoidal conductor cross-sections

We consider the impact of trapezoidal cross-sections and etching of conductors on intercon-

nect parasitics in this section. We extract parasitics of a design considering the specifications

for the outer and nominal geometries and the side tangent (Figure 8.4) obtained as func-

tions of metal thickness and density from respective foundries. The extracted parasitics are

compared to those obtained from the base case that considers only nominal geometries and

does not consider effects caused due to etching and trapezoidal conductor cross-sections.

We present the total capacitance variation observed for all nets in Table 8.12 (obtained

from the fast parasitic extractor). Table 8.13 presents very accurate wire and total capac-

itance variations on the critical nets of each design (obtained from the field solver). Fig-

ures 8.13 and 8.14 present the distribution of the Total cap variations for all nets and timing
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Figure 8.13. Impact of trapezoidal conductor cross-sections on total capaci-
tance for all nets (design des)
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Figure 8.14. Accurate impact of trapezoidal conductor cross-sections on total
capacitance for timing critical nets (design des)

critical nets, respectively of the design des. We evaluate from Table 8.13 that the presence

of trapezoidal conductor cross-sections and etching increase the total net capacitances of

timing critical nets by 10% on the average.

8.3. Conclusions

Based on the obtained experimental results, we conclude that fills can contribute signif-

icantly to the total capacitance of a net. In addition, we observe that varying fill patterns
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cause significantly varying impact on a net’s total capacitance. It is thus important that fills

be added carefully.

Results obtained on our set of designs show negligible impact of CMP on the average.

However, sufficiently large variations of the total resistance is observed on some nets. This

variation may cause a re-ordering of the critical paths or make non-critical path critical.

It should be noted that the current CMP simulation does not consider the dielectric

thickness and relative wire height variations induced by multi-layer accumulative effects.

While larger across-chip CMP thickness variations are expected for a design with a larger

area, the area of designs used in our CMP simulations is relatively small. The impact of

CMP thickness variations on resistance and capacitance may be more significant by using

a larger design. In addition, with the reduction of the nominal metal thickness, a higher

impact of CMP on the resistance and capacitance variation is expected at 65nm and 45nm

nodes.

We observe that the assumption of averaged ILDs between metal layers overestimates

total capacitance of a net on the average by 1.4%. However, extraction with averaged ILDs

is much faster than the extraction with actual ILDs. Finally, we conclude that trapezoidal

conductor cross-sections and etching can significantly impact the total capacitance of a net.

For sub 90nm designs, it is expected that these variations would be more significant and

must be considered in circuit design and optimization.
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APPENDIX A

A.1. Variance matching validation

Using notations defined in Chapter 4, we prove that the variance matching method in

(4.10) never involves the computation of the root of a negative quantity. Formally, we prove

that

[ξ
∆
= σ2

max −
n∑

i=1

c2i ] ≥ 0.

Proof.

µmax = a0Φ(α) + b0Φ(−α) + θφ(α)

σ2
max = (σ2

A + a2
0)Φ(α) + (σ2

B + b20)Φ(−α) + (a0 + b0)θφ(α) − µ2
max

n∑

i=1

c2i =

n∑

i=1

[
aiΦ(α) + biΦ(−α)

]2

From the above, we have the following.
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ξ = σ2
max −

n∑

i=1

c2i

= (σ2
A + a2

0)Φ(α) + (σ2
B + b20)Φ(−α) + (a0 + b0)θφ(α) − a2

0Φ(α)2 − b20Φ(−α)2

− θ2φ(α)2 − 2a0Φ(α)θφ(α) − 2b0Φ(−α)θφ(α) − 2a0b0Φ(α)Φ(−α)

− Φ(α)2

n∑

i=1

a2
i − Φ(−α)2

n∑

i=1

b2i − 2Φ(α)Φ(−α)

n∑

i=1

aibi

= σ2
AΦ(α) + a2

0Φ(α) + σ2
BΦ(−α) + b20Φ(−α)

+ (a0 + b0)θφ(α) − a2
0Φ(α)2 − b20Φ(−α)2

− 2a0Φ(α)θφ(α) − 2b0Φ(−α)θφ(α) − θ2φ(α)2

− 2a0b0Φ(α)Φ(−α) − σ2
AΦ(α)2 + a2

n+1Φ(α)2

−σ2
BΦ(−α)2 + b2n+1Φ(−α)2 − 2Φ(α)Φ(−α)

n∑

i=1

aibi

= (σ2
A + σ2

B + a2
0 + b20)Φ(α)Φ(−α) + (a0 + b0)θφ(α)

− θ2φ(α)2 − 2a0Φ(α)θφ(α) − 2b0Φ(−α)θφ(α)

− 2a0b0Φ(α)Φ(−α) + a2
n+1Φ(α)2 + b2n+1Φ(−α)2

− 2Φ(α)Φ(−α)
n∑

i=1

aibi

= Φ(α)Φ(−α)
[
(σ2

A + σ2
B − 2

n∑

i=1

aibi) + (a0 − b0)
2
]

+ θφ(α)
[
a0(1 − 2Φ(α)) + b0(1 − 2 + 2Φ(α))

]

− θ2φ(α)2 + a2
n+1Φ(α)2 + b2n+1Φ(−α)2
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Figure A.1. Plot of ξ2 against α

To show ξ ≥ 0, it is sufficient to show that

ξ1
∆
= ξ − a2

n+1Φ(α)2 − b2n+1Φ(−α)2 ≥ 0.

ξ1 = Φ(α)Φ(−α)
[
(σ2

A + σ2
B − 2

n∑

i=1

aibi) + (a0 − b0)
2
]

+ θφ(α)
[
a0(1 − 2Φ(α)) + b0(−1 + 2Φ(α))

]
− θ2φ(α)2

= Φ(α)Φ(−α)
[
θ2 + (a0 − b0)

2
]
− θ2φ(α)2

+ θ(a0 − b0)(1 − 2Φ(α))φ(α)

= θ2
[
Φ(α)Φ(−α) − φ(α)2

]
+ θ(a0 − b0)(1 − 2Φ(α))φ(α)

+ Φ(α)Φ(−α)(a0 − b0)
2

If θ = 0, ξ1 = Φ(α)Φ(−α)(a0 − b0)
2 ≥ 0. For positive θ (since θ ≥ 0), it is sufficient to show

that

ξ2
∆
= ξ1/θ

2 ≥ 0.
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ξ2 = Φ(α)Φ(−α) − φ(α)2 +
a0 − b0
θ

(1 − 2Φ(α))φ(α) + Φ(α)Φ(−α)
(a0 − b0)

2

θ2

= Φ(α)Φ(−α) − φ(α)2 + α(1 − 2Φ(α))φ(α) + Φ(α)Φ(−α)α2

ξ2(α) is symmetric and is found to be non-negative for all real values of α. For values of

|α| ≥ 3, ξ2 approaches 0 with both φ(α) and Φ(α) tending to 0. Figure A.1 shows the plot

of ξ2 as a function of α. �
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A.2. Error equivalence validation

We consider approximating Z
∆
= max(X, Y ) with a Gaussian ZG ∼ N(µZ , σ

2
Z), and

approximating Z ′ ∆
= max(X ′, Y ′) with a Gaussian Z ′

G ∼ N(µZ′, σ2
Z′). ϕZ(t) and ϕZG

(t)

denote PDFs as defined earlier and ϕZ′(t) and ϕZ′

G
(t) denote the PDFs of Z ′ and Z ′

G,

respectively. From (5.9) and (5.12), we have the following.

ϕZ′

G
(t)

∆
=

1√
2πσZ′

e
− (t−µ

Z′ )
2

2σ
Z′

2
(A.1)

ϕZ′(t)
∆
=

1

σY ′

φ(
t− µY ′

σY ′

)Φ
[t− ρ(

t−µY ′

σY ′

)

(1 − ρ2)1/2

]
+ φ(t)Φ

[(
t−µY ′

σY ′

) − ρt

(1 − ρ2)1/2

]
(A.2)

Lemma A.2.1. µZ = µX + σXµZ′ and σZ = σXσZ′

Proof. The results are trivially derived from (5.5)–(5.6). �
Lemma A.2.2. ϕZG

(t) = 1
σX
ϕZ′

G
( t−µX

σX
)

Proof. The result is immediate from a simple substitution in (A.1) and from Lemma A.2.1.�
Lemma A.2.3. ϕZ(t) = 1

σX
ϕZ′( t−µX

σX
)

Proof. The result is immediate from a simple substitution in (A.2) which yields (5.12).�
We next prove that the error in approximating Z with ZG is the same as the error in

approximating Z with Z ′
G. From our error definition in (5.8), and from the results obtained
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above, we have the following.

Ξ(Z′)(Z′

G)

=

∫ ∞

−∞
|ϕZ′(t) − ϕZ′

G
(t)| dt

=

∫ ∞

−∞
|ϕZ′(

t− µX

σX
) − ϕZ′

G
(
t− µX

σX
)| d(t− µX

σX
)

= σX

∫ ∞

−∞
|ϕZ(t) − ϕZG

(t)| d(t− µX

σX

)

= σX

∫ ∞

−∞
|ϕZ(t) − ϕZG

(t)| dt 1

σX

= Ξ(Z)(ZG)
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A.3. Expression for Pn(α)

We prove the following using mathematical induction.

Let Pn(α)
∆
= (−1)n n!

⌊n
2
⌋

∑

i=0

(−1)i αn−2i

2i i! (n− 2i)!

then Φ(n+1)(α) = φ(n)(α) = φ(α)Pn(α).

Proof. The above can be trivially verified for n = 0. We assume that the given expression

is true for a given n = m and attain to compute the coefficient of αm+1−2i in φ(m+1)(α)
φ(α)

.

φ(m)(α) = (−1)m φ(α)m!

⌊m
2
⌋

∑

i=0

(−1)i αm−2i

2i i! (m− 2i)!

= (−1)m φ(α)m!
[αn

n!
+ . . .+

(−1)i−1 αm−2i+2

2i−1 (i− 1)! (m− 2i+ 2)!
+

(−1)i αm−2i

2i i! (m− 2i)!
. . .

]

φ(m+1)(α) =
d

dα
φ(m)(α)

= (−1)m φ(α)m!
[ αn−1

(n− 1)!
+ . . .+

(−1)i−1 αm−2i+1

2i−1 (i− 1)! (m− 2i+ 1)!
+

(−1)i αm−2i−1

2i i! (m− 2i− 1)!
. . .

]

+ (−1)m+1 φ(α)m!
[αn+1

n!
+ . . .+

(−1)i−1 αm−2i+3

2i−1 (i− 1)! (m− 2i+ 2)!
+

(−1)i αm−2i+1

2i i! (m− 2i)!
. . .

]
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The coefficient of αm+1−2i in φ(m+1)(α)
φ(α)

is found to be the following.

(−1)mm!
[ (−1)i−1

2i−1 (i− 1)! (m− 2i+ 1)!

]
+ (−1)m+1m!

[ (−1)i

2i i! (m− 2i)!

]

= (−1)m+1 (m+ 1)!
(−1)i

2i i! (m− 2i+ 1)!

This is identical to the coefficient of αm+1−2i in Pm+1(α). �
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A.4. Discussion on Taylor series expansion of Φ(α)

Statistical timing analysis is often used to guide timing optimization [15, 55, 56, 57, 53].

Guthaus et al. [58] propose a gate-sizing algorithm to optimize circuit area while satisfying

a given timing yield target. They employ a sensitivity metric based on slack distributions to

select gates for resizing. Their sensitivity metric is computed from the node and edge criti-

calities [48] of the circuit. An approach to computing node and edge sensitivities considering

correlations is proposed by Li et al. in [111]. Criticality (sensitivity) computations in both

the approaches involve evaluating tightness probabilities or Φ(α). We therefore realize that

accurate computations of tightness probabilities are critical to statistical timing analysis, and

subsequently to statistical timing optimization. At the same time, it is important that these

computations be efficient. Ideally, it is desirable to have an option of dynamically choosing

a runtime-accuracy trade-off point during any such computation in a timing optimization

tool.

A well defined closed form of φ(n)(α) from (5.19) facilitates the computation of Φ(α)

and φ(α) using the Taylor series expansion about any point. For practical evaluation, the

infinite series is truncated to a finite one. The sum of the terms lost is called the Lagrange

remainder or the residual. When the first n + 1 terms are retained in (5.18), (i.e., terms

Φ(n+1)(k)
(n+1)!

(α − k)n+1 + . . . are truncated), the Lagrange remainder Rn is expressed as the

following (from [64]).

Rn
∆
=

∫ α

k

. . .

∫ α

k
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n+1

Φ(n+1)(α)(dα)n+1

=

∫ α

k

Φ(n+1)(t)
(α− t)n

n!
dt =

(α− k)n+1

(n+ 1)!
Φ(n+1)(α∗)
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for some α∗ ∈ [k, α] (using the mean-value theorem). Rn is used as an accuracy estimate in

the computation of Φ(α) (and φ(α)). We next present the following bound.

Lemma A.4.1.

|Φ(2n+1)(α)| ≤ (2n)!√
2π 2n

∀α ∈ (−∞,∞)

The derivative of Φ(2n+1)(α) is a multiple of α for any non-negative n. It is observed that

the local extremal at α = 0 corresponds to the global maximal of |Φ(2n+1)(α)|. Figure A.4

plots Φ(2n+1)(α) against α for n = {0, 1, 2, 3}. The above bound is obtained by setting α = 0

in (A.3). From this result and (A.3), we have the following.

|R2n| ≤ (|α− k|)2n+1

√
2π 2n (2n+ 1)

(A.3)

The given bound is a good bound for any α in the neighborhood of 0. We observe that

the bound can be severely tightened in the given region by choosing a k very close to α, such

that

| α− k | << 1.

This makes the residual decrease exponentially with n. For practical purposes, we make the

following assumptions.

Φ(α) ≈ 0 ∀α ≤ −7

Φ(α) ≈ 1 ∀α ≥ 7

φ(α) ≈ 0 ∀|α| ≤ 7
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Figure A.2. Plots of Φ(2n+1)(α) against α for different values of n, showing
global extremal at α = 0

It is known that (0.5− |0.5−Φ(α)|) and φ(α) are monotonically decreasing functions of

α. Consequently, the approximation errors in the above assumptions for any |α| > 7 must be

less than the approximation errors at α = 7, which is less than 10−11. Based on the desired

level of accuracy, the boundary (here 7) can be increased or decreased.

For a uniformly sampled LUT with step-size p, an upper bound on the loss of accuracy

in the computation of Φ(α) with 2n+ 1 terms in the Taylor series expansion is given by the

following.

|R2n| ≤ (p
2
)2n+1

√
2π 2n (2n+ 1)

(A.4)
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Table A.1. Max residuals Rn in Φ(α) for various LUT step-sizes (p = 7.0
#Entries

)

Max Residual
# Entries p n = 0 n = 2 n = 4 n = 6 n = 8

35 0.2000 3.98 × 10−02 6.65 × 10−05 1.99 × 10−07 7.12 × 10−10 2.77 × 10−12

70 0.1000 1.99 × 10−02 8.31 × 10−06 6.23 × 10−09 5.56 × 10−12 5.41 × 10−15

350 0.0200 3.98 × 10−03 6.65 × 10−08 1.99 × 10−12 7.12 × 10−17 2.77 × 10−21

700 0.0100 1.99 × 10−03 8.31 × 10−09 6.23 × 10−14 5.56 × 10−19 5.41 × 10−24

1050 0.0067 1.33 × 10−03 2.46 × 10−09 8.21 × 10−15 3.26 × 10−20 1.41 × 10−25

1400 0.0050 9.97 × 10−04 1.04 × 10−09 1.95 × 10−15 4.34 × 10−21 1.06 × 10−26

2100 0.0033 6.65 × 10−04 3.08 × 10−10 2.56 × 10−16 2.54 × 10−22 2.75 × 10−28

2800 0.0025 4.99 × 10−04 1.30 × 10−10 6.09 × 10−17 3.40 × 10−23 2.06 × 10−29

3500 0.0020 3.98 × 10−04 6.65 × 10−11 1.99 × 10−17 7.12 × 10−24 2.77 × 10−30

7000 0.0010 1.99 × 10−04 8.31 × 10−12 6.23 × 10−19 5.56 × 10−26 5.41 × 10−33

Table A.1 presents an upper bound on the maximal residual for various number of LUT

entries and number of finite Taylor series expansion terms (n + 1). The choice of n in

the Taylor expansion can be made dynamically based on the desired accuracy for a given

LUT step-size. The table indicates that a very high level of accuracy can be reached with

expanding extremely few terms in the Taylor expansion. In addition, it shows that obtaining

a given accuracy result using naive table lookup (n = 0) without Taylor series expansion

requires a much larger table size. For example, it takes ≈ 1.7× 109 entries to compute Φ(α)

with the same accuracy as with a table having 700 entries and a Taylor series expansion with

only 3 terms.

Though we propose to perform Taylor expansion for the interval |α| < 7, the expansion

can theoretically be performed for any α outside the interval to obtain results with higher

precision. However, for practical purposes the approximation error at the boundary points

is used as an accuracy estimate and the table size is determined accordingly. This method

of computing Φ(α) and φ(α) facilitates dynamic runtime-accuracy trade-off options.

We consider our approach to computing Φ(α) and φ(α) while evaluating the max of

two Gaussians for study. Two independent global parameters of variation are considered in
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addition to a local independent component (similar to [48]) in the experiments. Cumulative

parametric variations are constrained within 10% of their mean values.

We implement the proposed techniques for estimating Φ(α) and φ(α), and compute

average run time for over 106 random max operations. For fair comparison, we compute the

average run time for the same set of max operations in a different implementation which

uses the erf() and exp() functions from the standard unix math library to compute the

definite integral Φ(α) and the exponential φ(α), respectively. We do not consider the time

to create the LUTs in our comparison because they need to be computed only once. Run time

comparisons demonstrate that our proposed method is faster by 8.2 times on the average

in evaluating the mean and the variance of the max of two Gaussians. To ensure the same

level of accuracy, the implementation is performed for 3500 entries in the LUTs and Taylor

expansion of 3 terms (accuracy ≥ 6.65 × 10−11). A naive LUT would require ≈ 2 × 1010

entries for the same accuracy.
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